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Lemma 12.9. 詮主 A be fini七eGa10is over B，盟主 T
mediate ring 0f A/B. 
an in七er-
(a) If V is a division ring七henfor everz. v in VT(B) 
七hereexists an e1emen七七 suchthat T = Vm(Z)[七] and B[七] ~ 
T 一一
(b) If A ~s a division ring七henfor everz. v ~旦 VT(Z) 七here
exis七san e1emen七七 suchthat T = Vrn(Z)[七] and B[七]ラ
T 一一
立oof・ (a) Reca工工七hatevery in七ermediatering of A/B is a 
simp1e ring (Prop. 1.3 (b)). 工nvir七ueof Cor.工1.8，i七 sufficesto 
prove our asser七ionfor the case [B:Z]く∞ and vヂO. Now，工e七
{x" ... ， x"，"，} be a Z-basis of B. Since Vrn(Z) = B /8lry Vrn(B) by 工， "~"D J . ~~............. ~... .T¥-..' -Z 'T 
Prop. 4.8， {X1' ... ， Xp} is a VT(.B)-basis of VT(Z)・ ByCor ・7・1工，
T is inner Ga工oisand finite over its center C~. 工f {Z~ ‘. •• . z 1 、よ q• 
is a C'-basis of Z ・C' taken from Z，七hen t =勾(T/VrJZ))・(Vrn(Z))。 T'-" "T'-"R 
=お'・(VT(.Z))R= $ iζ(VT(Z) )R・仙ce vi(Z)=z-C1VT(Z)， T 
is 工 -isomorphic七o :t ( Cor. 9. 5) .工f t' E T corresponds七0
工 6ζunder七heabove isomorphism then {七『ζ，...， V2L}isa 
righ七 VT(Z)-basisof T， and so 工= } ~ (七T21)u!wi七h u! = 
L. 1 
L i x; v~ i E V T ( Z ) = B ~ Z V T ( B ) ( v ~ぞ VT(B)). Here， wi七hout10ss 1.j.ji.. 'T"-' - ~ 'T'-' "ji"" "'-'" 
of genera1ity， we may assume v~ ヂ O 工f 七=七 'v!_v ~七hen i七 isエ工 Y11 
easy七osee七hat {七五， … ，七ζ}is s七i工 ari民七 VT(Z)-basis of 
T (whence T = VT(.Z) [七])叩dl=2i七ζ-ui(uiGVT(Z))wi七h u1 
. + X v (v を Vm(B)). As [T:Vm(Z))] ~ 工 2'2 ..p' P ，. j'" . T 
[B[七]:VB[七](Z)] (Lemma 12.8)， {内ー…，七九} is a righ七 VB[七](z)-
basis of B[七]，七00・ Hence，we see七ha七 every u~ is con七ainedin 
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σ+ ・ J XP.3σ ， and so， reca11ing 七ha七 vσ and 
every v~σarein V and {x" ... ，x，..} isa V-basisof B.V， 工， '^p 
i七 fo110wsa七 once v vσ ， n個 e工y， v E B[七] (Th. 1.2). 
(b) In七heproof of (a)， we may assume七ha七 u!ヂo(E Vrn(Z)). 工
ーょ r、 .'" If this time we set 七=七'u!v- then {t'z 七z-). is s七i11a 工 1 工" a J 
righ七 VT(Z)-basisof T and 1 = L i (.七Z":)u-" (u・6九(Z)) wi七hむよ l' 1 工 '1 
u， = v. Hence， noting七ha七 [T:Vm(.Z).] ~ [B[七]: V T¥ r .1. ， ( Z)] ( Lemma工2.8)， 1 - . J.<;u..<;， U.VV.l..J.J.5 VJ.J.CLV L.J. .VT，.LJ/.J 'l I.LJLVJ'VB[七]
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we see 七h抗 {七九， … ， 七ζ}forms a righ七 VB[t](Z)-ba山 of B[七]，
which proves eviden七ユy v u1ξ B[七]. 
Le七 S be a unita1 subri時 of Rヲ工・ If R = S [x1， ••• ， ~] 
for some x
1
， ... ， xk (k > 0) and if R = S[yユ，...， ys](S 〉 O) 
yie1ds a1ways k 三 s，七hen(七heunique1y de七ermined)k wi11 be 
denoted by k(R/S). Need1ess七osay， k(R/S) 工 means七ha七 R is 
singユygenerated over S. In case A is fini七eGa工oisover B， we 
se七 ko= max k(W/Z) (毛 [V:Z] く∞)， where W ranges over a11七he
intermedia七erings of V/Z. 
We are now a七七heprosi七ion七oprove七hefo110wing: 
Theorem 12.10. Le七 A be fini七eGa10is over B. 
(a) 主 V is a division ring七hen k(T/B)4ko for every 
in七ermedia七ering T of A/B. 
(b) Let A be a division ring. 1n order七hatevery in七ermediate
ring 0f A/B be sing1y genera七edover B， i七 isnecessary and suffi-
cien七七ha七 [B:ZJZ K0. 
立盟主. (a)工f [B: Z] ∞ ，七hereis no七hing七oprove (Cor. 11.8). 
Assume now七ha七 [B:Z] く∞・Then，Vm(Z) = B @ ~ Vm(B) by Th. 4.8. T'-' -...， Z "T 
If Vm(B) = Z[v" ... ， v~] (s = k(Vm(B)/Z) ~ k_)，七hen七hereexis七S1 ' . S J ¥U ..... ¥ • T ¥ .-I I L-' I ~.. 0 
an e1emen七七 such七hat T = vm(z)[t] and B[t] ヲ v， (Lemma工2.9
T 
(a) )， so 七ha七 i七 foユ工ows B[七 vr)' .. ， v_J = B[七.2 ・ s.J ~~V ， 工 v2' s 
= VT(Z)[七=T， which proves our assertion k(T/B) ミ ko-
(b) Again by Cor. 11.8， we may restrict our a七tentionto the case 
七ha七 B possesses a fini七eZ-basis {x" ... ， x~}. One may remark エ   ..p 
again Vm(Z) = B @ ~ Vm(B) for any in七ermediatering T of A/B. Z "T 
Assume firstthatP2k，andletV (B)=Z[v... ，vs](S4ko). o 7 ---- - - - " T 工'
If v=;;x山 (E VT(Z))七henfor everyσin ヲ(A/B[v]) we 
~ s 
obtain v:; vσ= >. x.! .vσwhence i七 fo110ws vσ= v.!. Hence， ム工 i "'iu "....""'.L.L'-'-....I"I .J..¥o，.I..L...，L.......， n.， i 
every Vi is contained in B[vJ.Now，i七 isobvious七hat T = B[七]
with some 七 (Lemma12.9 (b)). Next， we sha11 prove the converse. 
Let W be an in七ermediatering of V/Z such七ha七 k(W/Z)=K0.we
have then B.W = B ⑧ W = B[七 wi七hs ome t ") ~ x.! W.! ( w.!ζW) . z . .---.".- /.1 
Since B[w、， ... ，w_] = B[七]， i七 fo工10wsat once W = Z[w
1





and hence pbk0. 
Coro11ary 12.工工 Leta division ring A be Ga工oisand finite 
主主主 B wi七hperfect Z. エf BヂZ 0ζ V is commu七a七ive七hen
every in七ermedia七ering 0f A/B is sing1y genera七edover B， and 
Converse1y. 
Proof. Every in七ermediatering W of V/Z is a separab1e 
division a1gebra of fini七erank over Z， and so k(W/Z) ~ 2 (Th.工1.工0)• 
I七 fo110wstherefore k ~ 2， and then by七heva1idi七yof Th. 12.工o(b) 
O 
a工工七hein七ermedia七erings of A/B are sing1y genera七edover B 
if and on1y if [B:Z]会 2or k。=ユ.
Le七 A~ and A~ be non-commu七a七ivecen七ra1division a1gebras of 2 





:C] are re1a七ive1yprime (cf. Kδ七he[工]). Then， the centra1 
division a1gebra A = A， @ ~ An (Cor. 4.4) is inner Ga10is and fini七e1 . C --2 
over 七hefie1d B = C[a] (a E A永C). As eviden七ユY B 1-C， A is 
sing1y genera七edover B by Th. 11.16 (a). However， every in七er-
media七ering of A/B does no七 haveto be so ・工nfac七 V= 
V
A工
(B) ~ C A2 is a noト commuta七iveintermedia七ering of A/B and 
CO = B， Which means k(V/B) 〉 工 (cf・. Cor. 工2.工工). 
Lemma 12.12. 主主 A be fini七eGa10is over B，盟主 T 主~.
If B is no七 con七ainedin七hecen七er C' of T 七hen k(T/副長
max {O， k(Z・C'/Z) ー [B:Z] }+ 2. 
立巴f. In case [B:Z] =∞ ， our asser七ionis c1ear by Cor. 11.8. 
We may assume七herefore [B:Z] <∞ We have七hen [T: C' ]く∞
(Cor. 7.工工)， and so T = C'[B， t] wi七hsome 七 (Th. 12.工). Now， 1e七
{x 、... ， x} be a Z-basis of B ‘and Z ・C'= ZI七‘.、 l1 ' --p' -， ---~工 q.J
(q = k(Z.C'/Z))・工f u = L ~ x山 (s= min{ p， q}) then ザ=
B[七， u， {七i;s く iζq}] is a simp工esubring (Prop. 3.8 (a)). Since 
B'V=B@ZV，if Y isin VA(T発)(ζV) 七hen 0 yu -uy 
: : xi(y七i 七iy) implies yt = 七 y (i:: 工， ... ， s). 工七 fo110ws 
1 1 
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七herefore VAlT後)= V^(B[七七 七])一 VA (T)， which means七ha七A~~L~ ， ~1' ~qJJ - vA~~J ， 
T後 isa reg叫 arsubri時 of A. For every σin OJ (A/T袋) (cf. Th. 7.2)， 
七hereho1ds 0 = u -u σ= L ~ Xi(七i 七iσ). Re叫 1inghere七M
V is ~ -invarian七， i七 fo11ows 七=七.σ ，whence we see七hat
エ工
七iε T鋳 Wehave proved七herefore T T発・C' T後=B[七， u， {七i'
s < i ~ q}]， which imp工iesour asser七ion.
Coro11ary 12.13. 話主 A be Ga10is and fini七eover B，ー盟主 kl= 
max k(u'/Z) where Ut ranges over a工工七hecommutative intermediate 
rings 0~ V/Z. If [B:Z]? k1 且旦 k(T/B) ~ 2 for everY T fえ . 
Proof. 工ncase B is no七 containedin七hecenter C' of T， 
our asser七ionis obvious by Lemma 12.工2. On七he0七herh田ld，if B C C' 




=工 Since T = 
C'[u， v] (Th. 11.10)， it is easy七osee七hat k(T/B) ~ k(C' [u]/Z) + 1 
= 2. 
We sha11 conc工ude七hissec七ionwi七h七hefo11owing partia1 ex七ension
of Th. 12.工o(a). 
Theorem l2.lh. L21L A be fini七eGa10is over .B，盟主 T 主
regu工arin七ermedia七ering 0f A/B・ エf BヂZ 些主主 k(T/B)4K0・
Proof. 工f k 工七hen V is commutative， and hence k(T/B) =工
O 
(Th.工2.4). Thus， in wha七 fo11ows，we may assume that k > 1. 
O 
Obvious工y，B is no七 con七ainedin七hecen七er C' of T. 工f
k(Z・C'/Z) ー [B:Z] 毛 O 七hen k(T/B) ~ 2 by Lemma 12.12. Whi1e， 
if k(Z.C'/Z) ー [B:Z] > 0 七hen k(T/B)ζk(.Z.C'/Z) ー [B:Z]+ 2 ~ 
k(Z.C'/Z)ζk~ again by Lemma 12.工2.
O 
Kishimoto-Na伊 bara-Tominaga[1]; Nagahara [4]; Nagahara-Tominaga [6]， 
[7] . 
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工3. Ex七ensionwith a Ga10is group of order pe 
In七hissec七ion，we use the same conventions as in !11. Moreover， 
ラmeans a叩naωu叫七ωOαm附i
Lenuna 工巧3.工. 話主 A be主 P dimensiona1 field ex七ensionof a 
fie1d B no七 ofcharac七eris七ic p. If A = B[a] = B[a'] and 
P ，ayP6B 七hen七hereexis七叩 elemen七 b 主 B and an integer V 
such七ha七 a'= bav 
立巴L. If c is a primi七ivep-七hroo七 of 1 七henthe po1ynomia1s 
入P-aP and 入P-a ，p are s七illirreducib1e as po1ynomia1s in 
(B[こ])[入]. Hence A[こ B[c，a] is a P dimensional cyc1ic extension 
of B[c]， and so七hereholds ¥.ノp-1 aiB[c]・=¥ノp-1 a，iB[c]・
O 
(cf. Remark七oTh. 10.工0). There exis七七hereforean element b ζB[乙l
and an in七eger V (0 < v < p) such七ha七 a'= aVb. We have七hen
b =a'a-v£ B[乙]ハ A B. 
Theorem日 .2. 主主主 ， Ee an山叫 of0巾 r Pe iL主 B = J(づ)， 
型主 pf=(ラ:ラハマ}-t，些丘三 Pε is七heexponen七 ofthe group 
ヲハ v.
(a) 工f Z con七ainsno primi七ivep-七hroo七s0f 1 七hen [A:B] 
is a mul七ipユe0f pf and a divisor 0f Pe 
(b) 立 A is no七 ofcharacteris七ic p，笠d Z contains no 
primi七iv~ p-七hroo七s0f 1 辿主主 [A:B] coincides wi七h pe. 
(c 1詮t A be of charac七eris七i~ p. 立 v/c is singly 
f genera七ed七hen [A:B] coincides wi七h p-， and converse工y.
立辺£・ Asラ is a p-group and Z contains no primi七ive p-七h
roots of 1， V coincides wi七hthe fieユd C.Z and contains no 
primitive p-七hroots of 1 (Lemma工0.4). Now， we sha11 divide七he
proof in七othree s七eps.
(1) A七 firs七， by the induction wi七hrespec七七o e we shal1 prove 
七ha七 [A:B] divides pe. 工f e = 1七hen ヲ isei七herou七eror 
inner. 工f ラ isouter then [A:B] = p by Th. 7.4. Whi工e，if ラ
is inner: ち= {t， に 守Pーユ} then V = C.Z = Z and YP = cζ C. 
Since 入p-c is irreducible， p = [c[v]:c] = [v:c] = [A:B] (Th. 7・7). 
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Now， assume e > 工Then，as is weユ工 known ， 七hecen七erof ， contains 
a subgroup 事 oforder p. As 学 isobvious1y a DF-group， P = J(争)
is simp1e and Vp(p) (ζV) con七ainsno pri叫七ivep-th roo七sof 1・
Hence， [A:P] = p by七hecase e =工Further，no七ing七hat Vp(B) is 
a sゆ fie1dof v， pl ~ is a DF-group of P， and so [P :B] di vides 
e-1 
七heorder of plラ七hatis a divisor of p Hence， we see even-
tua11y [A:B] divides pe. 
(2) We sha11 prove (b) by the induc七ionwi七hrespect七o e. The 
case e 工 hasbeen shown in (1). Assume e > 1， choose a subgroup 学
of order p contained in七hecenter ofラ， and se七 P= J(学). 
Then， as was no七edin (1)，学 and pl~ are DF-groups of A and P 
respec七ive工y，and七hecenter of P con七ainsno primi七ivep-七hroots 
of 1. 工七 fo1ユows七herefore [A:B] = [A:P]・[P:B]= p.#(plラ) by 
七heinduction hypothesis. If竿 is01肘 r七hen ラ(P)=ψ(Th・7.4).
~ 岬 r~ :-: ん Pー工Assume now七ha七常 lS 1nner: 管={1， v， ， v~-~} ， and七ha七there
exis七san e1emen七 Zin ち(P)¥ψ(cf. Th. 7・2). Since p = 
[VA(P):C] = [C[v]:C] = [C[u]:C] (Th・7・7)，七hedefining凸 equationof u 
over C is of the form f(入) =入p+ ••. + c_. 工f uP'- = c t E C 
e r P J and c is a primi七ivep--七hroot of 工，七hen c u~Çu wi七hs 
P 
j. Hence， as v^(p} contains no primi七ivep-th roo七sof 1， i七A 
fo工 ows -c_u-p 乙J = 1， name1y， uP = ーc_E C. Combining 七heabove P 
wi七h VA(P)-= C[v] and vP E C， we see七ha七thereexis七 C モC and 
¥!_ 1... ~~ ~\ 
¥! such 七hat u vVc tLemma 13.工)， whence it fo工 owsa con七radic七ion
立=ド£ ψWehave seen七hus す(P)=ψin ei七t
According1y， we ob七ain [A:B] = p・4白|ラ)= p・(ラ:学)=Pe.
(3)工f A is of charac七eris七ic p，七henthe fie1d V =工(ラハす)
is a fini七edimensiona1 pure1y inseparab1e ex七ensionof C and one 
wi1工 easi工ysee tha七七heexponen七 of V/C coincides wi七hεHence， 
f εr~1 pεdivides [V:C] = [A:H]， and so p~ = p・(ち:~ハ V) does 
[A:H]・(ち:ちハす)= [A:H]・[H:B]= [A:B] (Ths. 7・7and 7.4). This 
together wi七h (1) and (2) proves (a). If pεcoincides with [V:C] = 
f [A:H]， or， if p~ coincides with [A:B] 七hen V/C is singly 
generated， and conversely (cf. van der Waerden [工]).
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Le七 A be of charac七eris七ic p， and ~ an F-group of order pe 
with B = J(ラ)・ Then，ラハ V is abe1ian (Lernma工0.4)，and so we may 
se七 ちハヤ=ラ工 x .. x場七 wi七hcyc1ic ~ i・ As Vi =工(づ i) is 
eviden七1ysing工ygenera七edover C， [v~ :c] exponen七 ofぢ=# ~; 
工 グエ
and V = V， ••• V+ (Lemma 10.4). Accordingユ.y， one wi工1easi工ysee 工七
七hefo11owing: 
Coro工ary13.3. 話t A be of characteristi<:! p，ち 釦 F-group
of A 弘主~ B = J(場)説付=pe. 1n order七ha七 A/B E.三十
regu1ar it is necessary出ldsufficien七七ha七 V1 ... V七=V1 @C V2 ・
o，. V ・ In particu1ar， if 略ハヤ iscyc1ic the~ A/B i三ヲー regu1ar.C 't" --c--------- -- d 
Now， 1e七号 bea fieユd，and G a group of fini七eorder g. Then， 
as is we工 known， 七hegroup ring 争(G) is semi-simp1e if and on1y if 
七hecharac七eris七icof 争 doesno七 divide g (Maschke). If A is a 
cen七ra1simp1e a1gebra over C，七hen七hegroup ring A ( G)= C ( G) ~ C A， 
and七henLernma 4.ユandMaschke's七heoremprove七hesame asser七ionfor 
A(G). However， in the present stage， we take an interest in色hecase 
tha七 争 is of chara乙七erlstlc p and g z Pe . 
Lemmaユ3.4. If 争 isa fie1d， and G agroup of fini七eorder 
g > 1，七hen七hefoユ10wingcondi七ionsare equiva工en七: (ユ)争(G)2三
comp1e七e1yprimary，七ha七 is，七heresidue c1ass ring 0f 争(G) mod叫 o
its radica1 is a division ring， and (2) 争 isof charac七eristi~ p 
盟主 g=pe. 
Proof. The mapping 入 )， σx 一→ )， x is a ring homomor-
t. σE G σιdσ 
phism of 争(G) on七O 争 with七hekerne1 Ker入=): (工ー σ)争.
(エ)=手(2): The radica1 ・~ of the comp1ete1y primary ring 争(G)
coincides wi七h七heset of a1工non-uni七s，and so 仲=Ker入 Ifφis
of charac七eris七ic 0 七hen )'σi~ a uni七， for 0' σ)人 g・1ヂO.
んσE-G --- 'L" 
Bu七七hiscontradic七s (. Lσ)(1 -τ) = 0 (. L ヂ1 in G). Hence， 
has to be of prime charac七eris七ic p. We se七here g =Pe ・g'，where 
(g'， p) =工.工f q is a prime fac七orof g' 七hen G contains a 
q-Sy工owgroup Q， and α=σis a unit， because α入 isa 
ム σモQ
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power of q. Whi1e， for any L ヂ工 in Q we have α(工ー τ)= O. 
This contradic七ionproves g' = 1. (2)===今(工): By七heinduc七ion
with respec七七o e， we sha11 prove七ha七刊， = Ker入 isni工po七en七 1n
case e = 1， (工ー σ)p= 0 yie1ds at once 外 p= O. Assume next e > 1， 
and choose a subgroup P of order p con七ained工nthe cen七erof G. 
Then，七hemapping p ~ }σx一→ iσx is a ring homomorphism 
ム σEG σL σ 
of 争(G) on七O 争(G)，where G = G/p and a deno七esthe residue 
c工assof σmodu10 P. To be easi工yverified， Kerぃ isno七hingbu七
七heidea1 generated by {工-n; n E p}. Since every 工-n (n E P) 
is con七ainedin七hecenter of 争(G)，(Ker ぃ)p= O. Moreover， as 
(Ker 入)ぃ iscontained in the radica1 of 争(G)，七hereh01ds 
( (Ker 入}μ)k= O for some k. 工七 f01工ows七herefore (Ker 入 )kp = 0， 
and our imp1ica七ionis evident. 
Coro工ary13.5. 主 A is a simp1e ring， G a finite group， 釦 d
T an invariant subgroup 0f G 0f order 七〉工， then七hef0110wing 
Conditions are equiva1en七 (1') yσx is a uni七 of A(G) 
ム σEG σ 
whenever Y ax is a uni七 of A(G)， w~ere G = G/T and 0 is七he
“ σ 
residue c1ass 0f σmodu工o T，盟主(工1') A is of characteristi~ p 
盟主七 =pe.
立公工Themapping 中 i. σx →ー i σx defines a ム σEG σ L
ring homomorphism of A(G) on七o A(G)， and Ker中 isthe idea工
generated by {1 -n; n E T} Ker 中= 1. σ(工-n)A. (1')ー →(工工， ) : 
L σE G 
n t: T 
1fαis an arbi七rarye1emen七 of Ker中七hen 1-αis a unit as 
an inverse image of 工 rela七ive七O 中， and so七hereexis七ssome s 
in A(G) such七ha七 (工ー α)(1 - s) =工， or α+ s -αs = O. 
According1y， if α is an idempo七en七七hen α= 0， which means七hat
Ker 中 containsno non-zero idempoten七S・ Hence，Ker中 isnilpoten七
(cf. ! 3)， whence the idea工1._ . m (1 - n ) C of C (T) is ni1po七ent.
L n ~ T 
The last fact imp1ies evidently that C(T) is a comp1e七e1yprimary 
ring. 工七 f0110ws 七herefore (C and so) A is of charac七eris七ic p 
and 七 = pe (Lemma工3.4). (.工， )ー =ラ(工'): Since C(.T) is comp1etely 
岨与
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primary lLemma 13.4}， Y _ m (工ー η)C is ni1poten七 No七ing七ha七
L n長T
T is an invarian七 subgroupof G， one wi11 readi1y see that Ker中
is ni1po七en七， and七henour imp1ica七ionis obvious. 
Theorem 13.6. 孟主 A/B 主単三 う-r閃eg郡u工1aム工
F市-sゆ gr01∞up0ぱf ラ豆主注且 T = Jバ(工t). 立 # 1， =七〉工三互主ヲ=づ /t
then七hefo110wi叫 condi七ionsare equiva工en七: (工) aぞ A is an 
ラー n.b. e. wheneveE. Tt， (a) と~ ~-n.b.e. ， and (工工 B is of 
characteris七i~ p 旦主七 =pe.
Proof. By Cor. 9・9，A con七ains却場 -n・b.e. u. Since [T:B] 
= # ~ = #(TIラ)(Lemma 10.2)， T:t(u) is an ~ -n.b.e. of T・ As
in七heproof of Cor.工3・5，the mapping 中 I(J EちσxσR ブー
I axσR is a ring homomorphism of ラBR ( ~ B(ラ)) ontoヲBR
(~ B(号)) and one wi1ユeasi1ysee that TX (uα) = (TX(U))(吋 for
every α ￡宅 B~. As ち B~ satisfies the minimum condi七ionfor one-"J -R - d -R 
sided idea工s，ua is again an ぢ-n.b.e. if and on1y ifαis 
contained in (.ラ B
R
)・ Simi1ar1y，Tr.(uαis again anヲ-n.b.e.
if and on工Yif 叫 isin ヲB
R
)・ Now，our equiva1ence is a direct 
consequence of Cor.ユ3.5.
Coro11ary 13・7・立 A/B i:.三ヲ -regu1訂， and #ヲ=h >工， t単旦
七hefo11owing condi七ionsare equiva1ent: (工。 aE A 江主主事-n.b.三-
whenever T~(a) is in B'， and (工工 ) B is of charac七eristic p 
ヲ， 一ー一一一一 一一ー O 
and h=Pe . 
As a direct consequence of Cor. 13.7， we ob七ainthe next: 
Coro11ary 工3.8. 主主主 A be a divi~ion ring of characteristic p. 
If A/B i三ち -regularand #ち=pe 七heni七 iscomp1e七e1ybasic. 
工f A/B is Ga工oisand A = B ~Z C 七hen A is ca11ed a七rivia1
ex七ensionof B. If A/B is a七rivialex七ension七heni七 isou七er
Ga10is and every ヲー i肝 arian七 simp1ein七ermediatering of A/B is 
a七rivialex七ensionof B (Lemma 4.1). Whi1e， if A is ou七erGa10is 
over B 七heni七 is七rivia工， provided J[D:Z] く∞ (Cor.4.9). Now， 
assume七ha七 A/B is ヲ -regu1訂， B is of chara山 r凶 ic p， and七h抗
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4う=pe. If c is an e1emen七 of C wi七h Tラ(c)ヂo then 
{coσ 廷う}is a B-basis of A con七ai
A = B.C = B @ _ C. We ob七ain七hus七hefo工工owing:
Z 
Coro11ary 13.9. Assume七ha七 A/B is 'i -Eegu工a~ ， B 主sof 
characteristi~ p，叩d七ha七 8ぢ = pe. If A/B is七rivia工七hen
C co… 
Fai七h [工]， [2]; Kishimoto-Onodera-To叫 naga[エ];Moriya [工]; 
Nagahara-αlodera-Tominaga [工];Onodera-Tominaga [ユ]， [ 2 J;Tominaga [6]. 
. 
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工4. A prob1em concerning an extension wi七ha cyc1ic Ga10is group 
The presen七 sec七ionis devo七edexc1usive工y七oproving the fo11owing 
theorem七hatis trivia工ytrue for 七hecommutative case. 
日leorem工4.1. 工β七 A be Ga10is and finite over B，盟主 B= J(σ) 
for some σ L旦~. If C is infi叫七e0r [A:C] <∞ 七henfor any 
in七ermediaterinB. B' of A/B 七hereexis七s som~T E'ヲ such 七ha七
J(τ= B'・
Throughou七七hepresen七 sec七ion，we assume a工ways七hat A is finite 
Ga10is over B， B = J(σ) with some σぞ事 and七ha七 B' is an 
a.rbi七raryin七ermedia七ering 0f A/B. 工f 争=B (¥C 七hen七heorder y 
of clσcoincides wi七h [c:争]. We se七 fur七her VT=VA(BT)and 
Z' VB，(B'). 
Lemma 14.2. If [A:C]く∞七hen七hereexis七san e1emen七 z in 
Z such七ha七 σy z， Z 争[z] 盟主 V= C[z] = C.Z， and七hen J(σY) 
= H = B・C 盟主 [H:B]= [V:Z] = y. 
E旦of. By Th ・7・7，σy= 8 with some s E V ・ Since c' = sσ・s-l
is in C by 08 =会oand there hoユds N，.，，(c') =寸y-1c'σi 1， i七C/争 o
is we1工known七ha七七hereexis七san e工ement c廷 C such七ha七 c' = 
c-l .co (cf.Th.工0.6). Se七 1時 z = sc， we see七ha七 言=z and z 
is con七ainedin B ハV=z.Hence ，c[zlis a subfield of CO ，and so 
V =工([σ])= 1([σy]) = c[z] = C ・Z(Prop. 7.ユ). Noting七ha七 B.C is 
simp1e as an in七ermedia七ering of H/B (Prop. 7.3)， i七 fo11ows七hen
J(σY) = H = B・C=B-v=B @Z V(Th・7・7)，which imp1ies [H:B] [v:z]. 
Fina11y， reca11ing七ha七 C is finite Ga10is over 争 CハZ= Cハ争[zJ， 
i七 iseasy七osee七ha七 [V:争[z]]= [c:争=[v:z]， and hence Z =争[z]. 
Coro11ary工4.3. V is a fie1d. 
立巴工 Obvious工y，V¥σ is an automorphism of V and J(V¥σ) = Z. 
Since [V:C。]く∞， we obtain V C ・z= C~ by Lemma 14.2. o 0 
As a consequence of Cor. 14.3， we see tha七 B' is simp1e (Prop. 7.3)， 
and七heorder s of VIσcoincides wi七h [V:Z] and divides the 0士、der
αof HIσ 七ha七 coincideswi七h [H:B] (Th・7.4). We se七 here α= 
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α/8 and V = C[v] wi七hsome v such七ha七 σα=守 (Prop.7.1). Then， 
no七ingtha七 C is fini七eGalois over 争， V/争 issing1y genera七ed，and 
hence七hereexis七 onlya finite number of intermediate fields of V/争.
tε 
工f H' B'ハH then H' = J(HIσwi七ha posi七ivedivisor εof α 
(Th. 7.4)， whence it follows J(σεH'. Thus， we realize that七oour 
end it suffices七oprove our七heoremfor B' wi七h B' (¥H B， and so， 
in what fo工工ows，vre a1ways assume 七hat B' r¥ H = B. Since 七hereho工ds
七hen 句(古(B')/B') ~ ~(H/B) by the con七問山1map (Cor・7・8)， 
匁(B') con七ains 叩 automorphism au (Ths. 7.2 and 7.7)， and so J(σ宣)
:> B'. We have s een thus七hese七ブ consis七i時 ofa1工七heintermedia七e
rings T of A/B' such七ha七 T= J(σ立 forsome u ~ V is non-emp七y.
In the res七 of七hissection， we sha11 use the fo1工owingaddi七iona1
conven七ions: For arbi七rary uEV，weset u.v.v.=NuJn(u)=寸84wi=
後発 V/z 
(u**)αIf T = J(au) is in ~凶en TハH= B and "J (古(T)/T) .: 
似H/B) by七hecon七rac七ionmap， and thenσな)α=命後 yie1ds VA(T) = 
C[ vu*] (Prop. 7.工). Fur七her，we se七 V'=争[d] wi七hsome fixed d， 
{VA(T); T Eブ }= {VA(T1)， ... ， VA
(九)} ， g (入= n ~ー工 (入 - dσ¥)) = 
2αg.: A i (g_ =工) and f(入)= TI ~-1 (入-dσV) I 8f; ^-.i. Here， 
O μO 
g(入) and f(入 arepo1ynomia1s in Z[入] and g(入) = (f(入))α 
Lemma山 .4. Z' = V B (')， B' /B .!s inner Ga10is， V' 
and [V' :Z'] = s. If [A:C]く∞七hen V' = Z'・C.
is σ-invarian七
主巴f. Choose an arbitrary T = J(σ立 fromブ・ If x is in T 
七hen x::: x(σ古)α=xおド na且e1y，xv x立ご Hence，it fo11ows VT(l匂)
=VT(v)=TハH B， which proves七hat T/B is inner Ga1ois. Since 
Z' 乙 VT(B) ζ VT(U*) = B， B'/B is a1so inner Ga10is by Prop・7・工6.
Nex七， V' = VA(B'au) V'a ・ Final.1y，if V' Iσ工=工七hen V A (T) Iσユ 1，
and七henwe ob七ainespecial1y vσ1・u* 刊後)σ工 =vh，I181nely，vJ=y.
I七 fo11ows七herefore V Iσi = V'[v] lal =工， and so we readi1y obtain 
8 = order of (V' Iσ= [V':Vn(B')] [V':Z']. Now， we sha11 prove七heI~I ."B 
1atter assertion. By七heconven七ion B'n H::: B， we ob七ain z' r、C=争.
Then no七ing七ha七 C is fini七eGa10is over 争， i七 iseasy to see七ha七
zv.C =z'hC ・ Since [V':Z'] = s = y = [C:争] (Lemma 14.2)， our 
assertion is a consequence of Z'・C= Z' @φC. 
Coro11ary 14.5. 
， gα エー]. 
工f T = J(σに A) is inf些主主 Z' = VB(T)[go' 
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Proof. As V'σV' (Lemma山 .4)，i七 isobvious七ha七 Z' contains 
VT.，(T)[f_， ... ， f~ ，]. On七he0七herhand， as V' Vn(T)[d] and f(d) ， "'s-工
0， we 0 bt ain [v': V Tl ( T)[ f _， ... ， f" ，]]く s [v' : Z '] (Lemma 14.4). B¥"'/L"'O' "'s-工、




Now， we shaユ1dis七inguishbe七ween七wocases. 
Case 1. The charac七eristicof A does not divide α': Obvious1y 
u'=VB(T)[go ，...， gα-1] is con七ainedin Z'・ Reca11ing七ha七 g(入)
= (f(入))α ， we see七hat g_， =α'f" ， (whence f"， E: U') and 、g_.. αー工 s-1 、 s-1 ~ - ， ぃ
=α， f(') _ + P l f (')_ ，" ... ， f (') ，) where P i s a po1ynomi aユwith自ーい ¥. sーい+工， ... ， .s-11 
in七egra1coefficien七S・ Then，we can see induc七ively f-B-li 6U T
(1 ~υ 各自)， and hence U' ~ V n (T)[ f _， ... ， f (') ，] Z'・0' ••. .s-1
Case 11. The charac七eris七icof A is p dividing α': Since 
VA(T) = V[vu*] ， i七 follows v=VA(T)[k]=VA(T)[(ud)U/P] 
VA(T)[U*~] ， which proves七ha七 V/VA(T) is separab1e. Combining七his
with the fac七七hat V^(T) is Ga10is and finite over Vn(T) (cf. A 
Lemma 14.4)， we see that V/VB(T) is separab1e. According1y， if 
q = pS divides exact1y αthen there hoユds V n ( T) [ f~ ， ••• ， f (')q s-工
= Vn(T)[f_， ... ， f(') ，] Z'. Since g(入) = (f(入)q)α，/q ， . s-工
(ミ ~Àq + •.. + A sqα'/q f~ + f 入+ . À~~)~ f~ and p is noユongera divisor of α'/q， 
the same argument as in Case 1 enab工esus七oobtain 
q， ] = Vn(T)[g_， ... ， g s-ユ B~ -， L 00 ' ， 0 s-斗
Z7=VB(T)[f:， 
Lemma 14.6. L主 n be a subse七 of 争 ， ko， kl， ... ， kq 
dements 0f Z' with Z' Vn(T)[k_， ... ，k_J for every Tモプ，一一一ー ， B ¥ .L I L n. 0 '  ，>.qJ .. ， ..J . '" J 
and 1e七 k(入)= ) ~ k~ 入エ 1f n is iば ini七ethen n contains 
い O エ
an infini七esubset n' such七ha七 Z' = Vn(T)[k(ω， ) ] for every 
B 
T モブ 担主 ω『モ n'. 
Proof. Since七hereexist on1y a fini七enumber of in七ermediate
工02
fie1ds be七ween Z' and Vn(T，)， we can find an intermediate fie工d W B ¥..1'， 
of Z'/Vn(T，) such七hatthe set Q~ = {ωE Q ; Vn(T， )[k(ω) ] = W ~ B'....l' ....""'~.. v..~v v..~ ....~v ""1 UJ c' ~b .B'....l'L...~'~' J ") 
is infini七e. Now， for differen七 e工ements ωωin Ql' ... ~q+工
the simu1taneous equa七エonswi七hVandermonde determinant 
入+入1ω. + ... +入 ω手=k(ω，) (i =工， q +工)
よ工 q工 工
possess a unique soユution，which is necessari工ycontained in W. 
Hence (k_， ... ，k_) being the unique solu七ion，i七 fo110ws Z' 
0- q 
vB(T)[ko，...， k]ζW， na且e1y，Z' W. We have proved七herefore
q 
七ha七 Z' = VT...(七 )[k(ω)J for every ωin Q，. Repea七ing七hesame B ¥-1 
argumen七 for Q1 and T
2
， and so on， one wi11 obtain Q' even七ua1工y.
Coro工ユaryユ4.7. If C i:s infinite and q is an arbitrary positive 
integer，七hen七hereexis七 differen七 ω ， ωξ 争¥{d} such tha七l' UJql;:....¥ 
ZT=VT)[可 g(ωi)]foreverY Tづ 主主主 S い (λs，t九)
Proof. Since 争 is infi凶七e (by [C:争]く ∞ and Z' 
VB(T)[go， ... ，gα一工事工 forevery T ~ J (Cor. 14.5)， there exists 
an infi凶七esubset Q of φ¥{d} such tha七 Z' = VB(T)[g(ω)] for 
O 
every T E J and every ω 正 Q。(Lemma山 .6)，whence our 
asser七ionfor q =工工seviden七 Now，assume七ha七 q> 1 and ω， ， 
(そ争¥{d}) have been chosen as desired: Z' = Vn(T)[ TT~-g(ω. ) ] q-1 ~ "-.J I --_. - ----- -------- -- -------- -B 
for every T E: J and every s会七(工さ s，七三 q エー). We se七
here u 行 q-1g(ω ，) ( v = 工， ... ， q -1)・ Since Z' VB(T)[U
V
] 
v V 1 
V n ( T) [u g_， ... ， u g " u _ ] and u. . g(入=u g_ + ..• + U入α ，争¥{d}"'v αー工 ..vJ .. VO'f¥' . VOO 
contains an infini七esubse七 Q， such七ha七 Z'= V n ( T )[ u， g (ω) ] 工 B¥ ~ I '-1 
every T εJ and every ω E: Q1 (Lemma 14.6). Next， again by 
Lemma 14.6， there exists an infinite subse七 Q~ of Q， such that Z' 2 -- .01 
VB(T) [u2g(ω) ] for every T E:I andω 長 Q2・ Repeatingthe same 
procedures s七epby step， we obtain an infini七esubset Q of Q q-1 -- ""q-2 
such七ha七 Z' = Vn(T)[u_ ，g(ω) ] for every T ε プ and ωE Q B'-/~-q-10\-""""~ -.--" -J ""q-1 
Fina11y， as in the case q =工， we can find an e1emen七 q-工
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such七ha七 Z' = Vn(T) [g(ω) ] for every T E.J • Now， the vaユidi七yB ¥-， ~O"'-<1 
-七of Z' = Vn(T)[ lT ~ g(ω!)] (T 壬 .;r ， 1~s 壬七~ <1) wi11 be eviden七.1)' • - •• s 工
We are now a七七heposi七ユ.on七oprove七heprincipa1七heorem.
Proof of Th. 14.ユ Wesha工 distinguish between two cases: 
Case 1. C is infinite: By Cor. 14.7， we can find dis七inc七
e1emen七sωl'ωb+工 in 争¥{d} such七hat z' =日(T)[廿;g(ωi)] 
for every T正ブ and s ~七 (工壬 s，七毛 b+工). Choose an arbi-
七rary(fixed) T = J(σ立 from:J ，and同 w
K
=lì~ (ωi -d) ( ~ V') 
for κ=ユ， .. ， b + 1. Then， every B J(σぷ iscontained in 
K K 
j ，and VA(B)=clv(IN)器=C [vu~ Ti ~ g (.ω)] (Prop・7・1). Hence， K K 後 1 1 D¥，wi 
we obtain V.(B_} = V.(B.o) for some e < f (1 ~ e， f ~ b +工). e I 'A ¥'-f 
即時七ha七 ωiヂd，one wi11 readi1y see th抗甘 :+lg(ωi)
contained in V.(B.o)ハ Z= V，(B.D)， whence i七 fo11ows V，(B.o) A "-f'" . - 'B'-f" ，--------，.- 'B'-f 
V" (B.D)[廿 f g(ω!)] = Z'. According1y， there ho1ds [V':Z'] B¥-f' ~ II e+1 O¥-'^'i 
[V^(B.c>):V，(s.c>)] = [V^(B.o):Z'] (Lemma 14.4)， which forces V' = V^(B~). A"~f""B\~f'J ~'A"~f/'~ J ，，-~..~~ -， '" .._. ----~- 'A'-f 
Hence， i七 fo工10ws V1") CB') = V1") (B~). As B~/B is inner Ga10is by 
Bf Bf f f 
Lemma 14.4， Th. 7・7yie1ds七hen B' Bf E :1 
Case 11. C is fini七eand [A: C]く∞ Again，choose an 
arbi七rary T = J(σ古 from~. Then， TハC 争 andαs y 
(Lemma山 .2)，and henceσ立)Y=も for v工=川・ According1y，in 
the same way as in七heproof of Lemma工比.2，we can find an e1emen七
z E VrTI(T)ζV，(B') = Z' such七ha七守=z and Vrn(T) =争[z]. Choose ユ T
an e1er日 n七 z' such七ha七 Z' 争[z']. Then， V' = Z'・C= C[z'] 
(Lemma 14.4)， and we can find an e1emen七 wE V' such七ha七ジ=
'/r7'(W) = zw.v， (Cor. 10.8 .and Lemma 14.4). Eviden七1y，B" J(σお)V' /Z' 脅
is contained in.:J ，and Cσお)α=z'yidds VA(B71)=C[z f]=v'・
Thusヲ七hesame argument as in the 1as七 partof Case工app1iesto obtain 
B' = B"ξj 
Bor七fe1d[工];1natomi [2]; Masuda [工J;Nagahara-Tominaga [6]. 
工04
Exis七enceof cyc1ic extensions 工5.
工七 is 七hepurpose of 七hissection to give the condi七ionfor a 
and七odetermine七he七ypessimp1e ring to have a cyc1ic extension， 
A七[2] . from Kishimo七oThe ma七eria工 comesof cyc工icex七ensions.









????S 工β七七hering of non-commu七a七ivepo1ynomia工s.
an S p-derivation in S， and 
(s七)a sa・七p+ S ・ta
a a an au七omorphismof p 














means七hering of a11 the non-commu七a七ivepo工ynomia1sThen 
right side)， where七hemu1七ip1icationis defined by the distribu七ive
S入=入(sp)+ sa (s E S). In par七icu1ar，we se七
S[入;a]= S[入;l，a]，S[入;pJ= S [入;p ，0] ( and S [入] = s[入;1，0]). 
S[入2ρ，d]
(written on七heS wi七hcoefficients in 入in七heinde七ermina七e
and七heruユe1aws 
In case 
is a righ七is a division ring， i七 is weユ工 known tha七S 
D(S， S). 
(工ef七 priωipa工 idea1domain. 
1e七 d be in 





? ?， ， 『 ? 、 、? ?Zd = Z，七hen
an arbitrary e1emen七 of
with 
? ??
and Z is an e1emen七 of七hecen七erof 
= g(ZT -ZTJ
m 
m!zs_. <:"-1 -R 




(入+s)m = then S 









•• ， ， ?• • • 
Proof. (a) g(-6 )m= (zg-gz)(-6z)m-L= (入m一九四Sm+
Z 
=mlzsm by七heinduc七ion. (b) is easi1y seen by the induction 
wi七hrespec七七O
(i =工， 2，?




?? ?、 、 ， ， ，、???? ?、ー ?? ???， ，?? 、
m. 
工β七 τbean au七omorphismof 
(a) 1e七 s be an arbitrary e1ement 0f S. Then，七hemapping争:
2fsi一→ I(入 +s)lsit defines a ring automorphism 0f S[入;a ] 
-1 
if and only if T at -a =6s・ Inpar七icu1ar，





















(b) Let s be釦 arbitrarye1emen七 of S'. The mapping 'l!: 
2 入工s;一→ L (入S)l.S;T defines a ring au七omorphism0f S[入山] 立
ー -1-1 
and on1y工f τ P Tp = S ・ zn par七icu1ar，for any unit z of主主主
cen七er0f S， 'l!: L Al.s.; →ー L (入z)l.s; ~efines an S-且旦孟
工“工
au七omorphism0f S[入山J• 
Proof. The proof is easy， and may be工ef七七oreaders. 
m-工
工f ρ is of finite order m， we set NR(S;p) = s ・sp・ ・・・ ・sp
m-工
and NL(s;p) sp ・ ・・・ ・sp・s(s E S)， which wil1 be called the 
righ七 respec七iveleft p-norm of s. 
Now， 1et S be a simple ring. If 工 isan arbi七rarynon-zero 
idea1 of t-= S [入山，aJ，there exists a unique1y determined monic 
po1ynomial f such七ha七 1= fず=~f. In fact， f is the monic po1yno-
mial in 1 of七he10wes七 degree，and ca1led七hemonic genera七orof 1. 
(No七e七ha七 S is a simp工ering.) Now，工e七 g be a mo叫 cpo工ynomia工
inず If g does no七 genera七e七heideal .'t' but every proper lef七
divisor of g does す~ ，g is defined七obe w-irreducible. Need1ess 
to say， if g is contained in七hecen七erof十 andirreducible七hen
i七 isw-irreduci ble， and if S is a field and .-(-= S [入]七hen七he
notion of w-irreducibi工i七ycoincides wi七htha七 ofirreducibiユi七y.
The next will be easi1y seen. 
Lemma 15.3. 1β七 S be a simple ring. A non-zero ideal of 
S[入;p，aJ is maximal if and only if i七smonic genera七oris w-irreducible. 
If A/B is づ-regularand ~ is cyclic， A is ca工 eda立込主三
extensior1 of B w.r.七・ラ・ Fina1工y，let A/B be a cyc工icex七ension
w.r.七・ ラ， and an in七ermediatering A' of A/B a cyclic ex七ension
of B w.r.七・ ぢ'・ 工f "S' = A'Iち， A'/B is said七obe regu工arly
embedded in七hecyc工icex七ension A/B. 
工5a. Throughout the present subsection， we assume 七ha七 B 主とa
S imp1e ring of charac七eris七ic p. 仕leof七heprincipal theorems is 
the foユowing:
Theorem 15.4. (a) 工norder七ha七 B have ~ p q，imensional cyc1ic 
extension， it is necessary and sufficien七七ha七七hereexist dモD(B，B)
工06
盟主 bE B such tha~ (1) a ~ = ~， b a = 0，竺主 (2) ^ 1--b is 
w-irreducib工ein 1J = B[入;a] . More precise工y，if七hereexis七 a， b 
satisfying (ユ)， (2)些包 M= (^l -b)る is a maxima1 idea1， A* 
B[yJ =る/M is a p dimensiona1 cycユicex七ension0f B with a 
genera七i昭 autoII日 phisInσ後 definedby yσ後=y +工， an主 a= B I Oy' 
where y is七heresidue c1ass 0f 入 rnodu工o M. Converse1y， if A 
江主 p dimensionaユcyc1icextension 0f B w土主・ヲ=[σ] ，~註旦
we can find such a， b sa七isfying(工)， (2)七ha七七herehoユdsa B-
ring isomorphism ~* A* ~ A w誌とがσ=σ付帯.
(b) 工n order 七ha七 B 単三~ P dimensiona工outercyc工icexten-
S ion， i七 isnecessary and sufficien七七ha七七hereexist a and b 
satisfying (工)， (2)盟主 (3) z I a= O. 
(c) 1n order七ha七 B 註笠三と p dimensionaユinnercyc工icex七en-
Sion i七 isnecessary and sufficien七七ha七七hereexist a and b 
sa七isfying(ユ)and C 4) z a = z for some non-zero z in Z. 
Proof. (a) and (b). To be easiユyverified， (工 isequ叫iva工en
w叫i七拍h 入汁t_ b ε Vなι(工r)， and s印o (ω2心 im宜p叫ユies七hemaxima工1七Yof M (Lemma 
工5・3). Hence， A繰 = l. p-工 yiB is a simp工ering and {工， y，...， Yp-ユ〕
“ O 
forms a free B-basis of A*. Noting tha七 入事-b is 1ef七 invariant
by the ring a1山 morphism ~ j ^lb~ 一→ y (入+工 )lb~ (Lemma 15.2 ι1 臼
(a))， we see七ha七争 inducesin A後 a B-ring au七OIωrphismσ餐 of
ャ p-1 i order p such七ha七 yσ後 y+ユ.工f 1 ~ ~ y~b~ is 1ef七 invarian七
】 O 工
ャ p-工 i ャp-1 _ _ i"1.. _ _ ~ _， .:1 _ I p-1¥ by σ発七hen ): 1-'--"' (y +工).1.b.: = )' j;r-". y.l.b.: yie1ds ( ~-~) 
ム o 1 ム O 工 ¥p-2)-p-1 
b_ ^ = b_ ^  (Lemma 15.工 (b))，and hence b = O. Repea七ing七hep-2 -p-2 ..-~~~~~."  ~ . -I " ~-- ~~~~-~~ -p_ユ
sa且eprocedure， we readi工y obtain b : = b， = 0， name1y， J(σ袋)
p-ユ工
= B. 1fσ後 isinner:σ発=z，七hen z is con七ainedin V
A各
(B)ハB
= Z and zP E C後=V
A持
(A後)， whence we see th抗 C*[z] is a subfie1d 
of Z， name1y， σ発 isan F-group. Moreover， one may remark七ha七
戸=y + 1 imp工ies z(j = zヂ0，and so zla手O. Whi1e， ifσ* is 
outer thenσ発 isobvious1y an F-group and zla BハC*16y=O・
Converse1y， assume七ha七 A/B be a p dimensiona1 cyc1ic ex七ension
w.r.七.ち=[σ]. Then， in virtue of Th.工0.5and i七sproof， there 
工07
exis七san e1emen七 xE A such七ha七 xσ=x + 1， and七hen b x1モ B，




Obvious1y，入-b is con七ainedin七hecen七erof 1s = B[入;d ] • 
Since 中Y.A1b.:一→ Ix1b.: is a B-ring homomorphism of ~ on七0
ιJ 工 臼工
A whose kerne工contains M and [.(，-Awf:B] = p， が:Y. ~-工 yib4一一ぅ
u 0 1 
L :一工 B-ring isomorphism of A発 on七o A such that 
O 
中谷σ= σ持中後 Hence， M is maxima1， and so 入1_ b is w-irreducib1e， 
comp1e七ing七heproof of (a). Now， (b) is obvious by七heabove proof. 
(c) By七heabove proof， it suffices七oprove tha七入手-b is 
w-irreducib1e. If g is a proper monic 1ef七 divisorof the centra1 
monic po1ynomia1入1_ b， then deg g = mく p and g(-6z)m=zriiZヂO
(Lemma 15.1 (a))， which proves七hat g genera七es .t)~ ，name 1y， A ~ -b 
is w-irreducib1e. 
Coro11ary 15.5. Assume七ha七 B is a division ring. 1n order that 
B hav三三 P dimensiona1 cyc1ic division ring ex七ension，i七 is
necessary and sufficient that tþ_er~_exi~t d 盟主 b satisfying (工)
in Th.工5.4 and (2') 汁-b is irreducib1e in B[A;d]. The precise 
S七atementcorresponding to七ha七 inTh.工5.4is va1id. 
立辺主 Since(工)and (2') imp1y七ha七 M is a maxima1 one-sided 
idea1， A発 isa division ring. The res七 ofthe proof wi11 be obvious. 
Corol1ary 15.6. The f‘O工 owingc∞ondi七ionsare equiva工en七: (工)B 
has a p dirr悶
e工er臼 n七 b ~ Z such七ha七入!-b is irreduωcib工ein Z[入]， and (3) 
七hereexis七 aninner derivation d and b sa七isfying(工)， (2) in 
Th. 15.4. 
立叫. (ユ)=→ (2)=守 (3): If A is a p dimensiona1 triviaユ
ex七ensionof B w.r.七. [σ] ，七hen C is a p dimensiona1 cyc1ic 
ex七ensionfie1d of Z. Hence， there exists an e1emen七 bξZ such 
七ha七戸-b is irreducib1e in Z[入]. The 1atter is七rivia1. (3) 
サー(工): If d ob' 七hen c = y -b' is contained in the cen七er C器






Coro11ary 15・7・民 A/B E三十regu1ar・早 Z is a perfect 
fie1d of prime charac七eristi~ p 盟主， 2:s of order Pe，些主主 A/B 
is outer Ga10is. 工fmoreover [B:Z]く∞七hen A/B is trivia1. 
笠公f. Since any deriva七ionof七heperfect fie1d Z into B is 
zero， 七hecase e = 1 is obvious by Th. 15.4 (c). Now， we sha工
proceed by七heinduction wi七hrespec七七o e. Assume e >工 If ラ
con七ainsan inner au七omorphismdifferen七 from 1，七hen ラO= ラハ V
is an invariant DF-subgroup of ラ(Lemmaユ0.h)，and B。=J(ち。)
is (B
o 
I ~ )-regu1釘 over B C1emma工0・2)・ NotingthatB。/B is ou七er
Ga工oisby the induc七ionhypo七hesis，we see七ha七七hecent er of BO is 
S七i工 perfec七 Asis we1工known， 事 contains an invarian七 subgroup 
¥1 0 
学 oforder p. Then， J(学)/Bo is (J(学)Iづ。)-regu1arand七he
center of J(中 isperfect. Hence， by七hecase e = 1， A/J(ψis 
outer Ga1ois， which is a con七radic七ion. 官lesecond assertion is now 
con七ainedin Cor. 4.9. 
工f B is a fie1d and has a p dimensiona1 cyc1ic ex七ensionfie1d 
e 七hen，as is we1ユknown，B has a p~ dimensiona1 cyc1ic ex七ension
fie1d for every posi七ivein七eger e. However，七hesame wi11 be r.o 
10nger va工idfor simp1e rings. Concerning the regu1ar embedding of 
a pe dimensiona1 cyclic ex七ension，we can prove七hefo11owing: 
Theorem 15.8. 単 A' /B be a cyc1ic extension w.r.七・ ラ =σ，] 
of order Pe .工norder七hat A' /B be regu1ar工yembedded in some pe+i 
dimensiona1 cyc1ic ex七ension0f B， it is necessary and sufficien七七hat
there exis七 aE DLA'， Aり担主 a'，a"モ A' such that (工) a~ = 0 a' ， 
a'a 0， (2) 入-a' is w-irreducib1e in A' [入;a]， (3)σ，-.Laσ， -a 
= 0_"， (4) T u ，(a")ヂo and ラ)ι(a")-a" = a' (σ ， -1). 
~. - p 
立oof. By Lemma工5・2 (a)， (3) means that争 LA1ai -→ 
L (入+a")la;σdefines in 侃=A'[A;a] an au七omorphism，whose 
order is pe+ユ by(4). Next， (工)and (2) show七ha七 M= (入g-a')侃 f
is a maxima1 idea1 and A後=仇'/M is a p dimensiona工 cyc1ic
ex七ensionof A' (Th.工5.4). Since a brief computa七ionwi七h (ラ)and 
Lemma工5.1(b) enab1es us七osee that 汁-a' is 1eft invariant by ~， 





that yσ捺=y + a tI and A ' Iσ傍 =σ ，where y is七heresidue c1ass 
ャ p-1 ~pi~ ， of 入 modu10 M. If }' 17 ~ y"'aJ is工eftinvariant by σ後P'- then 
L 0 工
::-lyia;=::-l(y+TT(♂))iai = I i I !=o (~ ) yはðk{ν(♂) )ai 
(Lemma 工5・ユ (b)L， whence it fo110ws a~ ~ = (~-~) ð ， (Tぜ I(a"))a~ ， + a~ p-2 ¥ p-2 ) 工宅 p-1 . '""p-2' 
n姐 eユy， T"， (a"l.a.，: 1 O. Since 日 Ca")-T"， (a" ) b = T.J" (ba" -a "b ) ラ p-1 ラ"ち'ヲ
= T.;， (b (σv-13σ， -a)} = T，jf (b aσ ， -b a) = 0 for every b ~ B， Tヲ， (a") 
ぢゲ
is a non-zero e1ement of Z， and so we ob七ain a~ = O. Repeating 
p-1 
the same argument， we readi1y ob七ain a_~ a~ = 0， which proves p-1 -1 
evident1y J(σ叫 e)= A'. Hence， A/A' is cyc1ic w.r.t.σ勾 e] and 
J(σ後)= JCa' 1 = B. If A後/A ' is outer，七he.unique minima1 subgroup 
[σが of ゲ=[σ発 isouter， and hence so is ラ*i七seユf・伽
七he0七herhand， if A普/A' is inner then A' con七ainsthe cen七er C後
of A各 and七hereexis七sa divisor pg of pe such that σ勾 g 亨妊治
Cv後 = v
A発
(B)1 and σ様工4持 for every posi七ive i く pg. Obvious工y，
_e-g e 
v is contained in Jlv~ ハ V発 J旬以〕ハ V発= V A' (B) . Since V A' (B) 
is a fie1d (temma工O.川， C発[v] is i七ssubfie1d. Hence， in ei七her
case， 1器 isan F-group. Converseユy，assume七hat A'/B is regu工ar工y
embedded in a cyc工icex七e凶 on A/B w.r.七・ づ=[σl of order pe+i. 
Here， we may assume σ， = A' Iσ ・ Since V is a fie1d (Lemma工0.4)
and [A:A'] = p， A/A' is cyc1ic w.r.t・ち (A')= [σpe] (Lemma工0.2).
Then，七hereexis七san e1er日 n七 x A such that xape -x =工 (Th.10.1). 
Eviden七工y，a" = xσ -x is contained in A' and TU'，{a") = 工 More-
over， one wi11 easi工ysee that o induces a derivation a in A'. 
X 
If we se七 a' = x 1 七hen，pa七 erningaf七erthe proof of Th. 工5.4，one 
wi11 easi1y comp1e七ethe proof. 
工5b. Throughou七七hepresen七 subsec七ion，we assume七hat Z contains 
a primi七ive m-th root c of 1， ~nd a cyc1ic ex七ension A of Bヱ斗L
mean such one tha七 thecen七er C of A con七ains c. A七 firs七， we 
sha11 deaユwi七han m dimensiona1 cyc1ic ex七ensionof B. 
工O
Lernma 15.9. 担主 p be an au七omorphism0f B. 1f there exists 
an e1emen七 Z 長 z- such tha七 z~p z~ Z;; then any po工ynomia1in o - 0'- 0 
B[入3ρ] 0f degree at most m -1 wi七hthe non-zero constan七七erm
generates B[入;ρ]. 
Proof. Let f =入roL+ ••• + b _ (0壬 k く m，b 1 0) be in B[入3ρ]. 
町 k 0 0 -L"71"' 
Since七heconstan七七ermof z f -fz_ Z;;~ is b~z~(工_ z;n.)ヂ o and o o~ 0 0 
k、
deg lz_f -fz乙)く k，an easy induction wi11 comp1ete the proof. 
-0 0 
Corresponding to Th. 15.4， we sha1ユ S七a七e七hefo110wing: 
Theorem 15.工O. (a) 1n order that B have an m dimensiona1 cyc1ic 
extension， i七 isnecessary and sufficient tha七 thereexis七 anautomor-
phism p of B and b 壬 B・ such七hat (工)Pm=bA-l，bAρ= b 
一ーー ーー ー O 
z;p = z;， and (2) 入k_ b is w-irreducib1e in4LJB[入;ρK']，where 
ーーーー o -K 一一一一一-
k ranges over a工工七heposi七ivedivisors 0f m 盟主 k' m/k. 盟主主
precise1y， if七hereexistρb sa七isfying(ユ)， (2) 七hen M = 
O 
(λm _ bolふ isa maxima1 idea1 0f 心=B[入;pJ and A後=B[y] -
1r /M is a cyc1ic ex七ension0f B wi七ha generating automorphismσ発
of order m defined by yσ普 yZ; ，where y is the residue c1ass 
of 入 modu工o M. Converse1y， if A/B is an m dimensiona1 cyc1ic 
ex七ensionW.r.七.ラ=[σ] ，七henwe can find such p ，bo satisfying 
(工し l21 that there hoユdsa B-ring isomorphism <p* A* /'V A 主主主
中器σ = σ後れ.
(b) 1n order that B have an m dimensiona1 outer cyc1ic 
ex七ension，i七 isnecessary and suff、icien七 tha七七hereexis七 p 盟主 bo
satisfying (ユ)， l21 and (3) i f p 1 =官七hen bp = b. 
lc)_ 1n order that B have an m dimensiona1 inner cyc1ic 
ex七ension，it is necessary and sufficien七七ha七七hereexist p 竺豆、
sa七isfying (工) and (l↓ z_p = z_Z; for some z。εz'. 
一ー一一 o' 0 
Proof. (a) and (b). Let k be an arbi七rarypositive divisor of 
m ν 工ー
m， and k' = m/k. To be easi1y seen， p= b and b ρb imp1y 
o 0 
that 入~-1 _ 1 is contained in the cen七erof tトk= B[入LPKT]，and
O 
converse1y. Hence， by (2) 凡=(入、-1 工)lI-L= (入k_ b ).G-L is 宮山k 0 -，--k 
maxima1 (Lemma 15.3)， and so A，~ = B[y，J =る/凡 isa simp1e ring and 
ーK -L"k~ " k'-K 
111 
k-1， 
{1， Yk' ... ， Yk~} forms a B-basis of ~， where Yk is七heresidue 
c1ass of 入 modu工o ~ Cand is aunit). Since A!¥. -b
o
モ 1Lk is 
1eft inva山 n七by七heautomorphism '!"p I Aib1一→1.(入CKV)ib!K 1 臼
(Lemma工5・2 (b))， '!'k induces in Ak a B-ring at山 morphism Ok of 
k' 
order k such七ha七 Ykσf=ykE and JLσf)=B.-Now，工et k be 
1{"、〆
especia11y七he1east positive in七egersuch七ha七 σtisinner:σZH=v. 
k ゃ k-1 k'i 1fσ器 =σ帯， y y_ and A努 Aぺ七hen T袋=J(o餐=') yA .l.B. m m ι， 0 
" k
ニ1 L. No七ing七hat ~ is a simp1e ring， we see that ~k L 0 Ykbi → 
:-1 日y.. "'"bi defines a B-ring isomorphism of Ak. onto T*. Since 
k' 
v is con七ainedin J CvlハVA特CT発)= VT発(T後 and v 壬 C*= VA後(A後)， 
C秘[vJ is a sゆ fie1dof the center of七hesimp1e ring T*， which proves 
七hatσ吋 isan F-group. Need1ess七osay， r;y = y(r;p) = vr;， name1y， 
"m-1 i c is contained in C後 Now，工e七 a= y !~-..L y.l.d.: (d.: E B) be an '- 0 エ~
arbitrary non-zero e1e立問ltof V普 = V A*CB}・ Since y
ムB= Byユ， every 
yldiis contained in V発 Hence，if d.: is non-zero then (y工di)B= 工
B(y工d.:lB = Y
エBd.:B= Y
工B，whence we see七ha七 d.: is a unit and pユ=
工 工
包 Accor但 ng工y，if (3) is叫担任edthen d.:p = d.: ， which proves エエ
eviden七工y V* C後 Converse1y，assume that A/B is an m dimensiona1 
cyc1ic ex七ensionw.r.t.σ]. Then， there exists x長 A・ suchthat 
m-1 i 
xσxl'; and A = ED!~-..L x.l.B (Th.工0.6and Cor.工0.9). 工fwe set --0 
-J.. m 
p = Blx 
~
and b = x..， one wi工 easi1y see that p is an automorphism 
ι O
of B， b is in B， and (ユ issatisfied (cf. Th.工0.10). Moreover， 
if k is an arbi七rarypositive divisor of m， then 入~ご- 1 is 
contained in the cen七er01' .:G-L and A者 isisomorphic七O七hesimp1e k ---- -K 
? ?
?
??? k， "' k-1 k' i J(σ)=@O X B (Cor.lh.3and Prop ・7・3(b))， which proves 
i ~ Fina1ユy，assume七hat A/B is outer Ga工oisand p = b. By七he
va1idi七yof Cユ1，we may assume 0込 i< m. Since pl = BI宝-l，i七
i+1 ， L i+工fo1ユows x-b E V = C， and so x--.bρ= x"'"bx = x-'-b， name1y， bp = b. 
(c) Under七heabove notations，七hecen七ra1monic po1ynomia1 





yr;， we obtain σ器= z~ According1y， V = J(vl~~) coincides with七heo I 0 
fie1d Z. Hence， [σ刈=[玄 isan F-group. Converse工y，assur日七ha七
O 
A/B is an m di凹 lsiona1inner cyc1ic extension w.r.七・ 3= [21・
Noting that V = Z by Cor.工4・3，Z is in Z and Zop=x-lzoi= 
O -1 'v 
x .xz.z = Z L o 0 0 ~ 
The next wi11 be a1mos七 evident(cf. Cor. 15.5). 
Co凶 11ary15.11. 詮t B be a division ring. 1n order that B 
have an m dimensiona工 cyc1icdivision ring extension， it is necessary 
and sufficien七七ha七七hereexis七 p， b~ Eatisfying (ユ)in Th. 1ラ.ユo
O 
and (三， )入m_ b is irreducib1e in B[入;pJ. The precise s七atement
O 
corresponding to七hatin Th.工5.工oi s va1id. 
Coro11ary 15.12. The fo11owing condi七ionsare equiva1ent: (工) B 
has an m dimensiona1 trivia1 cyc1ic extension， (2) there exis七san 
エ/mJ e1ement b 壬 Z such七ha七 b_~I = 4.Z and C3} there exis七 aninner 
o ，-一一-
au七omorphism p 0 f B and b ~ f B・ sa七isfying(ユ)， (2) in Th・15.10.
ーーー ーーーー O 
E旦[. The imp1ica七ions(工)=司 (2}=今 (3) are obvious. (Note七hat
r; is in Z.) We sha11 prove (3)===ヂ(工). Under七heno七ationsin七he
proof of Th. 15.10， if p = b七hen c = yb is contained in C後 and
cσ器 =cr;・ Hence，A後 =B[c]=B@Z C持 CCor.工0・9). 
Corresponding七oTh. 15.8，七heregu1ar embedding probe1em for the 
presen七 case is solved in 七hefoユ工owingway: 
Theorem 15.13. Le七 A'/B be an m' dimensiona工 cyc1icex七ension
とと主・ ゲ Inorder that A' /B be regu1ar1y embedded i却ns印om肘e m 
dimensiona1 cyc1ic ex七ension，i七 isnecessary and sufficien七七ha七 there
exist a generator 0' of ~'， e.n automorphis~ f 丘 A'，and units 
m' .-1 a'， a" of A' such七ha七(ユ1pil = a'-~ ， a'p = a'， r;p = r;， (2) 
入m_ a' is w-irreducib1e in A' [入;p]，(3) σ「工Pーユσ7p= PT ， (h) 
NR(aPE UV)=こパラ a'o'= a'・aVIl-l.... ・a"p.a" 竺主 (6) 立
(a~ ， a~ ， ... ， a.'. ，) is a non-zero 1 x m matrix with components in 
O 工， -m-1' 
r and bH.a!=ajb for every b壬 B (i 0， 1， ... ，m ー工) 虫主主
エエ
ゃ k i ゃ m-工
七hesimu1taneous equa七ions} a，~ .:p~.u.: + ) ，_. a'.a-'--，_.:p .u.: = 
L 0 山 k-iド i . L k+工 m+k-i
O ok (k = 0， 1， ... ，m-工) have a solution in A'. 
Proof. By Lemma工5・2(b)，(3)meansthatv:2fa;一→
工3
L (λa")工a;σdefinesin 侃=A' [入 ;p] an autor郎、phism，whose order 
is m'm by (4). Next， (11 and (三ishow七ha七 M= (入m_ a') ot' is a 
maxima1 idea工of 汎 A*= (Jl.' /M is a simp1e ring wi七h {工， y，...， ym-l}
as a B-basis， where y is七heresidue c1ass of 入 modu工o M. Since 
(5) imp1ies that Am -a' is 1eft invarian七 by~ ， ~ induces in A* a 
B-ring au七omorphismσ後 oforder m'm such七ha七 yσ発=ya" and A' Iσ後
=σTo be easi1y seen， JLσ*m ') = A'， and s 0 J (σ川=B. Fina11y， if 
"m-1 i v = L 0 y~ai is a non-zero e1ement of V
A後
CB) 七hen bp工.a;=aib
and (6) secures七heexistence of七heinverse of v， which means tha七
VA発CB1 is a division ring. Converse工y，assume七ha七 A'/B is regu1ar1y 
embedded in七he m'm dimensiona工 cyc1icex七ension A/B w.r.七.ヲ=
[σ]， and se七 σ，= A' IσSince V is a fie工d (Cor.工4.3) and [A: A ' ] 
= m， A/A' is cyc1ic w.r・t・す仏'1= [σm'] (Lemma工0・2). Then， there 
exis七san e1ement x長 A・ suchthatxf'=xE(Th.工0.6). Eviden七1y，
a"=x-l .xσis contained in A' and Nn(a";σT〕=x-l.xσrn'=E-
Moreover，γ工 inducesan automorphism p of A'. 工fwe se七 a'=xm
then， patterning af七er七heproof of Th. 15.10， we can see七hevaユidity
of the conditions (ユL (21， (31， (51 and (61. 
The condi七ion(6} in Th.工5.工3was needed on1y to see that the 
cen七ra1izerof B in七heextension considered is simp1e. According1y， 
combining Th. 工5.13with Cor. 工5.工工， we readi1y obtain the fo工owing:
Coro11ary 15.工4. Let A'/B be an m' dimensiona1 cyc1ic division 
ring ex七ensionw.r.七. ~'. ln order七h抗 A'/B be regu1ar1y embedded 
in some m'm dimensiona工 cyc1icdivision ring extension， i七 isneces-
sary and sufficient tha七 there exist a genera七or σof ~'， 主主
au七omorphism p of A' ~nd non-zero e工ements a'， a" of A' suc主
m' "".-1 I~' .m 些主主(工〕 ρ =a' -.L.， a' p = a'， z;p = Z;， (2) 入 - a' is irreducib1e 
in A' [入;p]，(31σT4p-工σ'p= ;"ω) N.， (a"・σ，)= c， and (ラ)a'σ= 
¥.- ' I 4'R ¥-.. 一一
t. m-1 a' .a匂 ρ ・... 'a"p'aマ.
Amitsur [1]; Kishimoto [2]， [3]; Tominaga [工2]. 
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工6. Outer Ga10is 七heoryand re1a七edresu工七S
Throughout the presen七 section，we assume a1ways B i s a simp1e 
ring. A subgroup 手 of 守 is said七obe 1oca工yfinite if #{aラ}
is finite for every a in A， and ラisdefined七obe a工mostouter 
ifラ containson1y a fini七enumber of inner a飢u七ωom肌i
P吋ro均O句P叫山七山i同O∞n工凶6.工. 主主 Ebea regu1ar 叫山区 of A，呈旦立づ 三
subgroup 0f. t7J ~on七ai叫昭 v.
(a) 立ち is10ca1工yfinite then手 isalmost outer， or wha七
i S 七hesame， V is fini七eor coincides with C， and the converse is 
true provided A/B is left a工gebraic.
(b) 立 J(者)= B 主主主ラ is 10叫 1yfini七e，then A/B is 
(七wo-sidedI工oca11yfini七e.
立公主・ (a) 工f，is almos七 ou七erthen (V・:C・)=点く ∞， and 
hence #V く∞ or V = C by Lemma 3.9. The first ha工fis now an easy 
consequence of Prop. 3.工o. Nex七， assume七ha七手 isalmos七 outerand 
A/B is 1eft a工gebraic. By Cor. 8.5，七hereexis七S 七hensome B' = 
L ~ D ' e;.: E ~ ~.p such七hat V ^ ({ eJ ~} ) /D' is工efta1gebraic. Given """'lf --_.. ---- "A¥.l-ij 
d εV • ({ e ~ .! } )， we s et B" = B' [d] (ι Je ~ ~). Then， by Prop. 5.7， A 工jJ J ， 工.f 1. ...~~'-~~ 
七hereho1ds B"I場 =νs(B"Iσ す withsome σι えAndso， l沙工 I~ i " I "" ~ -.. - -~.- ~ i ~ ir 
it fo11ows a七 once # {(de ; .!)吟} ~ #CB" I ~ )く∞， which means ij， i J - .. ¥-- I d 
七he10ca1 finiteness of 
(b) By (a)，七hereholds #V く∞ or V = C. For an arbi七rary
fi凶七eωse七 F of A， consider七hesubri時 T = B[{E， F， V}ラ or
T = B[{E， F}ち accordingas #v <∞ or V =c，and setTO = 
VmCE). If T発 isthe division subring of D generated by T 七hen
工 O
F=T3[E]is a simpk subri時 of A containing T. To be easiユy
seen， T発 is七he1east subring of A containing T wi七hthe proper七y
-1 that if 七 isan eユemen七 of T袋 I¥A. 七hen 七 iscontained in T発'
七ha七 is， T器 is 七hesubring of A genera七edby T permi七 ing七O
adjoin七heirinverses together with units. Then， T後 is eviden七均等-
invariant， and hence ド{ぢ isan automorphism group of T*. Since 
11ラ
T努|ラ isfinite and 工(T後 I~ )-= V or VT器(伊 accordingas #V <∞ 
or V = C， T後|ラ isan F-group of T* with B = J(T*Iラ). 1七
fo110ws七hen [T*:B] <∞ (g 7)， which proves our assertion that A/B 
is 工oca工yfini七e.
Now， on the group ~ we p1ace七hefinite topo10gy (~ 1): The 
co工ec七ionof se七s u(σ， F} = {'(. E-等;F Iτ = FIσ} where F ranges over 
a工工七hefi叫 tesubsets of A (or subrings of A finite工ygenerated 
over B as ringl and σε 写 isa basis for七heopen sets. Then， qf 
is a Hausdorff space and U(σ， F) =事(F)σ. 工nparticular，写(T) is 
c工osedfor every sゆ se七 T of A. Moreover，匁 isa to七a11ydiscon-
nec七edtopo10gica1 group. 
Proposi七ion16.2. If OJ i:s compact then i七 is工oca11yfini七e，
and converse1y. 工npar七icular，if A/B is Ga10is then七hefo110wing 
condi七ionsare equivalent: (工)守 iscompac七， (2) 匂 is10ca11y 
finite， and (3) A/B is 1eft a1gebraic an~ ok is almos七 outer.
立巴Z・ For any a E-A we have 匁=υ入句({a})σ入 where 
{σ入 3入E A} is a comp1e七erepresentati ve system of OJ modu工o OJ({a}). 
However， as ヲ iscompac七 andevery OJ ({a})σ入 isopen， A has to 
be fini七e. According1y， a OJ- = {aσ2入ε八} is finite. Converse1y， 
入
assume七ha七写 is 10ca工1yfinite. Then， A =υ入 B[F入OJ] where F A 
ranges over a工 thefinite subsets of A. Obvious工y，every B[F入守]
is ワー invariantand the sys七em {B[F入句H is direc七ed. We set here 
匁入=B[F入句]I OJ. ， that is a fini te group. Then七he七opo10gica1group 
OJ may be regarded as七heinverse 1imi七 ofthe system {OJ i }. where 
入みい isdefined七obe B[け ]J B[Fμ句 andthe projection甘; is 
the contraction of 守 to B[F哲]. Hence，匂 iscompac七byProp. 1.1. 
入い
The fina工equiva1encesare now evident by Prop.工6.1.
Need工ess七osay， OJ is工oca11ycompac七 ifand on1y if there exis七S
a fini七esubset F of A such that 宮(F)=守(B[F]) is compact. 
Moreover， we can prove the nex七:
Proposition 16.3. 主主 A be 1eft 10ca1工yfinite over a regu1ar 
Subring B. エ工 <'J is 10ca11y compact then [V:C] く ∞ ， and converse1y. 
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立包f. There exists a finite subset F of A such tha七ヲ (F)
is compac七 Here，withou七 10ssof genera1ity， we may assume七ha七 B'= 
B[FJ is in 1L ~.&'. By Props. 16.1 andユ6.2，it fo110ws七hat #V A (B' ) ユ.f
〈∞ or VAlB'i C. Hence， in any ra七e，七hereho1ds [VA(B'):C] <∞-
On the other hand， by Prop. 5.4， [v:v A CB')]R ~ [B' :B]L く∞・
Consequen七工y，we ob七ain [v: c] く ∞ Nex七， we sha11 prove the converse. 
As [A:H] = [v:CJ く∞(Th.7.7)， we can find a fini七esubset F of A 
such that B' = B[F] is a simp1e ring wi七h V^(B') = C. Then， noting 
A 
七hat A/B' is 1ef七工oca11yfini七e，七hecompac七nessof OJ (B ' )匁(F)
is a consequence of Props. 工6.1and 16.2. 
Now，ユe七ラ bea non-empty subset of ヲ・ If [B何事]:BJLく∞
for every finite subset F of A then we say七hat (ラ， A/B) is 
ユoca工yfinite dιir悶
is 1.f.d.， we say simp1y 匁 is1.f.d. 工ncase a fie1d A is aユgebraic
and Ga10is over B， i七 iswe11 known七hat ~ is 1.f.d. More genera11y， 
if A/B is Ga10is and C{J is 10ca11y fini te七hen 句 is1.f.d. by 
Prop.工6.1.
Proposition 16.4. 註t A be 1ef七工oca工工yfinite over a regu1笠
Subring B. Then七hefo110wing conditions are equiva1ent: (工) oJ ~三
ぺJ
1 . f . d.，(2) (1， A/B) is 1.f.d.， and (3) V = C or [V:ZJく∞
立公工・ I七 sufficesto prove (2)==ラ(3)==ラ(工). First工y，assume 
七ha七(す， A/B) is 1.f.d. and VヂC. Then， for any e1emen七 a吾 A¥H，
T = B[{E， a} V] is工eftfinite over B. If V is fini七e，七hen
[B・V:BJ
L
く ∞七rivia11y. on the other hand， if V is infi叫七e七hen
V ζ T by Prop. 8.10. Hence， we ob七ain [B.V:B] く ∞ Reca工 ingL 
here七ha七 B. V = B ~ Z V， we see七hat [V: ZJく∞ ineither case. 
Next， assume七hat V = C or [V:Z] く∞ Then，by Prop. 16.1， we 
may res七ric七 our a七 en七ionto the case [V:Z] < ∞ . As [B.V:BJ 
[V: Z] く∞， for given finite subset F of A the s由 ring T 
B[F， V， E] is 1ef七 fini七eover B. By Prop. 5.1， we have then 
ム 寸ー ，、〆
T[匂=U i (T Iσ1〕v wi七hsome σi E oJ Hence， B[F引に
B[Fσ工， Fσt' v] く T[Fσl' ..• ， Fσ古]， and hence [B[FヲJ:B] L豆
[T[Fσl' ... ， Fσt] :BJL く∞ ，which means that OJ is 1 ・f.d.
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工f A/B if Ga10is wi七ha Ga10is group ~' and 写 A/B) is 
1.f.d.， then for every fini七esubset F of A there ex工S七ssome N モ
~， ~/B[F] such that N/B is Ga10is wi七ha Galois group contained in 
1.f fヤ
N I 1'， and particu1ar1y in case ゲ isregu1ar， name1y， in case V く
ゲ，七heGa10is group 匁CN/B) is necessari1y contained in N I OJ'
(Prop. 7.ユ1. 工ngenera1 (without the assumption七hat A/B is Ga1ois)， 
ifラ isa subset of 字 andif for every f凶七esubse七 F of A 
there exists some N ~ ~ュ .f/B[F] such that N/B is Ga10is andヲ(N/B)
ζNI ~ ，七hen A/B is ca11ed ラーユoca11yGa10is. P訂 ticu1ar1y，in 
case ~ is a group con七ai山 lg?，七obe easi工yseen， A/B is ~-
工ocal工yGa10is if and only if for every fini七esubset F of A 七here
exis七ssome N E :IL， 1O/B[F] such that N/B is Ga10:Is wi七ha Ga10is 工.f
group contained in N I ~ . Gi ven a fini te subse七 F of A， an in七町田
media七ering N of A/B[F] is ca11ed an A/B-些並立 of F (or of 
B[F]) if N is Ga10is and finite over B and A is N-A-irreducib1e. 
Any A/B-shade is in je， ~. A/B is ca11ed 1oca11y Ga工oisif for 工.f
every finite subset F of A there exis七sa simp1e subring N of A 
containing B[F] such that N/B is fini七eGa1ois， or wha七 isthe same， 
if every finite subset of A possesses its A/B-shade. Given a 
subset ちof 句 anda fini七esubset F of A， an A/B-shade N of 
F is cal1ed an ラ甲虫辺三 of F lor of B[F]) if ヲ(N/B) is 
contained in NI今 Needユessto say， A/B is 幸一1oca11yGa10is if 
and on工Yif every fi凶七esゆ se七 of A possesses i七S 場-shade，and 
further we may remark七hatin case A/B is ~ -10ca11y Ga10is every 
A/B-shade is necessari工ya ~ -shade (Th. 7.2). If A/B is ヲ-locaエユy
Ga工ois七hen A/B is h-Ga1ois (~rop. 7.工)， and so Ga10is by Cor. 6.工O.
Now， we sha1l es七ab工ish七heGa10is七heoryfor ou七ercase， which wi1l 
p1ay a工waysan essentia1 r01e in the subsequent study. Assume七ha七 A
is ou七erGa10is and 1ef七 a1gebraicover B wi七ha Ga10is group ラ-
By Props. 16.1 and 16.4， ~ is 1.f.d.， and hence A/B is h-Galois. 
According1y， every in七ermediatering of A/B is simp1e by Cor. 6.2. 
Nex七， we shaユ工 prove 七ha七 A'A" = A"A' for intermedia七erings A' and 
A" of A/B. To see七his，we se七句ワ(A')， 句"=匁 (A") and X = 
工8
J( OJ 'ハ句 "1. Evident1y， i七 suffices七oprove our asser七ionfor七he
case [A:B] く∞ Takean e1ement a in A such七hat T..， _ ，(a) = 1 
CJ'ハUJ
(Th. 7.4 and Cor. 9・9). By Prop. 9.6，七hereexis七九， x七'
y1' ... ， y七壬 A such七ha七 Ii yiσ・xi= 151σ(σ E OJ )・ 工f x is in 
X 七hen A'A" con七ains 1.: T_， CXay.: ) .T，. (x.:) = 
“工 O{' 工得工
， I . E A7" I .; Cxa)σ・Y.:σ・X.:T = T.， _" lxa) = x， name1y， A' A".:> x . 色匁 τE OJ" W i . i 1 ゲハヴ
Since A'A" is eviden七工ycon七ainedin X， we ob七ain A'A" = X， and 
symmetrica1工Y A"A' = X. 工f B' is an arbitrary in七ermediatering of 
A/B with [B' :B] く∞七hen J(匂 (B'))= B' (Cor. 6.10) and B' = I~ L~ ...JL 
B[b'] wi七hS ome b' E B' LTh .工2.41. Since A is B'-A-irreducib1e 
CTh. 6.1}， HomC_.B'， nA} = (B' I 略〕人、 =EÐ~ lB'1σ)An wi七hsome σ.ε 首百 'B..J ¥...  -;I-~ 'v 1 \-~ IVi/~ n...，. ~"'~~ vi'" d 
and B' 11 = {B' 1σl' ... ，B'Iσs} 〔props-7・1and 5・7)・ Hence，
#{b'ラ}= #{B'Iち}= s = [HomCRB'， RA) :~]R = [B' :B]， and C1ち=匁.I .~ ~ L...."'.......\-B~ B.->.t . J L.. ..J ~...~ 
If A' is an arbi七rary(regu1ar) in七ermedia七ering of A/B 七hen
A' =しIB入， where B入 ranges over a1工七hein七ermedia七erings of A'/B 
wi七h [B入:B] < ∞ For any a in A¥A¥甘t入={σ モラ(B入);aaヂa}
is a non-empty c10sed subset of ~ by七heabove remark J(等(B'))= B'， 
and {11t入}possesses the fini七ein七er.sec七ionproper七y. Hence， ~句~ being 
compact by Pηro句p.工“6.2乙， iれ七 f白O工江Oωws七凶ha抗七 ハT帆t入 ( ζ す(ωA' )υcontains an 
e1工en配I
工oca工yfini七eobvious工y，A/A' is sti11 1oca11y finite (Prop. 工6.1).
Next， 1e七 ρbean e1emen七 of r(A'， A; B). By Cor. 6.10，七hese七
悦入 of a11 the ex七ensionsof BA!p to automoηh土smsof A is a non-
叫七Yc10則叫se七 of七hecompact group 写， and {流入} possesses the 
finite intersection proper七y. Hence，ハ1t.入 isnon-empty， whence i七
fo工10wsthat p is contained in A'!事 If A'/B is Ga10is then 
ヲ(A')C 勺={σε 匂 A'σ=A'} and A ' I G:J' =守 (A'/B) by the above， 
and so J(勾 '1= B. Hence，句 isdense in OJ ， whence we see tha七
A' is OJ -invarian七.
Summarizing七hefacts obtained ~bove ， we state七hefo工10wing:
Theorem 16.5. Assume七hat A is ou七erGa10is and 1ef七 a1gebraic
出 B. Let A' be an in七erme仙七e山 g0f 山，主主主ラ a G叫山
group 0f A/B. 
Ca1 A' is simp1e， A/ A' is 10ca工yfinite， A'A" = A"A' for 
every intermediate ring A" of A/B， and each B-ring isomorphism of 
U 主主主 A can be ex七endedto an e1ement 0f OJ-. 
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(b) A/B is h-Ga1ois and七hereexists a 1-1 dua1 correspondence 
between cユosedsubgroups 0f t1f ~nd in七ermediaterings 0f A/B，主主主主主
1lsua工sense.of Ga10is theory. 
(c) 工f [A':B] く∞七henthere exists an e1ement a'モA' such 一 L 
旦主主 A' = B[a']， and七hereho1ds がCA'I ~ ) = #{a'づ}=[A':B].
Converse1y， if #CA' Iち)く ∞ 虫主主 [A':B] < ∞・
(d) If A' /B .!s Ga10is then A' i三句 -invariant，and converse1y. 
If A is H.V-A-irreducib1e and H is B-H-irreducib工e七hen A 
is B.V-A-irreducib工e(and converse1y). In fac七， for any non-zero 
e1emen七 aモA，M = BVaA is a direct summand of七he V-A-compユe七e1y
reducib1e modu1e A: A = M $M' (Prop. 5.4). 工f 1 = e +e' (e E M， 
e' E M' 1 then e is evident1y a non-zero e1ement of H， and so M ~ 
BeH = Hラ工， which means M = A. By the aid of this remark， we can 
prove七hefo110wing: 
Coro11ary 16.6. Cal Let A be H.V-A-irreducib1e. If A/B is 
Ga工oisand H/B is 1eft a1gebraic then A/B is h-Ga1ois. 
(b) 詮主 A be Ga10is and 1eft 10ca工1yfinite over B. 2工OJ-1:.三
discre七ethen [A:B] <∞， and converseユy.
立旦f. Cal Since H/B is ou七erGa10is (Prop. 5.4) and工efta1geb-
raic， H/B is工oca11yfinite and h-Ga1ois (Th.工6.ラ). Hence， H is 
B-H-irreducib工e(Th. 6.工)， and so A is B'V-A-irreducib工eby the above 
remark.αlr assertion is now a consequence of Cor. 5.6 (b). 
(b) As OJ is 10ca1工ycompact， [v:c] く∞ byProp.工6.3，and so 
A is Ga10is and finite over H. Since A is H・V-A-irreducib1e
(Th. 6.1)， A/B is h-Gaユoisby (a). Take a B'ぞ !L， ro such that 
工.f
ヲ(B')= {工}. Then， A = JC句(B'))= B' by Cor. 6.10. The converse 
is trivia1. 
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The next proposi七ionwi11 be of七enof use. 
Proposi七ion16.7. 話t A be Ga10is over B with a regu1ar Ga10is 
盟主ラ，叫 H a 山 p工e出 g1eft a1gebr山 over B・単 T 主
an in七ermedia七erin民 of A/B such tha七 [T:BJT<∞ and A is T-A-L 
irreducib1e. 
(a} If T' = J(ち(T)1 些主主 [T'ハH:BJ く ∞ 
(b} If [T:T IぺHJT= [V:V^(T)J 七hen HomC..T， .，A) = (T I '4 )九L L..A....J.JR ..~........B....' B~.' \....I ~ ð I.~ 
2且 TI~=Tl óJ.
立盟主 (a) As was no七edin the proof of Prop. 6.11， there hoユds
I.T 七'vげ河川=~工 (T' IσiV)~ wi七hsomeσiぞ場， whence i七 fo110ws
T' Iラ =υ:(TT|σJ)- by prop 57. we ob七山 therefore ∞〉七み
が(T'ハHI(T' Iち1)= #(T'ハ HICHI古川 Notingtha七 H is outer Ga10is 
and工oca11yfinite over B with a Ga10is group HI'1 (Prop. 16.1)， 
Th. 16.5 (cl yie1ds七hat [T'ハH:BJ <∞. 
(b) H' = TハH is simp1e and H is H'-H-irreducib1e (Ths. 16.5 
and 6.11. According1y， as in the proof of Th.工6.5，we obtain 
Hom(BH'， BH1 = CH' l1 )HR = eD ~ (H' Iσiì~ wi七hsomeσi Eづ As
H' Iσi # H' Iσj for iヂj， CT lσi)~ is no七 TR-~-isomorpr山 to
(TIσj l~ (Prop. 5・7t・ Hence，there ho工ds L ~ CTIσiV)~ = ED ~ (TIσiV)~ 
(Prop. 5・71，and so we have [t ~ CTIσ戸~:~]R = s・[V:VA(T)JR= 
[HomCBH'， BH) :~JR ・ [V:VA(T)]R = [H':B]L・[T:H'JL= [T:B]L (Lemma 5・工 (d) ) ， 
which means Hom(BT， BA1 = L ~ CTIσiV)~ = CTI う)~・ Now ， TI~ 
TI ~ is a1so evident by Prop. 5・7.
Jacobson [6J; Kru工 [工];Miyashi七a[2J; Nagahara-To叫 naga[ 1 J， [ 2J， [ 3]， 
[比]， [6J， [8J， [9]; Nobusawa [1]， [2J， [3J; Tominaga [2]， [3]. 
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工7. q-system 
Throughou七七hepresent sec七ion，we assume again B is a simp1e ring. 
Let T be in JL 0 . A subset う of守(T，A; B) is ca11ed a V-辿註
of ヲ(T，A; B) if ヲす=ち・工fσ工， σ2 are in ヲ(T，A; B) and 
= σ 午 for some v E V 七henwe wri七e σ ~σ Eviden七工y，'V is 1 v2Y Y -.;: v.....'-u "'- ".L.L.V'- u1 V u2. 
an equiva工encere1a七ionin 写(T，A; B). Then， for any 手sゆ S抗争
of 号CT，A; Bt we deno七eby (す:前七heu凶 que1yde七erminednumber 
of equiva1ence c1asses ofち wi七hrespec七七o 'V.日常=
U " T 0.: V しdirectunion>-， then ~ A.. = EDσ.VA.. is七heiモ工 ユ \-~-~--- _.._-..，， 'd‘'R .， iE<I ~i ‘官
idea1istic decomposi七ionof七he TR-~-modu1e す~ (Prop・5・7). In 
particu1ar， if T is in a<.， ~.f then ('1 lT， A; B).:V) ~ [T:B]L <向・
砕し 1.f ' d 
A lenqo-sys七em 犯={れJ of A/B is defined as a func七ion
which a七 aches七oeach T E 5l. ~ 町』工.f a non-emp七y V-subse七
dJ (T， A; B) such七ha七FづTσ くヲ T for every σ£づ T・ Obvious工y，
こ9 ={~T= ワ (T ， ASB)}is akftq。-systemof A/B and there holds 
σ守Tσ=ヲT for every σin 守T・
Lemma工7.工Let 死={ヰ} be a 1ef七 q_-sys七em0f A/B. 一-=- o T J - - - - - - - '.10 
(a) If T' is a member 0f z O such tha七 τ'~ r-n. . = ~ 
dJV 1.f ....<A.'-'~~ v...........v 'd T'τ"oT' 
for everY T' ~づ T' 生主主う T'τ' contains 1 and τ"巧rT1， " ーーーー CIT'τ-τ 
ヰT'T' for every τ" 主主寺町，. 
Cbl For every T in !L ~ 1> there exists some σ 壬略 m
d 一 恥...l.f --------.---------- 1fT 一一一一
七ha七ち contains 工 and T埼=円 巧守Tσ 一10. T '-)TOT = ? Tσev l. T ln ? Tσ
Proof.β〕 Since TVT64Tf and tT74T'τ'T"くづ T'T" we 
ob七ain C~T': す} = (τ'づT'T':亨)= (ラ T'τ，.γ〕み (T"~ T'τ'v，:す)= 
(~rn. • ，:γ)_ = c略rn'ザ). 1七 fo工owstherefore 宅，:v) 
C'上"τ-τ o T ・ 1 T ・τ'
(τ"すT'τ'τ，:予)， and so τT14TTtTτ" =場 T'τ，. 
(b) Since ち:す) ~ [Tρ:BJ
L 
= [T:B]L for every p in ちT'we 
q Tρ 
can find σ， E 埠 such七ha七(埼・v)is minima1. Then， for every 'tf T .， ..'-.. v~~"'" V ¥.J Tσ7・
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T E唱 weobtain (T 唯 ~_I :vl:;: (有 I:V) ~ (ち， :V). Combin-.(J σdTσ'T"I- ¥-JTστ・ .d Tσ 
i時七hiswi七hτラTσ'T C 準Tσ" we readily ob七ain T ~ Tσ'τ=ぢTσT
Now， for an arbitrary σt， EづTσwese七 σ=σ'σ" Then， by (a)， 
す=ぢ，_" con七ains 1 and τ場~ ~~ for every Tε4 TσJTσσ iJTστ i:l Tσd 
A le抗 qo-sys七em Jt = { 等T} of A/B is ca工 eda left pre-q-
syste!!!. if T l1T' =ぢ T for every T' E L ~.f/T ， and a lef七 pre-q-
system 'Jt = いれ} of A/B is called a 1eft q-~ys担 if J(れ)= B・
In七heobvious way， we can define a righ七 pre-q-systemand a righ七
q-sys七em. 工f A/B is w-q-Galois and left localユyfinite七hen3 is 
a left q-sys七em(Th. 6.5 and Lemma 6.8)， and one wilユseeユatertha七夕
is the'unqieu left q-system as we11 as七heunique right q-sys七emof 
A/B provided A/B is q-Ga1ois and工ef七 10ca工1yfini七e.
Lemma 17.2. Le七 A be lef七 loca1工yfini七eover B，盟主 3
{ヲ (T，A; Bl} . 
(β1 If A/B ~s w-q-Ga工ois 七he~ :j ~s a left q-system. 
Lbl Let B' be an in七ermedia七ering 0f A/B such七ha七 A is 
B'-A-irreducib1e 制 [B':B]L <∞， ω 凶 T 匡 i旦s...~ . f/B'. If 
~ i~ a 1ef七 pr・e-q-sys七em七he!!. [V: V A (B ' ) ] R :;[v: V A (B'σ) JR !or every 
σin 写LT，A; BL. 
立oof・工.tremains to prove Cb i . Let {v工， .. ，vt} be a right 
VA(B').-basis of V (Prop. 5.41， and T' in s.， ~.f/T[{vi}]' There 工.f
exis.ts七hensomeσ， E 守(T'，A; B)_ such tha七 TIσ=σAssumethat 
L (13'σ!(Viσ'1-L}aiR = 0 Cai E Al， or what is七hesame， L (B'!σ(vfT)L)aiR 
= 0， and七akea σ" 長 引(T'q')[{a~}] ， A; B) such七ha七 σ『ー 工=
l 
T'σ， !σ"・ Since 0 = I CB' Iσ(viσI )L)aiR)σ" = L CB' I v i L ) (aiσ")R，it 
folows afnzo，namely，a.=O (prop.5.工 (d)). Reca11ing七hat
工
A is B'0-A-irreducib1e by Prop. 5.工 Cb).，七heabove fact means七ha七
{v工σ ，V七σ'} is right free over V^(B'~) (Prop ・5・1(d)). It 
A 
fo11ows therefore [V:V ^ CB' )]ぐ [V:V^  (B'σ)]n' and symme七rica1ユy七heA¥... 1JR -= L...A¥........ V/.JR
converse inequa工ity.
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工βmma17.3. 工β七 B C C， and 1e七 A be 1oca11y fini七eover B. 
If JL写(T，A; B)) = B for every T正 1L~ ~ then A/B is q-Ga10is. 
1.f .:.一-
，n 0 
Proof. let T be in ~ 1.f・ Firs七， we sha11 show七ha七 forevery 
every a E A and 七七 E T such七ha七{七七} is B-free and 工 V2. ..... v....v L v1' v2 
1E T・ thereexis七ssome 代す(T，A; B)~ such七ha七七子=0 and 
工ーt2~ = a. Since 七2七工モ T¥B，七hereexis七ssome ρ£句(T， A; B) such 
-1 ，-1 
七ha七 (七2七~-L )p ヂ七21 ，and七henfor n = 1 -p( 七工 p)~ 七工R e 写(T，A; B)~ 
we have t
1
n = 0 副七 η ヂ O. Noting七ha七 A is ~-irredUcib1e ， 2 
we c釦 find七hensome ~E n~ = nv~ C句(T，A; B)~ such七ha七
七2~ a. Now， we shal1 prove our lemma. To our end， it wi11 suffice 
七oshow七ha七 forevery a ~ A and x1' •.. ， xmモ T
・ such七ha七
{x1' ... ，xm} is B-free七t町 eexists an e1ement ~ fヲ(T，A; B)~ 
such七ha七 X15=O for every iヂm and XIIIE=a .For m =2，our 
asser七ionholds good by七heabove remark. Assume七hatwe can find 
~1' ... ， ~m-1 E-匁 (T，A; B)~ such 七ha七 x.:~.:==ô.:.:x.: (i，j 工，~1{ ---~~ -~~-- .~i .，j Vij.~i 
， m -1)_. 
，m. If …r吋削七は山i
r' m-1 There holds七hen x.:L} ~-~ ~ 由工=0 for i = 1， i ¥-[， 1 .， j 
x(ぷしーリヂ o then X_LY ~.:ー工)~ = A， and our 
臼 J m .-t. ~ J t( 
r' m一工
wise x_ i. x_~ 七hen ， say， {x" x_~，} is B-free. We set here ム工 m'-7 j v.. ...， ..."， l""" l' " m <."1
Eュ=25 PpaPR Where Pp石ヲ (T，ALB)and VA If TT= 
T[~ノ Tp_ ， {a_}] 七henby the remark s七a七edat the opening七hereexists p- p 
an element ~'モワ (T' ， A; B)~ such that x1~' 0 and Xm~l~' a. 
Now， i七 wi11be easy七o see 七ha七 x.:~ ，~' = 0 for i =工， m -1， i工
and hence ~ ~工~' E ヲ(T，A; B)~ is 叩 e1emen七 reques七ed.
Coro工 ary17.4. 1βt A be 工eft10ca11y finite over a regu工ar
Subring B. If lt = {吟} is a 1eft q-system 0f A/B 七hen V 一 dT 一一一一
loca11y finite and q-Ga工oisover Z and (Tハc_iちm く C for -一ー一 o. O'.L' 0 
些立 TEぷ:f
Proof. Since B'V = B <8n V， V /Z is 10ca1工yfini七e. Moreover， 
Z 
noting tha七 (TハV}ラTC V， one wi11 easi1y see that J(句(V'，V; Z)) 
Z for every simp1e intermediate ring V' of v/z with [V':Z]く∞
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and IV'I = Ivl . Hence， V/Z is q-G山 isby Lenunaユ7.3. Now，工et T' 
be in $.. ~ .L'/T[r]. Then， V' T'ハV is a simp1e intermediate ring 工.f
of v/z such七ha七 [V': z]く∞ and IV' I IV卜 Hence，(T/1CO)をT
= (TハcOL(T|ヰT')= (TハC0 Hs' I ~ T') C (Tハcoiヲ(V'，V; z)ζ 
(V'ハcol守(V'，V; Z 1く C (Th. 6. 5 Lc 1 . 
O 
Lenuna 1 7 . 5. Le七 A be工eft10ca11y finite over a regu1ar subring 
B. 主主旦， A is 1eft 10ca1工yfini七eover the simp1e ring B -c。」且
[V.， f rnl (V) :B. C_] く∞ foreverY B' E ~ ~ B' [V]¥.• / ..u V 0 J L '-V '-.J. J ol)..， 1. f. 
Proof. We se七 V'= V^(B')， z' = vn，(B'l and C~ = Vi，(V'). 8ince A ..- J''''' .B'¥..- ，- '"'0 
[V:V'.JLζ [B' :B]Lく∞ (Prop・5・4)，we se七 V= L i v'vi・ Then，
B'.V C V' .B' [v" .. ， v_]， and so one wi11 easi1y see that B' [vJ 工 YpJ 
V'・B'[v" ... ，v_J. Hence， i七 fo工ユows [B T[V]:B T.v f]L く ∞ (cf. 
よ p
Cor. 4.引 Combining七hiswi七h B'・V7=B'@ztVTζB'・c;@c，Vζ
O 
(B t . C ~)[V n ， ru 1(V)] @ ~ f V'ζB'[V]， it fo11ows that 
BT[V]c; 
[ (B ' . C ~ )[V n f r n 1 (V)] : B '・ C~] く∞ (cf. Cor. 4.5). Moreover， we obtain B'[V]¥./J..u -voJL 
[B'.C~:B' ・ (C ハ C~ )]ど [C~ ・ C ハ C~] = [vnfrnl(B'.V'):Vnrrul(B'[V])J毛o.lJL ~ lVO'vO' ¥ voJ - lVB'[V]，-JJ  ;.vB，[V] 
[B'[V]:B'.V'] く ∞ (Prop. 5.41. Combining 七hoseabove， it fo工 ows
L 
[CB' .C~) [VB' [v] (v)] :B. Lc。ハ C~}]L く∞ Ccf. Prop. 4.5). No七ingthat 
Vn trnl Cv) ~ B・C :> B・CcハCつ，七heユastimp1ies [Vn， r1Tl (v) :B.C~J B'[V]¥..VJ-' .u-vo"'/ .u-，_Vo，¥Vot， v.l.lc -Lo.uv .i.lll.t'-L..C:;u LB'[vJ 
く∞ Fina11y，[(B・C_HB']:B・C_JT= [B'[CJ :B.C_J く∞ meansO~L- J-- -o L L-O 
obvious1y the 1eft 1oca1 fini七enessof A/B・CO• 
Lenuna 17.6. Assume七ha七 A/B is 1ef七 1oca11yfini七e. Le七 8 be 
L旦判.f'呈主主句 (8，A; B)~ =口『 γR (σp E dJ(8， A; B))・主主，
for any fini七esubse七 F of A， there exists some T正 SL~ ~/8[FJ ユ.f
such that 句(s，ALB)=U:'VマforeverY T Eヲ(T，A; B)・
. 立公主・ If s is in HomCB8， BA) then every s(eiiA)R is ei七her
o or ~-irreducib1e. Hence， it fo11ows Hom(B8， BA) 句(8，A; B)~ $ 
(@S 『 8(eA〕〕 where S モ Hom(n8，nA) and e モE. Now，ユe七工 q¥'-q.n.t.R'.' ..q¥.; .，=¥.B'-'  BI>.， '-q 
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{x1， .・ ， xs} be a 1eft B-basis of 8. Then， HOm(B8， BA) po 
an ~-basis {α工 αs} suchthat x入αい=へい (Prop.2.6). We 
setαい= LσpxpliR+26qeqRYqliR，where Xpli，yqliモ A・ Now，choose 
an ar悦七rary Tξ £:.ρ[F， V 80 p' V 8 S q'{ x p~ }， {y q~} ， E] • 
t"' S' t"' S" t"' S' =ατ モ 7σT~ + ) ~ Sτ(e_T・A)r" ) ~στ人、い い」ム工 p.4'R • L 1 ""q.\.~q. H'R' L 1 vp."'"'R 
句(s，ASB)ARand [2sTfBT(e T ・ A)~I~] 毛 s" for every 't E匁(T，A; B)， -It ~ L 1 t-'qL'_-qL --'RI--n 
one w山 r則均 see七ha七句 (s，ALB)~=::VAR-Hence，our 
asser七ionis a consequence of Prop. 5.7. 
Proposi七ion工7.7. Le七 A be 1eft 10ca1工yfini七eover a regu工ar
subring B. 工f 'J{ = {場} is a 1eft q-system 0f A/B 七hen (TハH)T
ーー グT
TTハH for every τ6ぢT・
七 N
Proof. By Prop・5・7，ヲ(T，A; B) = V ~ T i V where T i E OJ (T， A; B). 
We s et B' = T [ V1 TTi] Cぞ£ ;.dand r=vy[ザV)・Then，H' 
has a finite 1eft B ・C_-basis {h~ ， ... ， h~} (Lemma 17.5). Obvious1y， o l.l.&.l '  .L&.m J ¥. ..LJ''-.LLLI.U ''-40 -'- I .，.; I 
七hereexis七sa finite s1:bse七 F of V such七hat R = B' [F] con七ains
{hi' •.. ， h~}. Now， 1e七τbean arbitrary e1ement of ラT・Then，
T = Tlp for some ρε 宅 ByLemma 17.6， there exis七ssome T' そ
11'"' d R 
ZO /R and T T正ち such that RlT' p and p'T' ~ 1 for some 工.f'.. d T' ~~~.. ~.._~ ..~ 
p'ε ヲ(R，A; B). Evident1y， VR(V)p'く Rp'く B'[V] .工f七hereexis七S
some h E VR(V) such七hat hp'手 H，we can find some u長 V wi七h
hp'・uヂu・hp'. For an a出 trary 8 区£:・f/T'[u]， there出向 some
σ£づ 8 with T' Iσ=τThen， no七ingthat vR(v)lp'τ=工， we readiユy
ob七ain h・uσ=(hp'・u)σ ヂ(u・hp')σUO・h，whユchis a con七radiction.
We have seen七hereforetha七 Vn(V)p'ζHT.Accordingly，hJ=hjρ，E H' R 
and h.T' = h!. Let F' be an arbi七raryfinite subset of C~ ， and T" j . -j
-n SL:・f/T'[F'J. Then，七加、eexists some τ"モラ T" wi th T' I T" = T'， 
and F'τ"ζC~ by Cor. 17.4.， Hence， no七i昭七hat {hJτ"=hjs 
O 




， ... ，hm} is a 1eft B[F']-basis of L ~ B[F'Jh ・ According1y，工 J
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，.， m 
{hy--- ，h}is a left B-c -basis of Y(B-c)hA，n印 ely，H' = o ------- t.工 O' .1 
@f(B-υhJ・ Wecan choose七hena fini七esubset mof Co such七ha七
TハH= VmlV) く y~ B[F袋]h 工f T* is in !l ~ .，/T'[F保]， there L. 1 ......L~ JUj. 工.f
exists some t.発廷ラ T後 such that T' IT後 =τ¥ 工七 followsthen (TハH)τ
=臼ハ H)什 ζl~ ~ B[円 ]hj〕τ後=I ~ B[F*T*Jhjく H'ζH・ Finally，we 
shall prove TTハ E く (Tハ H1T・ Le七 h'=七τ(七ξT) be an elemen七
of TTハH. 工f t is not contained in H 七henthere exists some u'モ
V such七ha七 七ピヂ u'七・ There exists a σ'E づT[u'] such七ha七 τ= 
TIσ ， and 七h.en h'.u'σ= 七σT・u'()' ヂu'σ'・七σ=u'σ， .h'・ This is a 
con七radiction.
Lemma工7.8. Le七 A be left locally fini七eover a regular subring 
L 盟主 li a simple ring. 工f七hereexis七sa left q-sys七em i(. = {ラT}
of A/B 些包 HノB is ou七erGalois， T ハH IぢT= TハHI匂(H/B)= 
ヲ(Tハ、H，H; BI， 竺生 H臼ハ H I今T)= [Tハ H:B].
'" 0 Proof. Let T be an arbi七rarymember of Jこ and H = T ハH.α μ. l.f' 
Since HキmζH by Prop.工7.7，増発=H~I 今巾 ζr(H ， H; B) and 。αα.() 'l.' 
α
#~~長(ぢ巾 :v) く ∞・ Obviously A = V 巾 ζ~O T~ yields H = 
-u. α ムピ此1.1
にノ H. If T :> T 七hen T~ 1域 =ち ， and so H，.，'域長=今後αα--s --- -8' J TαSTeed α5 
Hence， we can consider七heinverse limi七 略発=工im~ *， that may be 。 モー vα 
regarded as. a subset of of (H， H; B). Since every 略発 is fini七e，七here
d α 
holds七hen Hαiゲ=ラ ;(Prop.工.工}. Combining七hiswith J( ~~) = 
J(ラ巾〕ハ H= B， we readily ob七ain J( ~後 B. No:w， le七 σ後 and T後
αー
be in 場発Then，H"， Iσ持=H"， Iσ for some σ5ヲ巾， and H"，o*1什=σαα o .よ!α
α 
(Tα ハ HLOI什=Tασ ハ Hl T発=Tασ ハ HIτ for some τ更す Tσ(Prop.工7・7).
α 
Hence， Hαlσ持τ発=LEα|σ列τ恭=Hα|σTξ ラ ;=Hα|ち後， which means 
H Il宅後γくIil宅後 Hence，we can find a posi七iveinteger ~ such 
α α" 
七hat H Iσ傍nα=工， which proves Ho後=H，七ha七is， σ袋 isan automor-
α-
phism of li. We have proves 七hus H/B is ou七erGalois. Reca工ing
I I ，JI .. ¥ 2 I .b 七ha七 H I(電器〕 く H. I略発， the rest of our asser七ionwi工 beeasily α・ o α. ()
seen by Th.工6.5.
Lemma 11.9. Let H be simp1e， and T' an intermediate ring of 
A/B[ d] . 
(a) 1f七hereexists a subset ラof rlH[T']， A; T') ~uch that 
J吟)ハ日=T' n H 回吋 ζH，an斗 f T'f¥ H is simp1e then 
T' is 1inear工ydisjoin七 from H， nameユy，every right basis and工ef七
basis 0f T' over T' ハH are right and 1eft H-free， respec七ive1y.
ω) Let A be 1eft 10ca工yfinite over a regu1ar subri昭 B， 
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and [T' :B]Lく∞ 1f七hereexis七sa 1eft q-system 'X;: {ヰm} of …-
A/B such七ha七 JCち lT'1)ハH= T'ハH for every T"ξ ぷ o ，/T' 
tf T" 工.f
七hen T' is工inear1ydisjoint from H. 
立旦主・ (a) We set H' = T'ハH= L K'~k with七hesubring K' = 
V
H
， (ム of K. Suppose七ha七 a1ef七 basis {七:; i E工} of T' over 
l 
H' is no七 freeover H. Then， every ~七 is non四 zeroand {dLLt-，} ' 勺lk-i
is no七 free over K. Here， withou七 10ss of genera1エ七y，we may assume 
七ha七 d""It ~ = ):弘 d，，t-， CaL，--， E Kl is a non-七rivia1reユationof 11 v1 t. nki ~hk -i ¥-hkエ
the shortest 1ength. Then， some ~，γi y does not be工ongto H'， 
n印 e工y， ~'k'i'σ ヂ ~'k'i' for some σεラ， and so 0 = (d工工七工)σ
-d11t1 = I (~kiσ- ahki)dhkti (~kiσE K)， which is a contradiction. 
(~l Since H/B is outer Ga工oisby Lemma工1.8，T'ハH is simp1e 
(Th.ユ6.5i. According1y， by the va1idi七Y of Prop. 11.1， our proof wi11 
proceed in the s田neway as in lal. 
Lemma 11.10. Let A be工ef七 10ca1工yfini七eover a regu工arsubring 
L 主主主 H a simp1e subrins. l:主 'Jt. = {~T} ~e a 1eft q -sys七emof 
A/B. 
(a} 工f T' is a member 0f f? ~七ha七 is 1inear1y disjoin七
ル 1.f
立2旦 H 些主主 T'T' is 1inear1y disjoin七 from H for everY T'壬づ T'. 
ωi 工f T is in .9乙 O 七hen七hereexis七ssome T* E !L ~ 一一一一""""1. f ------ ------ -.--------- ~ ""' 1. f一一一一一
生旦 T* is工inearユydisjoint from H 盟主日発 ζT* for some 
τ後 eすT'
Proof. One may remark first that H/B is outer Ga10is (Lemma 11.8) 
and every intermedia七ering of H/B is simple (Th.工6.5)，and七hat
TT (¥日=(TハH)τforevery τ£唱(Prop.11. 1) . 
d T 
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Cai Le七{七iτ'} be a righ七 LT'T'ハH)-basisof T'τThen， 
{ti} foms eviden七工ya right LT'ハHトbasisof T'. Assume 七ha七
;七iτ ー-hi=O for some h;モH. 工f N is an arbitrary ~(H/B) ー
invariant shade of {hiJ ，and T" in 9L ~.f/T' [N]， then there exi山
T" E ラT" such七h抗 T'IT" =τSince Nτ" = N by Th.エ6.5，we 
can find some {h.!} C N such that h.! T" = hJ. Hence， we ob七ain 0 = 
工工 1
2七iv・hiτυ=(J t.!h.!)τ" narr叫 y，L七:h.! O. Reca11ing七hat T' is 
臼 工工 1 1 
1inear1y disjoin七 from H， i七 fo110wsthen h.! = 0， and so hJ = O. 
エ
由lisproves our asser七ion.
ωBy Lemma 1'7・工 ω)， there exists some σ £ づT such that 多Tσ
con七ains 1 and τ喝=ち forevery τ~ ~ m_' Therefore，七OdT，στ 1fTσ d Tσ 
our end， it suffices七oprove our assertion for T E ~ ~ .p/6 such 工.f
七ha七 ちヨ工 and T切ら =ち for every Tそち Weset here 
tJ T - - . dTT d' T グ
J={SE Jl~・ f/T; CぢS:Vl=吋 T:V)J・ If S is in ，f 七henfor every 
σ5づ8 we have TIσれ=CTIσ)ラTσ=うT・ According工y，i七 fo110ws
LぢT'すi= CT 1寸前:v) ~ LCJ1sσ:vl毛(う S'子)= (をT'守)， which imp1ies 
(ち門:子)= (σ唱 :わ=(ち :す)= (ち T'手)・ Hence， we see七hatσ今sσ=d8σ dSσ d S -. ， '-d  . ， - -----~ •• - --- ---- - • d 
ぢS and Lぢsσ:わ=(ろT'九 inparticu1ar， SσE.:r for everyσ£ぢ s
wi七h TIσ= 1. By Lemma 1'7.8， we have [8ハH:B]=が(SハHIづ円)豆
(竜門:約=(ち :Vi for every S ε~ . Hence， we can find a T後《ゴ8S-'" '-dT 
such七ha七 [8ハH:B]ζ[ザハ H:B] for every S 壬j. Since 
[T後σハH:B] = [LT発ハ H)σ:B]= [T*ハH:B] (Prop.工7・'7)and T町 EJ 
for every σ廷す T* wi七h TIσ= 1， we may assume七ha七ラ?とontains
1 and τすT*T= i T後 for every τモラザ (Lemma工7・工)・ Now， we 
sha11 prove that T発 is工inear1ydisjoin七 from H. Le七 R be in 
9L ~ .p/伊， and set R' = J(ち (T後)) . Then， R .:>R'::> T*， and we have 工.f' - ， ------- -" d R 
~T後= T*I九=υi(ド 1Pi)ヤ Cdirectunion) for some ρi石す R・同
P be inちR・Then，T後 IP = CT叶Pk1守 withsome Pk and v E V'. 
Since (T特 Ip i巧=え contains 1_ we can find τ普 6 有l ト~.l. ðT*p - !T* '-'vuvu...u... ...，"'-，-u，.U ....uu. d T*p 
七hat (T後Ip)刊=1. 工f T' = R[Rp， RPk' v] (ぞ£;・f/T各p)，then 刊=
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T*plτfor some τ'正ぢ T" and七henwe have ザ|工=(T後 Ip)T'= 
(T後|ρk)守T'・ No七i昭七ha七 ρτand Pk守τarein づR'i七 fo11ows
七hen R' I工=(R' Ip)τ， = CR' I Pk 1写τ'・Thus， R' Iρ= (R' I Pk rV'， and hence 
ぢR'= R' I '$R = V ~ (R' Iρi〕?， Whichmeans (ラザ:す)み (ヲR':す)・
Ac c ording1y， (ラT特:す).= (1R:す)， name1y， R' E ~ . Then， there ho1ds 
[R'ハH:B] .~ [T後ハ H:B]，whence it fo工10ws R'ハ H= T後ハ H. Now， 
our assertion is a direc七 consequenceof Lemma工7.9(b). 
We sha11 prove now the fo11owing: 
Propositionユ7.11. 話t A be 1eft 1oca11y finite over B， and 
冗={ぢ T} .e; 1eft q-system 0f A/B・
Ca) The fo11owi昭 conditionsare equiva1en七: (工) A/B is斗ニ
Ga1ois， (21 A is B.V-A-irreducib工e，(3) A is A-B.V-irreducib1e， 
2 (4) B and H are regu1ar and [ v~ ( T): H ] T = [ V : V (^. T)]T'¥ f or e A¥..'....JL L...A'.../JR
T 伝~ ~ .0' and C5 2 B and H are regu1ar， A/H is 1eft 1oca11y 
1.f 一一-
fini七eand [V2(AT):H]=[V:V (AT )]for everL A' E !f.，0 /H l_~ft A \.~ -I ---.1 L . . .. \~ -1 .1 R 
fini七eover H. 
(b) 工fany of the above equiva1ent condi七ionsis satisfied， then 
A/B and A/H are (two-sided)工oca1工yfinite (and so ~ is a righ七
q-system 0f A/B)盟主 'Jt coincides with the 1ef七 q-system 多=
{ヲ(T，A; B)}. 
立辺f. Obvious工y，C12一=歩 (2) by Th. 6.工. 工fany of the conditions 
(1 i -(51 is sa七isfiedthen B and H are in .f， (Prop. 5.4)， H/B 
is outer Ga10is (Lemmaユ7.8)， and then for each T E !L ~ -'" there 工.f
exis七ssome ザモj(0 such that T* is 1inearユydisjoint from H 工.f
and Tτ後 ζ T* for some τ後 £ づT (Lemma 17・工0). We have then 
[T*:T袋ハ H]T= [H・T*:H] T ~ [V~(T後 ):H]T' [T後:T恭ハ H]R= [T後・H:H]R~ L . . A ¥. -・ -.1 L 7
[V2F):HJR Moreover，by prop・5.4， we have [v : V ^ (T ) ] A¥-' .JL 
[V:VA(T)]Rζ[T:TハH]L毛 [T:B]L く∞， where TハH is simp1e by 
Th. 16.5. (3)===今 (52一→ (4): The firs七 imp1ica七ionis easy by 
Cor. 5.5， and the 工a七七eris obvious. (4)==今(1): There ho1ds 
[T* :T* f¥ H]T ~ [V: : 発ハ L 毛 ~(T発 ):H]L = [V:VACT保)]R毛 [T後:ドハ H]L'n姐 e1y，
工30
[T*:T傍ハ H]T = [ V : V • (T後)] n' 工fwe se七 T後ハ H Iぢ接={ T発ハ HIσ ，A-- '.j R - -_.. - --- _.， - I d T脅 l
， T鋳パ HIσ} where T* 1) H I o.! ヂT発ハ HIσfor iヂj and m = 
I m- 1 J 
[ザハ H:B] (Lemma 17・8)，七henσi~ is no七 T~-~-isomorphic 七o σj~ 
for iヂjCProps. 5・7and工7・7)・ Hence，we have L ~ σiVAR= 
⑦ tσiV~ ， Since every T*σis工inear1ydisjo凶 from H (Lemma 
l 
17.工o(al)， one may use T袋σins七eadof T後 According1y，we ob七ain
1 
[T後σ.:T後O.ハ H]T = [ V : V (^T後σiJ，.." and s 0 [V : V • ( T後)]n= [T*: T発ハ HL= L L..A¥... Vil-JR' ......." L...A¥.... 'JR 
[T町.:T発σ.ハH]T= [V:V.(T義σ)] n CProp. 17. 7 ) . Not ing七ha七 V is L L'" "A'>- ~i" .J R 
generated by units， Prop. 5.1 (d) yie1ds七hen [oiV~:~]R = 
./V 
[ (ザσiIV)~:~]R = [V:VACT均 i)]R= [V:VA(T円]R，andthen [@fσiVAR:AR]R 
= [T発ハ H:B]・[V:V.(T発}]，.， = [T器ハ H:B]・[T後:T後ハ H]L= [T*:B]L = A"- '-.IR 
[HomC，T*， .，Ai:A..，]，..，. 工七 fo1工ows七herefore Hom(.，T*， .，A) =縄 人、B'" B ・ ~JR' ~V ...."'~~""".... v......................""......... .."'.u¥.B. 'B"" -ð' T*.~ 
Reca工 inghere that Tτ後く T*，we see七hat HomC，TT発 A) =呼-*~B.. L 'BH ， -?TT*.百
Hence， Hom(BT， BA) =τ句 omCBTザ， BA) =τ後九什~くづ T~ く
句CT，A; B).~ く Hom(~T ， BA). This imp1ies 七hat う T~ =ヲ (T，A; B)~ 
= Hom(BT， BA) and 句CT，A; B) ぢT (Prop・5・7). (2)一→ (3): Since 
A is B'V-A-irreducibユe ∞> [V:V.(T後)Jb[V2(T発):HL.， ~ L ' • • A ¥. J J L -/ L' A 
[T後:ザハ H]R(Prop. 5.4). Hence， by Lemma工7.8，[T:B]R = [T発:BJR 毛
[T*:T後ハ H]R・[T持ハ H:B] く ∞ ， which means七hat A/B is righ七
o _ 0ρ 
工oca11yfini七e. According1y， L工.f = iL; . f and d乙 isa right q-
sys七emof A/B， and hence i七七urnsou七七ha七 A is A-B ・V-irreducib1e
syrmnetrica工1yto (3).=→ (4)ー →(工)=今 (2). Now，七herest of the proof 
wil1 be eviden七 by七heabove proof. 
Coro11ary 工7.12. 主主主 A be left 10ca工ユyfinite over a regular 
subrin只 B.
(al A/B .is h-Galois if 叩 don1y if any of the foユ工owi昭 equiva1en七
conditions is satisfied: (Hll A/B is Ga工oisand q-Ga1oisパH2) A/B 
is Ga工oisand A is B ・V-A-irreducible，(H3) A/B is Ga10is and A is 
ユ3工
A-B.V-irreducib1e， CH4) A/B is Ga工ois，H is simp1e and [V~ (T) :H] A' -I ._-~ L 
= [V:V^lT)]n for，every T 正~ ~ ~， and (H5) A/B' is Ga10is for 
A ，-， ~R .:.:.:. 工.f'一一i
every B' モ~ ~ ~， H is simp1e and [V:(A'):H]T = [V:VA(A')]n for -一一一L ol)v 1.f' ~~ .......=-t'-'-~ L • A ¥-C>. I..U J L -L Y • Y  ¥.. I J R :.一
己主正 A'E 1L ~H ユeftfinite over H. 
(b) 工f A/B is h-Ga工ois七hen A/B is工oca11yfini七eand righ七
h-Gaユois.
Pどoof. 工f A/B is h-Ga10is then A/B' is Ga10is for every B' 
~， -'" lCor. 6.工0)and七heconditions (H1) ー (H5)are sa七isfied
1.f 
(Prop. 17.111. Converseユy，if any of七hosecorlditions is satisfied 
七hen j (A/B) {T I dJ(A/B).} is obvious1y a 1eft q-system of A/B. 
Hence， (H11 -(H4) are equiva1ent by Prop. エ7.工工， and then A/B is 
h-Gaユois. It remains therefore七oprove (Hラ)=→ (H1). Let T' be in 
!L ~ ~/ d.， and N an arbi七rary 0; (H/B)-invariant shade of T'ハH.
1.f 
Then， N[ T' ] I OJ (T' 1 and N I OJ. (T' i are outer Ga10is groups of N[T'] /T' 
and N/T'ハH，repsec七ive1y. Since [N:T'ハH]= # (NI OJ(T' )) = 
#(N[T' ] I句臼，)}= [N[T']:T'] by Th. 16.5 (c)， Lemma 17・9(a) yie1ds 
[N・T':NL = [T' :T' f¥ HL = [N[T'] :N]T' whence we obtain N.T' = N[T']. L....L... J ...JL' 
We readi1y see七hen H-T=H[TT]and [H[T']:H]L=[T':T'ハH]L く∞，
which means七ha七 A/H is工ef七 10ca11yfinite. Hence， A/B is q-Ga10is 
by Prop. 17.11. 
In七hepreceding section， we have no七ed七ha七 if A/B is ヴー 10ca11y
Ga10is七heni七 isGa10is land 10ca11y Ga10is). Converse1y， if A/B is 
Ga10is and 10ca1工yGa10is then A/B is h-Ga10is by Cor.工7.工2，and so 
for each A/B-shade B' we have 句(B'/B)ζ 勾(B'，A; B) = B' I OJ
(Cor. 6.工0). Hence， we have the fo110wing: 
Coro11ary 17.13. 工norder七ha七 A/B E.三句 -1oca11yGa10is， it 
is necessary and sufficient that A/B be Galois and 10ca工yGa10is. 
Now， for every T記11-0 we se七 a=ハ TI匁(T'，A; B). l .f7T T%dlfr/T 13 
J、，-v
Obvious1y ヲT is a V-subset of OJ CT， A; Bl and consis七sof a11 
σ6匁(T，A; B) such七ha七 forany T'ξ£;・f/T there出 S七ssome 
σf正lJCT'， A; B} such thatσ= TIσ'・
132 
Lemma 17.14. Le七 A be 1ef七工oca11yfinite over B. 
(a) If T is in ~ ~ 七hen七hereexis七s T* モ武~ lO/T such 一 一一 1.f --- ------------- -.. 1.f 
へ
担 T IOJCT'，山=ヴ T !or everY T'刊し/帆
へ A
(bl タ= {長} i:s a 1eft pre-q-sys七em0f A/B. 
d"T 
立oof・ Ca)_ Since (句(T，A; B):守)く∞， there exis七 some
T1 '…，九壬£ :-f/T such七hatGT=ハtT|守(Ti，AsB)・ If
T* = T [ V~ T i ] ，七henfor every T'E ~ ~・ 1・ /T恭 we have T I 'd (T' ， A; B) 
= T I (Ti I OJCT' ， A; Bけに TI OJ(T i' A; B)， and s 0 T I OJ(T'， A; B) C ヘパiT|守LT1，A2B)=守TζTI"J(T'， A; B). 
ωt Le七 T' be in ~ ~・ f/T. By (a)， we can find T" E 1L ~.f/T' 
ヘ〈
such that TI t.;J LT"， A; B) =匁T and T' I OJ(T"， A; B) =ヲT" Hence， 
ヘ^ ^ 
we have TI句T' ~T ・ Now ， 1e七 σbein ヲT・ Then，σ=TIσfor 
A ハ、
some σTι 1l <n" Le七 τbein ~ <n ， and set T後 T'σ，( J Tσ) . 
て -dT" d Tσ' 
Then，τ= TσIT努 forsome τ*ξ ヲT*' Evident1y， a'T後
勺(T'， A; B) and T Iσ'T持 =σ(TσIT袋)=στHence，σT is 
lS 工n
in ラT・
Coro11ary 17.工5. 1:主 A be 1ef七工ocaユ1yfinite over B. 工f
O ヘ
J(う(T，A; B)) = B for every T E 5L工.f 虫主主 j 3:s a 1eft q-system 
of A/B. 
Proof. Let T* be as in Lemma工7.14 ( a) . Then， B = J ( ~ T*， A; B)) 
〈ハT= J(T I OJ(T*， A; B}) = JC守T)' Now， our asser七ionis c1ear by 
Lemma 1 7 . 14 (b). 
We sha11 consider here the fo1工owingcondi七ions:
(i) J(勾(T，A; B)J = B for every T E .f ~ 
1.f 
(ii) H/B is Ga10is and B21 <-J CB1， A; B) =守(B2，A; B) for 
every B， J Bf"¥ j 記工 2 時.."1.f' 
(iii) B is regular and B21 ~(B1' A; B) =句CB2，A; B) for 
every B，.:> Bf"¥ in 2< 工 2 。ル工.f'
Civ} A is B'V-A-irreducib1e. 
(v) A is A-B・V-irreducib工e.
2 (vi) H/B is Ga工oisand [V~(T) ・ H]T = [V:V^(T)]n for every A ¥.I ..1..1. J L -l". Y A ¥_.J. I J R '-V '-~ J
T E ~~ .， 1.f 
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We sta七enow七hefo11owing principa1 theorem of七hissection. 
Let 
is q-Ga1ois if and on1y if any of the fo工10wingequiva1ent 
Condi七ionsis sa七isfied: CQ工} Li) + Ci v) ， (Q2 ) (i) + (v)， ( Q3 ) 
Cii} + (iv)_， (Q5) (ii) + (v)，盟主 (Q6) (iii) + (vi). 
is q-Ga1ois then A is 10ca工1yfini七eand righ七
j is the unique工eftCand righ七)q-system of 
is inner Galois and工oca工yfini七eover every simp工ein七ermedia七e
A/B， 




B， q-Galois over 
A/B (a) 
(il + Cviit， 
ω〕 If 
A 
H. fini七eover 工ef七of A/H. 
(a) 
A' 









ou七erGa1ois， and B~I 守 (B.， ， A; B) = -- -2 I d 工'一
B工::> B2 in ~工.f (Lemmas 1 7 . 2 Cai 
Nex七， if any of七hecondi七ions(Ql) -(Q3) 
is q-Ga1ois七henA/B If Proof. 
A/B， H/B is 
every 
エsa 
A/B by Cor.工7.工5. On七he0七herhand， ifωY of 
ω4)ー (Q61is satisfied七hen!3 is a 1eft q-sys七em
A/B. In fact， J(写白， A; B)J = J(ヲ(T，A;B))ハJ(TIV)= 
J臼ハ HI ~ (T， A; B)} = J (句白ハ H，A; B)i乙 JCTハHIOJ(H/B)) = B. 













and then our asser七ionis a consequence of 
A/H， q-system of 
5.5 (d)). H (Cor. 
induces a 1ef七
and 1oca11y fini七eover 
H.omY， 0)， 
1as七 asser七ion.
is q-Ga1ois A 
is dense in 
(b1. Cor. 6.工O
and 1ef七工oca工1ybe a division ring， Le七
fini七eover a division subring 
A Coro工 ary17.工7.
i七 isnecessary and sufficien七七ha七 anyof七hefo11owing equiva1en七
condi七ionsbe satisfied: (工). JC匁(T，A; B)) = B for every intermedia七e
B， (2) B21 0I(B1， A; B) =守(B2，A; B) 
A/B 工eftfini七eover B 
be q-Ga1ois， A/B 工norder七ha七B. 





for every in七ermedia七erings 
1ef七A/B T 
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型主事 CT，A; Blヂ1 for every subring T字 B 1eft finite over B， 
盟主 (3) B2'dJlB1， A; B) =写(B2，A; B) !or every intermediate rings 
B， :>B" of A/B 1:eft fini te over B and R/B is Ga10is. 工 2 一 ' 




Le七 A be q-Ga工oisand 1ef七 1oca11yfini七eover B. By Th. 17.16， 
H/B is ou七erGa10is and A/H is 1oca11y fini七e. If B' 
1.f 
七heni七 isf-regu1ar and A/B' is q-Gaユois(Ths. 6.1 and 6.9). Since 
V!CB'i is outer Ga10is over B'， B'[H] is a山
over H lTh.工6.5C】a)). According工y，Th. 17.16 (b) yie1ds B' [H] = 
三(B't. Moreover， as H I OJ (古(B') /B' )ζ 唱(H/B) (Ths. 6・5(c) and 
工6.5 (a)し σ一一今日|σ is a continuous monomorphism of the compact 
group 容(古(Bり/B'i 知七o ~ (H/B) and i七simage is a c10sed Ga10is 
group of H/B'パ H CProp.工6.2and Th. 16.5 (a)). Hence，σ一一今 HIσ
is an isomorphism onto 匂(H/B'ハH) CTh. 16.5 (b)). Next，le七 .A' 
be in JL If A' [HJ is 1ef七 finiteover H then A' contains 
some B'E 9L，.&' suchthat A'[H]=B'[H]，andso A' isf-reguユar.
1.f 
Converse1y， if A' is f-regu1ar then A' contains some B'長£ー時~ 1.f 
such七ha七 V^  (B') = V ^CA'). Hence， A' [H] = B' [H] = Vζ(B') is finite A'-'" ， .LL'-'U'-''-' .n L.LLJ .LJ LUJ YA 
over H. Moreover， noting that A'[H] is outer Ga10is and 10ca工y
fini te over A' (Th.工6.5)，the above argumen七 enab1esus to see七hat
守(A'[HJ/A' l Q:-守(日/A'ハHi by七hecont:r、actionmap. In the seque1， 
those fac七sno七edabove wi11 be used of七enwithout men七ion. Now， we 
sha11 prove七hefo11owing transi七ivitytheorem. 
Theorem 18.1. Assume七hat A is q-Ga1ois and 1eft 1oca11y fini七e
over B. Let A' be in ~ ，and H' an intermediate ring 0f H/B 
七ha七 isGa10is over B. 
Ca i.A ' [H' ] is outer Ga工oisand 10ca工ユyfi叫 teover A' and 
号(A'[H' ] / Aつど匁CH'/A'(¥H') by the contraction map. 
(b) If 肝 is an arbitrary subse七 of H 旦主主 A'[H門 主と主£
and A' [肝]ハ H= (A'ハH)[H後]. 1n particu1ar， if H徒 主と主主
intermediate ring 0f H/A'ハH then A'[H吋ハ H=肝.
(c )_ 工f A* is an in七ermedia七ering 0f A'[H]/A' then A'[A後(¥H] 
= A後.
Proof. Cbi and (c) are easy consequences of Ca) and Th.工6.5.
Thereby， i七 suffices七oprove (a)・ WesetAf=iDTe;J where ET= 
{eh}is a sys七emof ma七rixuni七swith七hedivision ring D' = VA，(E'). 
工36
By Th. 6.3， A' contains a B' E ~ 1・f/E' such that B'[F'] is in 
~， ~ for every finite subse七 F' of A'， and so A' = V Bv ' where 工.f
B. runs over a11 the subrings of A' 1ef七 finiteover B'. Then， 
V 
2 
A' [H] = にノ B.，[H] and every A" = B，[H] = V~(B，，) is a 工regu工ar工 sub工rinvL...J ~..~ ~'~-oJ ~.v -VL..~ 'A¥--v 
of A with [A. :H] く∞・ Since七henon-empty fa.mi1y {A.J is a v'.L.LJL 
directed set， A'[H]υA is in ~ CProp. 3. '7) . Next， A' = 
V 
A' f'. A is eviden七工ysimp1e and V ^ CA') = V (^B ). Moreover， one wi1ユv ~~ ~. ~~~..~~OJ ~~.'.r~~ ~..~ 'A，..v I 'A¥-v
readi工ysee 七hat A A' [H]， A' = にノ A' and A'ハH= A'ハH. Hence， 
v v v v 
by七heremark cited jus七beforeour七heorem，守CAv/A' )公:句(H/AJハH)
=写(H/A'ハH) by七hecon七rac七ionmap. According1y， for every τ 
in .% CH/A' ハH) 七here exis 七s a uni比queユ児工勾yd仇e七悦err宜叫I
S印ucぬh七凶ha抗七 H叫ITV= τT， and 七henone wi1l easi1y see that if Aい:> Av 
then Av!写(Aい/A;〕=AJ[H]|匂CAい/A;)= 守(AV/AJ).By七heaid of 
七hisf叫， we can consider七heinverse工imit ラ=己主写(AV/AJ)，
which may be regarded as an automorpfuism group of A'[H]. Then， Avlち
=ゆ(AV/AJ)(Prop.l.工)， and so A'[H]/A' is outer Ga1ois. Fl凶 her，
ち isloca11y fini七eby the defini七ionCProp. 16.1 Ca)). Hence， 
A'[H]/A' is 10ca11y finite cTh.工6.1Cb 1)， and then i七 fo11owsthat 
場 isdense in dJω， [H] / A ，)CTh .工6.51，whence it is easy七osee 
七ha七 HOJLA'[H]/Aつく H. Consequent1y， by七heusua1 argumen七， we 
see 七hat "fLA' [H]/A'} こと ~ (H/A'ハH) by 七hecon七ractionmap. Now， 
assume七ha七 H' be an in七ermediatering of H/B 七hatis Ga10is over 
B. Then ， OJ. CH' /B) = H' Iヲ(H/B) by Th. 16.5 (a) and (d)， and so 
by七heva1idi ty of H I OJ(A ' [H] / A ，)=句 CH/A'ハH) we see七ha七七he
simp1e ring A'[H'] is 匁(A'[H]/A')-invarian七 Consequent工y，again 
by the usua1 argument， one wi11 easi工ysee .our assertion. 
Coro工ary18.2. Let A be q-Ga1ois and 工eft10ca1工yfinite over B. 
Cal If B' is in J乙 and 肝 isan intermediate ring of 一 一一一 工.f 一ー
H/B' (¥ H wi七!:. [H* :B] L く ∞ ， t主主主 [B' [H刈:B '] = [H*: B 'ハ H] and 
[B' [H袋]:H吋L= [B':B'ハH]L・
Cb 1 If B ' i s in 1L， ~ and 肝 isan intermediate ring of 一一OlVl.f 一
H/B'ハH，些竺 [B'[H*] :肝]L~ [B':B'ハH]L' !ioreover， if B' 主
主 ~1 ・ f/11 盟主主 B'[H発]=肝・B' 笠立)[B' [H発]:伊]L= [A*:A*ハEi]L=
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[B':B'ハH]L !or every intermediate ring 肝 of H/B'ハH and every -
intermediate ring A* of B' [H]/B'. 
Cc) If A' is an f-regu1ar in七ermediatering 0f A/B then A/A' 
is 10ca11y fini七e.
主辺Z・ By Th. 18.1， H/B and B'[H]/B' are outer Ga10is. We set 
H' = B'ハH and OJ I 匁(B'[H]/B'}.
(al If M is an arbi七rary ~(H/B)-invariant shade of H発 then
~ (B' [M] /B I 1 = B I [M] I ~'と MI 匂 ~(M/H') (Ths. 7.4 and 18.ユ)， which 
imp1ies [B' [M] :B' ] = [M:H']. Since B' [肝]E 9L， .L> and 肝=
工.f
B' [H発]ハ H (Th. 18.1)，七heabove argumen七yie1ds [B' [M] :B' [H吋]= 
[M:H後]. Hence， we ob七ain [B' [H後]:B'J [H後:H'J，and consequen七ユy
[B' [H後]:H保]L= [B' :H' J
L・
(TL The first assertion is an easy consequence of (a). Now， 
assume七ha七 B' is in ~， ~/ö. Since B' is 1inear1y disjoin七 from1.f 
H CTh. 工8.工 andLemma 17.9 Ca U， we 0 b七ain [B':B'ハH]T = [H*. B ' : H吋 γL - - • L 
~ [B' [H*] :li*] L毛 [B':B'ハH]L<∞， whence our assertion is obvious 
by Th.工8.1.
(c) A' con七ainssome B後任 JL， .r> such that V ^ (A ，) = v ^(B特). 1. f ---------- .A 
Then A is q-ωωand 1ef七工0叫 1yf凶七eover 肝 and V! (B*) .:> 
A'.> B後 (~h. 6.9). Thereby， wi七hou七工ossof genera1ity， we may 
assume that A' is contained in H. Le七 F be an arbi七raryfini七e
subse七 of A. Choose an arbi七rary B' in J乙 /F，and set H* = 
1.f 
A' [B'ハH]. Then， [肝:A']く∞ byTh.工6.5(a). Moreover， by (b)， 
[B ' [H*] : H* ] L毛 [B':B'ハH]L く∞・ Hence，i七 fo11ows [B' [H器J:A' JL 
〈 ∞ which means七he工eft工oca工 fi叫七enessof A/A'. Reca工 in
七凶ha抗t A/B is rig酔h七 工O∞ca工工均yf口in凶i七切eand right q-Ga1ois (Th. エ7.工6)， 
we see七ha七 A/A' is right 10ca1工yfini七e，七00・
Proposition 18.3. ~主主 A/B be q-Ga1ois and 工eft10ca11y finite. 
If B' i三三旦 £工.f 笠生 σ 主主 OJ (B' ， A; B) 些主主 ∞> [B':B] ? 
2 
[V : V J]3 ， }] = [V: V ^ (B '(j")J = [V~ (Bり:HJ= [B':B'ハH]. A\.-~ v I.J L • A 
Proof. 工fwe se七 H発=CB'ペH)[O] and B発=B' [H勺，七hen H後=
2 P ペH (Th. 18.ユ)， and七hen [V~CB'):H]T = [B'[H]:H]T = [B*[H]:H]T = A ，- ，--. L 
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[B*:B後ハ H]L=[BT[H袋]:肝]T= [B' :B'ハH]T (Cor.工8.2(b)， (a)). L .- . -， . -.. L 
Since A is B'.V.CB')-A-i!・reducib1eand A-B.V-irreducib1e (Ths. 6.9 
A 
and工7.16).， i七 follows [B':B'ハH]T ~ [V:V.(B')] 矛 [V:(B') :HL = L'~ ..... A ，- I .J R'/ L' A 
[B' :B'ハR]T (Prop. 5.4}. Hence， we ob七ain [B' :B'ハH]T: [V:V.(B')] L L"'A'~/ .J R 
: [V!lB'):H]L' and simi1a向 [B':B'ハH]，.， : [ V : V •CB ' ) ] T :け2(B『):H]b・R . ...A ，.- '~L . . A ，- ，. . ~ R 
Since [B'ハH:B]T: [B'ハH:Bln by Th.工6.ラ(c).，i t is on1yユeft七OR 
prove [B':B'ハH]T: [B' :B'ハH]，.， and [V : V ^  LB 'li ) ] : [ V : V ^ (B' ) ] . R L" 'A 
No七ing七ha七 A is B'・V.(B'トA-irreducib1e，we have [B':B'ハH]L ~ 
A 
[V: V ^ (.B' i ] T lProp.ラ.4(b)}. Symmetrica11y， we obtain [B':B'ハH]RA'~ .~L 
d [v:v^ (B'}]，..，. Hence， i七 fo11ows [B':B'ハHL : Iv:V.(B')]ι A VL- J. J R• ~.L'-~.H.. '-， . v .. ~...L.""''-'" .， L.LJ ， • ...~ J -1.' . . A ¥..， I J R 
[B':B'ハH]，.， : [v: V • (.B ' ) ] T ~ [ B' : B' 1¥ H] T' name工y，[B' :B'ハE]L= A ，. I ~ L --.JL
[B' :B'ハH]R' Fina11y， by Th. 6.5 Cc)，七herehoユds B'σハH= (B'ハH)σ.
Then， we ob七ain [v:v. (B'a)J [B'σ:B'σハH]: [B'σ:CB'ハH)σ]: 
A 
[B':B'ハH]: [ V : V A (B')J. 
B. 
Coro11ary工8.4. Let A be q-Ga1ois and 1eft工oca11yfini七eover 
(a) If A'ε 1L is f一regularthen ∞> [ V : V •(.A' ) ] = [ V:(A ' ) : H ] A 
[A' :A'ハH]. 
Cb) If A'E~ ~s f-regu1ar the~ A' I OJ(A*， A; B) く句 (A'，A; B) 
for everY A発 E1L/A'. 工n par七icu1a~， HI匁(AペA;B)ζ 守(H，A; B) 
=句(H/B) for every A* E !K，/H. 
(c) If A' is an in七ermedia七ering 0f A/B such that A is 
A'-A-irreducib1e and [v:v.LA')J，.， <∞ (or [v:v.CA')JT <∞)七henA V. I.J R ~ ~ ¥ ~ L'" A ¥..n. I J L 一一一一-
A' is f-regu1ar. Converse1y， if A' is f-regu1ar an~ V A (A' ) 主
a division ring then A is A'-A-irreducib工e.
立oof. Ca). Le七 N be an arbi七ra!γOJ(H/B)-invariantshade of d. 
Then， by Th. 18.1， we have [A'[N]:A'] = [N:A'ハNJく∞ and A'[N]ハH
: A' [(.A'ハH)JN]]ハH: (A'ハH)[NJ. Since A'(¥ H is in ~ (Th. 16.5)， 
we ob七ain [A'[N]ハH:A'ハH]: [CA'ハH)[N]:A'ハHJ: [N:A'ペN]: 
[A' [N] :A'] く∞ againby Th. 18.工 Wechoose here a simp工eintermediate 
ring B' of A/B such七ha七 [B':B] く∞ and V ^ (B') : V ^ (A' )， and L .A'-'.A 
set 伊:::B'[N]. Then， B後 isin ~工 .f (Th.工8.1). Recal工ingthat 
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肝[H]=号(肝)J A' [N] ::>肝::> /:'， Cor.工8.2and P町工8.3imp1y 
that [A' [N] :A' [N]ハHL= [B発・B後ハ H]= [V:VA(B後)]= [V:VJB')] く ∞.  ' ~~J L' • •  
Combining七hiswi七h [A'[N]ハH:A'I¥H] = [A'[N]:A']く∞， i七 fo11ows
a七 once [A':A'(¥ H]L = [A'[N]:A'[N]ハH]T= [V:V^(B')] = [V:V^(A')]. L L ' -• A ¥.- -'-A 
Then， we ob七ainsymmetrica11y [A' :A'ハH] T"¥ = [ V : V A CB' )]= [ V~( B ' ) : H ] R L' - 'A 
[ V! (A ' ) : H] by Th 工7ユ6and Prop 工8.3
lbI By (a}，七hereexis七ssome B'モ fL.， 1> such七ha七 A'= 工.f
B' [A'ハH]. Ifσis in 0; lAペA;B) 七hen B'σ モ~ 1.f and 
lA'ハH1σζ(A後 I¥H)σζH (Th. 6.5 (b) and Cc)). Hence， A'σ= 
CB'σ)[(A'i¥ H)σis in ie. (Th. 工8.1). The 1a七 eris now evident 
by Th.ユ6.5(a). 
(c) Since A is A'-A-irreducib1e， VA(A'} is a division ring 
A 
andt(νis in !fL CP均・ 5・4la} 1・ Since A is A-B.V-
irreducib1e lTh. 17.16) and A'[H]-A-irreducib1e， we have [A'[H]:H]L 
~ [ V: (A ' } : H] 長 [v:vACA')]n= [v:vACA'[H])] 毛 [A'[H] :H]T (Prop. A".Cl. ，..I.JL L"' v '- JJR L"' ~ L，UJ/JR 
5.4 (bl)， whence i七 fo11ows七ha七 A'[H] coincides witn七hef-regu工ar
2 
in七ermedia七ering v~(A'l. Hence， we can find a finite subse七 F of A ". 1-' ....--......""--
H and an in七err日 dia七ering B' of A'/B such that VA(B'[F]) = 
V ^ (A') and B ' [F]モ1?v， .t' We sha11 prove now七hat A is B'-A-工.f
irreducib1e. Le七 a be a non-zero e工ementof A. Since B'aA is 
a B-A-submodu工eof the B-A-comp工eteユyreducib1e modu1e A (Th. 17.16 
and Prop. 5.41， B'aA = vA with some vξV. Then， we see七ha七 B'aA
= vA is 1eft B'[F]-admissib1e. Reca11ing七ha七 A is B'[F]-A-
irreducibユe (~h. 6.1)， it fo11ows then B'aA = A. Hence， B' and A' 
are simp1e by Prop. 3.8. lrf [V:V^LA'}]T <∞ then there exists A'-- ~.. L 
some B後ぞ£:・f such七ha七 VA似 iく VA(A').， and七hen [V:VA(A')]R 
[V:V ^ lB後lJ く∞ byProp. 5.4.} The converse par七 iseviden七 byA..- I- R 
Th. 6.工 (b). 
As an app1ication of Prop. 18.3， we sha11 present七hefo11owing 
in七erestingtheorem. 
Theorem工8.5. Le七 A be B.V-A-irreducib1e and A-B ・V-irreducib1e，
叫う aG山 issemigroup 0f ゆ
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(a) 註t T b三三 B-B-submodu1e0f. A <:2ossessing a 1eft B-回丘三
and a righ七 B-単己宣・ 立 A/H is 1eft 1oca11y finite 七he~ [T:B]L = 
[T:B]R' Erovided we do no七 distinguishbetween七woiば i凶 tedimensions. 
(b) Le七 V be con七ainedin B. If T is an in七e工rn官肘I
of A/B 七hen [T:B]T = [T:B]n' provided we do no七 distinguishbetween 一一一一 L L...，JR' 
two infinite dimensions. 
Proof. One may remark firs七七ha七 B and H are regu1ar by Prop. 
5.4 and Cor. ラ.6，and assume七ha七う con七ains V. 
(a) Since A is H.V-A-irreducib1e and 1eft工oca11yfini七eover 
H =古(H)，A/H isユo叫 1yfi山 (Cor・山2)・ Hence， by the 
symmetry of our assumption， it suffices to prove that if [T:B]L <∞ 
七hen [T:B]R毛 [T:B]L・ Now，1e七 {ε工 ε七} be a VR-basis of 
(TIち)VR 七h抗 formsat七hesame七imean ~-basis of (TI ~ )~ (Lemma 
5.8}. By Prop. 18.3，七回・eholds七hen ∞> [H[E， V ~ TEi] :H] = 
七
[V:VA(H[E，ν工Tεi] ) ] . Henc e， [ T : B]R 毛 [T:B]L (Prop. 5・9). 
(b) Again by七hesymme七ryof our assump七ion，i七 sufficesto prove 
that if [T:B] く∞七hen [T : B] n ~ [ T : B] T' Sinc e U '=V J T ) = V Tl ( T) R -.，. L'".，JL.
く V
A
(THom~T ， BAUζV (field) and [V:U'] ~ [T:B]Lく ω(Prop， 5.4)， 
our asser七ionis again a consequence of Prop. 5.9. 
As a direct consequence of Th.工8.5(a)， we obtain the fo11owing: 
Coro1工ary工8.6. 註iLA E三 B・V-A-irreducib1eand A-B ・V-irreducib1e，
盟主 T an intermediate ring 0f A/B. 立 J(写}= B盟主 A/H !三
工ef七工oca11yfinite七hen [T:B]T = [T:B]n' provided we do not distin-L L'" .，JR
guish between七woinfinite dimensions. 
Lemma 18.7. Le七 A be q-Ga1ois and 1ef七工oca工工yfini七eover B. 
I ^-1__2 
If B' iとよ旦 ~l.f 些主主 B' I OJ( V~ ( B ' )， A; B) = 写(B'，A; B). 
2 立包Z・ By Th. 工8.1，H後=V~ (B ') = B' [H] i s ou七erGa工oisover B'. 
We set here 肝=V B~. ， where B~. ranges over al1七he OJ(肝 /B')ー
αα
invariant shades. Now， 1et p be in 写(B'，A;B). Then七hese七
九=={p'モ匁 (B;，AsB)L B'ip v=p}is non-empty by Th.6.5・ If p' 
is in 老，七hen B~p'/B'p is Ga10is and B~p' = ((B~ ハ H)[B'])p' く
αα 
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H[B'p] =岱B'p}(由工8.工) Hence， OJ (B ~ρ ， /B' p) = B ~p ， I OJ(V~ (B' p) /B' p) 
α α 1"¥. 
= 句(B;pf，As B'p〕(Ehs. 6.5 and 工6.5(b) and (d)). Consequen七工y，
匂(B~ p " A; B' p)_ ;ごと ~ (B~/B' i is finite， and so -t is fi叫七e，七00・
αα
Thus， by Th・ 6.ラandProp・1・1，the inverse 1imi t .t =とm -bαis 
non-emp七y，which means七hat p can be ex七ended七oan isomorphism p発
of 肝 into A・ Since VA(H*p*) = VA(¥J(ー(HハB;)[B'])〆)=VA(B'p)，
〆 is in 句(~*， A; B)， and so 句(B'，A; B)ζB' IOJ (伊， A; B). The 
converse incユusionis secured by Th. 6.5. 
Theorem 18.8. 主主 A be q-Ga工oisand 1eft 10ca11y finite over B. 
(a) 工f A， ~ Af"¥ are f-regu1ar intermedia七erings 0f A/B 七hen一 工./ ~-2 一一一一
句CA2，A; B) = A2 I守(A工， A; B). 工npar七icu1ar，if A1 ~s an f-regu1ar 
intermediate ring 0f A/H then A， = Vι(A， )， [A，: H ] <∞ 一一一 --1 . A '-~1/ L--1 
H I OJ (A
1
， A; B) =匁(H/B). 
(b ) 1 f A， :>A"， are f-regu工arintermediate rings 0f A/B then 一:.. --1 - --2 一一一一
J(等(A1，A; A21) = A2・
(ρ If A' is an f-reg叫 arinterr日 diatering 0f A/B 七hen A 
is q-Ga10is and 10ca11y finite over A'. 
(d) If A' is an f.守 egu工arin七ermediatering 0f A/B then 
[V:VA(A'σ)J = [V:VACA')] 盟主 IVAlA'σ) I = I V A (A') I !or every σ ぞ
句(A'， A; Bt. 
Proof. (s} Obvious1y， Af"¥ contains B 正f" 1¥ such that V ^  (Bf"¥) '~~2 ....'-'.u v.....u.... ..2 工.f ---------- .A"'-2 
2 1. ¥ ~.2 
= V^ (Af"¥)' Then， A~ = V~(Af"I) = V~(Bf"I) = Bf"¥[H] is fini七eover H A \~.21 . ....~~....~~， ~~2 . A \.~~2' • A '...2' ..2 
(Prop. 工8.3). We sha工 prove first OJ (A
2
， A; B) く A21哲(A2，A; B). 
If σ is in 守(A2，A; B) 七hen B21σ= B21l for some l迂号(A2，A; B) 
(Cor. 18.4 and Lemma 18.7). Reca工ingthat Af"I = Bf"I[A パH] (Th. 工8.工)， 2 -2 L--2 
we see that A2σ = CB2σ) [(A2ハH)σ]ζ(B2τ)[H]= A2l (Cor.工8.4(b))， 
and so στ-1 is contained in A21管(A2/B2) (Ths・18・1and 16・5(a))， 
whence it fo110wsσ 巴 A21"JCら-
= A21句(A2シ，A; B) CCor.工8.4(b)). S凶山y，if Ai =古(A工)七hen
I (A1， A; B) = A1 I OJ.lAl' A; B). Nex七， we sha11 prove A~I守(A~ ， A; B) = 11グ工，.¥" .， J • .L.'-~ V， "'-v.t.A"..L...L. .t-'.L V V "'" rl.2 I"d 工'
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常(A2.'A; B). Be七ween Al and B2 七hereexis七ss ome Bi E !k 1 . f 
2 
uch that A~ = v~(ß~l = B;[H]. If B~ = A;ペB! then B く B~ く A'工 A'-1'- ユ 2 ~-2 工 2 ~ -2 . 62 
= V: lBr.) ， and hence B~ is in $." 1> (ThS. 工8.1and 16.5 (a)) and A.-2t ~66~ 66_66__ -2 "'1. f
ら=古(B2)=り1]. S i nce B 2. 1 0;(A2， A; B) =ヲ(B2，A; B) 
B21 OJ (B1， A; B) = B21句(Ai'A; B) (Th. 6.5 and Lemma工8.7)，for every 
τE 守(A2，A; B) we can find some ρE匁(Ai'A; B) such七ha七
B21p' B2IT'. As A/B2 is q-Ga1ois (Th. 6.9) and A2τ'=(BU')[H] 
-1 
= (B2
P')[H] = A2.p' CCor.工8.4(b))，τγis in ~ (A~/B~) 2'-2 
句(A;../A~ ハ B~) = A:I 守(A.~ /B~) ( Th. 18.工). Hence， T' is in 2' ~.2 .工 2I ) "'1'-1 
A21 "~(Ai ， A; B)， name1y，写(A2，A; B) = A21 OJ (Ai' A; B) (Cor. 18. 4 (b)). 
It fo工owstherefore ~ CA2， A; B) = A21 OJ.(A2， A; B) = A21 (A2.1 oJ(Ai' A; B)) 
= A21 (A工11(Ai' A; 
B)). = A21 C7J CA1， A; B)・ The1a七teris obvious by 
Cor.工8.4(a) and (b i . 
(b) By Th. 6.9 CaL we may assume七ha七 A_ is contained in H. 2 
Then， noting七hat OJ (A工， A;A2);> A工Iv，we ob七ain J(~ (A1， A; A2)) = 
J lOJ (A1， A; A2 i)ハ H= J(匁 (A1ハH，A; A2)) = J CA工ハ H 1 OJ(H/ A2 )) = A2 
((a) and Ths. 6.5 (ρ). and工6.5).. 
(c L Again by Th. 6.9 CaL we may assume七ha七 A' is contained in 
H (and so V = v.(A')J. Then， A is A'.V.CA')-A-irreducib1e (Th. 17.16) A 戸 .J-.l.~'-'.L...， I"l. .{""l. - Y A ¥_ 
and工oca工yfini te over A' CCor. 18.2 (c)). Now， 1e七氏特 be七hese七
of aユ1 Tξ 怠o/A' such七hat [T:A'JLく∞・ Then .j' 
{守 (T，A; A'); T E 1v発} is a 1eft q-system of A/ A' by (a) and (b). 
Hence，官1. 工7.工6yie1ds a七 onceour assertion. 
(d) Choose a simp1e in七ermediatering B' of A'/B such七ha七
2 
VAlB'j = VA(A'). Since V~(B'l B'[H] = A'[H] is f-regu1ar， by (a) A 
we can find σtεOJ CA' [H]， A; Bl such tha七 σ=A' 1σ'・ Then，by 
Cor. 18.4 Cb) and Prop.工8.3，we ob七ain [V:V.(A')] = [V:V.(B')] = A'-
[V:V 
A 
(J3'σ)] = [V: V A (B ' [H ]σ
， ) ] [ V: V
A 
(A 'σ)]. In particu1ar， the 1as七
imp1ies V ^ (A'σ) = V. (B'σ)， and hence the 工a七七erasser七ionis obvious A 
by Th. 6. 5 ( b) . 
Now， we sha11 consider七hefo11owing condi七ion(viii) besides 
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(i) ー (vii)introduced in ~ 17 . 
(viii 1 H/B is Ga10is and H I ~ (A'， A; B) :>ヲ (H/B) for every 
A' E 1l o/H with [A' :H]L く∞-
Then， we can add other equiva1en七 condi七ionsto Th.工7.ユ6(a). 
Coro11ary工8.9. Let A Ee 1eft 10ca11y finite over a simpユe
subring B. 1n order七hat A/B be q-Ga10is， i七 isnecessary and 
Sufficien七七ha七 anyof七hefo110wing equiva1en七 condi七ionsbe sa七isfied:
(QI} (iv} + (viii) and (Q8) (v) + (viii). 
立盟主・ If A/B is q-Ga10is then a11 the condi七ions(i) ー (viii)
are satisfied (Ths. 17.16 andユ8.8}. Converse1y， assume (QI) or (Q8). 
Then， A/H is lef七 10ca1工yfinite by Cor. 5.5 (川 If T is in !L ~ ル工.f
then J(oJ (T， A; B) 1く JCTI OJCT[H]， A; B)) = J(TハHI句(T[H]，A; B)) 
ζJCT (¥HI句(H/B}}= B. Hence， A/B is q-Ga10is by Th. 11.16. 
Let A be q-Galois over B. A (ぷ)-regu1arsubgroup うof OJ 
is caユ1eda (持fl-!egu1arsubgrou1: of 'd if [V:V(ラ}]R<∞， and a 
(FfJ-regl山 rsubgroup ぢ of dJ with simp1e J('1 i is cal1ed an 
f-regu1ar subgroup of ヴ・工f A/B is q-Galois and left locaユ1yfini te， 
七henevery (戸f)ー 目gu工arsubgroup of ~ is proved 七obe f.ィ eguユar.
To see this， 七hefo工owing1emma wi11 be needed. 
Lemma 18.10. Le七 A be q-Ga10is and 1eft 10ca工yfinite over B， 
竺呈ヲ' 三(戸f)-!egu1arsubgroup 0f. oJ ・ 立 A'= J( dJ ' ) 些主主
[A' :A'ハH]L く∞・
立oof. Le七 N be a ヲ(H/B)-invariantshade of d， 匂袋= 句CN)ハ01'
= oJ' (N)， A後 = J(OJ発) (，) A' [N] 1 and H後=A後ハ H. Then， tJ 発 is an 
invariant subgroup of 句 and C匁， : Cド)= #(NIす，)壬 #o;(N/B) = 
[N:B] く ∞ (Th. ，.4}. As H鋳=A後ペ H is a を'-invarian七 simpユe
subring of H CTh. 16.5 Ca)J，肝/A'ハH is outer Gaユoisand [H*:A'パ H]
= #(H袋 IC1J ')毛 CiJ. ' :ゲ)く∞ (Th・7.4). Fur七her，we can see that 
V(守谷=vC oJ'i = V ^ CB[F] ) for some fini te subset F of A. Now， 1et A'o 
Bo be in i(.，l.f/B[F]. Then v(()J発)= VA(B[F]} ~ VA(Bo) yields 
2 
A*[H] C_ vA CvC'1刊)く V~(Bol ， so that [A巾]:H] ~ [古(B。):H] く∞




we obtain [A':A'ハH]L~ 
[V~CBo) :H]・[肝:A'ハH]
18.3. by Prop. 







and V' a simp1e subring 0f V 
V^ (V^ (V'HF])く V'A' 'A 
a simp工ering. 
By Cor. 17.12 and Th.工7.16，A/H 
such七ha七




is h-Ga1ois and 1oca11y 
is h-Ga1ois and 10ca1工yfinite 




finite. Hence， we may assume七hat
and As H = B. and B over 
further七ha七ユ7.12，we may assume B'V = K・IVd
hk
， by七he1ight of Cor. 
is a division ring. 
B' = VA(V'). 
[B' :B]毛 [V:V']Rく∞
V"=VA(B")(ζV' ) 
= [V:V"] = [V:古(V")ハ V]
is V-A-irreducib1e， Prop.工6.7(b) yie1ds 
1~. 七
(VIB")人、=⑦ (vlσ)人、 (σ 正 B")， where every I ~ '~'R 工 1Vi'" 'R 'Vi 
V-A-irreducib1e is七henAccording工y，A B 
A-B ・V-
(Prop. 
エSA Since 工7.12and Prop. 5.4). 
工7.工2)，七hereho1ds 




[B":B] ∞> and 
lS 1n 
VA(V") = B" CTh. 17.ユ8(b)) 
(Prop.工8.31.
HomCT"V， n"A) VlI " V 
A Since 
If 5.4) . 
??
VIσi 
V~-人、-submodu1e Hom(n'V， n，A) -"R ---------- ._-."，v，.， V' 
is comp1et向 reducib1e:Hom(V'V， V，A) ⑦:働J
is free over 
then 
(vlσ:1Ao is Vo-Ao-irreducib1e and every l 工 R -- . R ~'R 























with some Cv IσuL)~ 
物 j= CVlbjL)~ 
Hom(V'V， V，A)， it is 
M = V'vA CvξV) be a 
of the form 
so we may set 
b j 
A such七hat
lS 1n contained in 
V'-A-submodu1e of 工e七
A V'-A-submodu1es of is minima1 a且ongthe non-zero 
M V'-A-irreducibユesubmodu1e of an arbi七rarylS V'yA 
BV'yA ;: V' (ByA) 
If (x E v1. 
(b) ) . 
ユsa ByA 
A (Th. 6.1 
for 
B-A-modu1eo 
u' E V， with some 
direc七 summandof the comp1e七e1yreducib1e 
= V'(u'A) 七hen
Hence， by七h加em山i
:bMM edB V『、by刊A=@iV『vyiAA'where vviA is vv-A-isornoゆ ic七o V'yA・
Since V'VζV and A is V~ ， VM(V~)-irreducible ， it fo11ows then L 'at，"L 
V = v ( V L. (VL)-= CV' v }Hom ly ， V， V' A ) L v' V -11ち=2i，JbJ(V'YiA)・
Now， b~ being con七ainedin B'， every b~CV'y~A) is V'-A-hoαmoαII 
J 工
to V ViA2V fyA.Hence ， A is homogeneously V f -A-COInputely 
reducib1e， and consequent1y B' is a simp1e ring. 
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Theorem 18.工2. Le七 A be q-Ga工oisand 1eft工oca11yfinite over B， 
竺主 句t 生(後f)-.!:egu1arsubgroup 0! OJ己主主 A'= J(守，) . 
(a) OJ' 1:s f-regu1ar and dense in OJlA') ，盟主 A is h-Ga1ois 
andユoca11yfinite over A'. 
Cbl す.C1l' =ヲ(A'ハH). 
(c) 立う isan open subgroup 0[ dJ- !hen the group index 
(C1 ~' : Cうハ C1dJ' i・V( ~ ， );V). 1:s finite. 
立公主・ 臼lemay remark here that H' A'ハH is f-regu1ar (Ths. 
2 つ
工7・16and工6. 5 ) . As [ V : V C号'iJR く∞ and V(勾')= V~ (vC句，) )， V~ (A' ) 
= VA(V(守，)) is simp1e by Lemma 18.11・Further，by Lemma 18.工0，
there ho1ds [A' : H' ]く∞ Since A/H' is 1oca11y fini七e(Th. 18.8 L 
2 
Lc)J ，七hecen七ra1izerof A' in V~CA') coincides wi七h七hecen七erof 
A 2， . • ¥ IV~ (A '). and J C V~(A ， ) IOJ，). = A'， Cor. 7・5proves七ha七 A' is simp1e， 
and so A/A' is q-Ga1ois and 1bcaユ工yfinite LTh. 18.8 Cc)). If T is 
in $.， 0 / A ' and [ T : A ' ]く∞七hen A is T-A-irreducib1e and ∞〉L 
[T:TハV2;(.A')]= [V^LA'I:V^CTU CProp. 18.3). Hence， A/A' is h-Ga1ois AV~ /-" A戸
and ヲ isdense in ~ LA' 1 LProp. 16.7 (b))， which comp1e七es七he
proof of Cal. Reca11ing here七ha七 [T:H']L= [T:A']L'[A':H']Lく∞
for every σin C工(17.cl 守') we can find an e1emen七 TζV.C1t7J.' 
such七ha七 TIτ=TIσ ， and七hen στ-lis con七ainedin 句(T) く匁 (A') 
C工守 by(a). Hence，σis contained in V. Cl OJ'， which means 
that V. C1 '1' is a c10sed (戸f)-regu1arsubgroup of守 wi七h
J(V・C1OJ') = H¥According1y， (~l is a consequence of (a). Fina11y， 
we sha11 prove (c). Since J(C工ヲ')= A' and V( C1 OJ ') = V( ~ ， )， i七
suffices七oprove our assertion for c工osed 句守(A， ) . Moreover ， 
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withou七工ossof ge附 'a1i七y，we may assume七hat す=dJ (B' ) for some 
y ££;・f・If T = A' [B r] 七hen [ r: : A ' ] L く∞ and OJ r (T) is a 
c10sed (勺t-regu1ar subgroup of OJ' wi th J ( OJ' ( T)) T (Cor. 6.10)， 
and then it fo110ws ちーハヴ，1・V(ラ， 1 ゲ(T)・VA (A') = 
OJ'白ペ V!(A'D by Cb 1. Hence， we obtain (OJ': (うハCiJ').V( Od')) = 
2 I • • ¥ ¥ 11 I _ __2 
(OJ ' : OJ'(T ハ V~CA ' ))_ = # (T ハ V~(A ')IOJ') = [T ハ V~(A') :A'] く∞
CTh.工6.5 Lc)J. 
We sha11 conc1ude七hissec七ionwi七hthe fo110wing七heorem，七ha七
wi1ユbeneeded a1七er七oexpose the gap between (後)-regu1arityand 
N特-regu1arity.
Theorem 18.ユ3. Let A be q-Ga工oisand工eft10ca11y fini七eover B， 
竺立 OJ' ~n N*-regu1ar subgroup 0!. trJ. The旦， dJ' ~三(勺)-regu1ar
2 
1f叩 don1y if [V:工(OJ" }]R く ∞， V~(J:勾， ) =工(OJ ') =工(C工句， ) 型空
(C1 '1 ' : (ラペ C1OJ' L' I(匁， )"'1く∞ forevery open subgroup ち of dJ・
立竺ζ・ 工f 句 is C* f)-r~gu1ar then I( OJ ') coincides with V( ':J' ) ， 
and hence the on1y if par七'Sobvious by Th.工8.12. To prove the if 
par七， we may res七社ctour proof七O 七hecase七ha七 守 isc10sed. By 
Th.工8.工2 (a)， V
A
(工(句 ')1 is simple and七hereexists a fini七esubset F 
of v
A 
(I(守， ) t such七ha七日(B[F]1 =工(dJ ' ) .工fwe se七づ ~(B[F])
七hen dJ* =ヲハヲ isa subgroup ofラ containing I(ヲ，)rv， and so 




CB[F] 1.:> v0匂袋t:> V~(I(勺， )) =工(ヲつ Wesee therefore七ha七 等条
is a c10sed C~ f)-regu1ar subgroup of ~ with V(句発)=工(匁'). By 
assump山 1，(句引く∞ OJ'νlvσi Now，we叫が=J(引)
and A' = J(勾'). Then，写後=ヲ (A後 and A is h-Gaユoisand 1oca11y 
f凶七eover A*臼h・18.12(a) 1， and hence A** = A*[ V ~ A*σi]is a 
ゲー invariantsimp1e ring as an in七en凶 a七ering be七ween 古(が)= 
V A CV( OJ各))= VA(工(OJ ' ) ) and A *白hs.ユ7.16and 16.5). Le七 σbean 
arbi trary e1ement of OJ'・ If σ induces an inner automorphism in A繁栄:
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A料 |σ=A制 I_~ lvモV
A州 ω，2)_， then A*ハHIσ=工， and so σis 
contained in ヲlA*ハ Hl=。長.す lTh・ 18・12(川):σ= T1r (T E OJぺ
-1 rv ~ 
U モvt. Bu七七hen， τ σ= u 正勾'ハ v=工l~ '} imp1ies σετ・工(ラ， ) 





A** Iσ= A州|守=ユ， which means七ha七 A“IOJ' is an outer group of 
fini七eorder. According1y， A袋持 is outer Ga10is and finite over the 
simp1e ring A' (Th. 7.4i. Moreover， noting七ha七 q長=匂袋.(すハヲ，) 
= tJI*'Vハ句写(A持ハ H)ハヲ句 '(A恭パ H)，we ob七ain [A*:A'] = 
#(A後IOJ')-= (守， : dJ列 = #(A'[A後ハ H]I~'ì = [A'[A*ハH]:A' J by 
Th. ユ6.5 (c)， whence there ho1ds A* = A'[A後ハ HJ. We see七herefore
our assertion 1 ( OJ 'i = V(匁刊=v( OJ ' ) . 
E11iger [工J;Nagahara [8J， [10]， [工 J;Nagahara-Tominaga [5J， [工oJ， [工1J; 
Nobusawa-Tominaga [2]; Tominaga [8]， [10J， [11]. 
/ 
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エ9. Funda.ment a工七heoremof infinite Ga10is theory 
工norder七os七ate七hefundamenta1 theorem for aユef七 1oca11yfini七e
q-Ga1ois ex七ension A/B in the usua工form，we have七oadd七hesupp工e-
men七aryassump七ion [A:H]L ~ ~o' Neverthe1ess， the supp1ementary 
assumption wi11 no七 spoi1our projec七七ogive a unified Ga10is theory 
for simp1e rings. One may remark further七hatif A/B is a 1ef七
工oca11yfini七eq-Ga1ois extension and [A:H]T ~封七hen A/B is L - 0 
1oca11y finite and [A:H] ~点(Th. 17.16 and Prop. 18.3). 
O 
Lemma 19.工 Le七 A be q-Ga1ois and 1ef七工oca11yfinite over B， 
and [A:~I] T も氏.工f A' is an f-regu1ar in七ermediatering 0f A/H 
上 o
些主主 A'I句 =句 CA'，A;B).Inparticu1a!:.' HIOJ = 句(H/B) 盟主 A/B 
is h-Ga1ois. 
笠公主・ By Th.工8.8，[A':H]く∞ and HI写(A'，A;B) "J (H/B) . 
Therefore， in case [A:H] く∞ theequa1ity is c1ear. Henceforth， L " 
we sha11 restrict our a七tentionto七hecase [A:H]L = ~ o' Let 
工， ...2' .} be a coun七ab1yinfinite 1eft H-basis of A， and ~ = 
H [ E， a
1
， ... ， ak] ( k 1， 2， ・・・).. Then， [~: H] Lく ∞ by Th. ユ8.8.
Let T be an arbi七rarye1emen七 of ~J(A' ， A;B). As ∞> [A'T:Hτ] = 
[A'τ:H] ，七T町 eexis七sa positive integer h1 such七hat ~_:> A'T・
l 
Then， there exists an e1emen七 σ 岳写c九， A; B) such七hat A'τ|σ= 
一工
τー工 (Th. 18.8). Repeating the same argument for σ instead of τ ， we 
can find a posi七iveinteger k1 > h1 and τ1 E ラ(~_ ' A; B) such 
l -1 
七hat ~_.J ~σand ~σ|τ工 =σ ・ Here ， one wi11 readi1y see 
1 ..1 
that T = A' I T 1 and ~_ T 1 .:> ~_:> A fτRepeating the above procedure 
1 - --1 
for τinstead of T ， we can find positive integers k~ > h~ > k 2 ..2' .-1
and τ2ξ 守(~~， A; B) such七ha七九=~_ I T 2 and ~~ T 2 .>~~ ;:> 
2 ~-1 
~し τ工・ Continuing the same procedure step by s七ep，we ob七aininductive工y
po吉1七iveintegers ki 〉 hi 〉 ki-land τi モヲ(~. ' A; B) such that 
工
Ti_工=AK. 『 |ti and AK.1〉 AT1.〉 AK14(AK=At， τ。=T). 
エー工 i - -i --i-工 O 
Then， we can define an ex七ension T正"J(A， A; B) ofτby the ru1e 
工49
1¥.I:r =τi li =工， 2，...1. Since 日 )Vi~・ A ， L is obvious1y 
1. 1. 
an au七omorphismof A. We have proved therefore 写(A'，A; B) = A'IOJ- . 
Now， 七he1a七七erasser七ionis eviden七by Cor. 工1.工2.
Coro11ary 19.2. L主 A be q-Ga10is and 1ef七工oca工yfini七eover 
B， and [ V : C _ ]毛公 If X = { x" X~ ， ...} is a countab1e subse七一一 0- -.0 一 工， J>.2' 
of A，七hen七hereexists some A'εR /H[X， V] such that A' /B is 
h-Ga10is and [A':H]ζ £0. 
Proof. -Let T be in $， ~・ f. We凶 Ti=T[xl，...， xil，A;=
H[Ti匁(Ti，A; BL， VJ and A' lJ Ai. Since [~(Ti' A; B)VR:VR]R = 
[守 (Ti，A; Bl~:~]R = [Ti:B] <∞ (Prop. 5・1 (b)) 釦 d[V:C。]ζ 点。，
we ob七ain[Ai:H14A0・ Hence，notingthatA:く A;+ユ， i七 fol10ws
七hen [A' :HJT 耳石 ~ _. 工f B' is in !R.， ~.p and contained in A' L --， 0 ・ 1.f
then B' is con七ainedin some AJ， and then one wi11 easi1y see七hat
l 
B'号(B'，A; B Lく A!ζA'，n釧 e工y，守 lB'，A; B) =守 (B'， A'; B). 
o - 1. 
Hence， by Prop. 5.1 (a) and Th. 11.16， we see七ha七 A'/B is q-Galois. 
Accordingユy，A'/B is h-Ga10is by Lemma 19.ユ.
Now， we arrive at the posi七ion七os七a七e七hefo110wing main七heorem・
Theorem工9.3. Le七 A be q田 Ga10isandユef七 loca11yfinite over B， 
and [A:H]T ζ-*_. Le七 A' be an arbi七raryf-regu1ar in七ermedia七eL -. 0 
ring 0f A/B. 
(副主主主c. p 主 OJCA'，A;B) ~an be ex七ended七oan au七omorphism
of A. 
(b) A/A' is h-Ga工oisand local1y fini七e.
(c 1 There exis七S a 1-1 dua1 correspondence between closed 
(戸f)-regu1arsubgroups 0f 守 andf-regular intermediate rings of 
A/B， in七heusua1 sense of Ga10is七heory.
立公主 ByTh. 18.8 Ccl， A/A' is q-Ga10is and 10ca工ユyfini七e.
2 I • • ¥ .，
According1y， no七ing 七ha七 [A:V~CA')]T ~ [A:H]T ~ .)十， (b) is a A \-..~ J JL L"~.UJ L -.: 
consequence of Lemma 19.1. Now， 1et A" A' [H] . Then， A" is in !l 
(Th.ユ8.1)and f-regu1ar. Hence， we have A' IOJ = A' 1 (A" 1匁)= 
工50
A'I~(A" ， A; B) ==写(A'，A; B) by Lemma 19.工 andTh.工8.8(a)， which 
means (a). Fina11y， (c) is an easy consequence of (b)， Cor.工7.12and 
Th.工8.工2 (a). 
工ncase A/B is an a1gebraic fie1d extension， i七 iswel1 known 
七hat A/B is Ga10is if and on1y if it is norma1 and separab1e. The 
1atter of 1βmma 19.ユmaybe regarded as an extension of七hisfac七七O
simp工ering extensions. 
Coro工ary19.4. 1f a division ring A is Ga10is and 1eft 1oca11y 
finite over a division subring B and [A:H] 毛 A 七henthere 一一一一 L '" .， 0 
exis七sa 1-1 dua1 correspondence be七weenc工osed(災 )-regu1arsubgroups f 
of 唱 andf-regu1ar intermedia七erings 0f A/B， in七heusua1 sense 
of Ga工ois七h.eory.
An exa皿p工egiven by Jacobson [5] shows that Cor.ユ9.4is no 10nger 
va1id for弘主 in七ermediaterings of A/B. CThe examp1e was given， in 
七hefirs七 p1ace，for七hepurpose of showing that we can no七 exclude七he
assumption [B:Z] く∞ fromTh. 7.13.) 
Theorem 19.5. Le七 A be q-Ga1ois and lef七 1oca11yfinite over B， 
and [A:H] T ミs: .N _. Le七 T be an f-regu1ar in七ermediatering 0f A/B， 
L ~. 0 ーーー
ラ七hegroup of a11 B-ring automorphisms 0f T，工={σ作 Tσ==T} 
主主主 ド==t.Vは f・ 立 J(ラ).= B 虫旦 γisdense in 守，叫
converse1y. 
Proof. By七heva1idity of Th.工9.3，七heproof proceeds in the 
sa且eway as in七ha七 ofTh. 7.14. 
Let A be q-Ga1ois and 1ef七 1oca1工yfini七eover B， and [A:H]Lζ 
A0.As an easy conseglence of Th .工9・3，we see七ha七 anf -regu1ar 
in七err日 diatering T of A/B is ヲー invarian七 ifand on1y if 守(T)
is an invarian七 subgroupof 匁・ Moreover，we can prove七henext that 
corresponds exac七工y七o七hec1assica1 norma1ity theorem. 
Coro11ary 19.6. 話t A be q-Ga工oisan生よ認とよoca工yfini七eover B， 
and [A:R]τ 延命 Let T be an f-regu1ar intermediate ring 0f A/B. 
L .. 0 
If 'l'/B ~s Ga10is and eithe~ '} C H or Vく T 些en T i三 0]-
invarian七， and七heconverse is true provided Vヂ(GF(2) ) 2 
• 
工ラ工
E巳of. 工ncase T C H， our assertion is evident by Th. 16.5 (d). 
Whi1e， in case Vく T，V is contained in X = {σE ~ Tσ= T }， 
and七hen 之 isdense in守(Th.19.5). Hence， T "J = T:t = T. The 
converse is contained in Prop. 8.工o.
Fina11y， we sha11 prove 七hefo工owing:
Theorem 19.7. Let A Ee q-Ga工oisand 1eft 10ca1工yfini七eover B， 
and [A:H]γ 呉氏.工f T is a OJ-invariant f-regu1ar intermedia七e
L -.0 一ー 一ー一
dng 0f A/B then the group ラιa11 B-ring叫 OαI汀m附n
equ叫iva工en七 (i.e. isoαmo工r、phicand hoαmeoαmorphic)主♀守/d](T).
立oof. Since T I OJ =ぢ (Th.19.3 Ca)J， the contraction map p: 
σ一→ TIσisa con七inuousepimoゆ ismof lJ ontoラwith七hekerne1 
写(TL In wha七 fo工 ows，we sha工ユ prove 七ha七 ρ is an open map. 
Eviden七工y，T con七ains B' ε K， .D such七hat V ^ (.B') = V ^( T) . Then ， 一1.f ---------- "A 
A is h-Gaユoisand 10ca11y finite over B' (Th.工9・3)，V~ ( 13 ') ) T ) B'  • A 
and T/B' is Ga工ois. Now， for an arbi七raryfinite subset F of A， 
choose B" from Z 1. f/B' [F]. Then， T I OJ (B" [T] /Bつ=ヲ(T/B"ハT)
by Th. 18.工 Since A is h-Ga1ois and 10ca11y fini七eover B" (Th. 19.~ 
and [A:V2Y)]L毛点。，七hereh札 ds '}(B"[T]/B") = B"[T] I守(B") by 
Th. 19・3. We obtain therefore ラCB"ハT)=ヲ(T/B"ハT)= TI守(B")
く T IOJCFt. As eviden七ユy ラ(B"ハT) is open， so is TIヲ(F)， 
whence i七 f0110wsour assertion. 
Nagahara [10J; Nagahara-Tominaga [8J， [9]; Tominaga [10]; Wa1ter [工]. 
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20. Ex七ensionsof compatib1e pairs 
工n七hissec七ion，fo11owing Nagahara [工0]，we sha11 deve10p the 
extension七heoremsof isomorphisms七oob七ainmore exp1icit resu1七S・
Assume七hat A/B is q-Ga1ois and 1ef七工oca11yfini七e. Let A
1 
be 
in JC ，and A~ an f-regu1ar intermediate ring of A/B. If 8 = 2 
A ハ A~ is a simp1e ring such that V^(8) = V^CA~) 七hen A_ is said 工 2 -------.r-- ----0 ----- "A ，~~， "A '--2 
七obe annexab工e七o A~. Evident1y， A， is annexab1e七oevery inter目2' ~'~~-~-~J'.~ 
media七ering of H/B CTh. 16.5 (a)). If Aユ isannexab1e to A2 then 
A is q-Ga1ois and工oca11yfinite over七hef-regu1ar in七ermediatering 
8 (Th.工8.8(c))， and then， noting that 8 C A ζV:(8) = 8[H]， 2 - "A 
七hereho1ds A~ = 8[AハH] and A， [A~] = A，[AハH] is in j，乙 (Th.18.工). 2 ~ L ~.2" ， ~~.1 ~.1 L ~ .2 ~ ~.1 L ~ .2 
Ifσ工長守(A
1
，A; B) and σ2正等 (A2，A; B) are compa七ib1e， name1y， 
if 81σ工=81σ2 七henwe denote by σ工Vσ2 七he(no七necessari工ysingユe
va1ued) mapping of A， [A~] in七o A defined as fo11ows: 
I --.r.r---o-- -.1 L--2 
2(工)(2)l(:)l(3)
ak1 ~1 ・ akIIL au )(σ1Vσ2) = 
:(工)_¥1_(2) 日)at)
(akiσ工)(akiσ2) ... (a~σ工) (a~江 σ2) ， 
ー(i)~jεAi(i=l ， 2) ・ For any subse七呼 of 守(A.!， A; B)， 
d工 u
we se七七hen 有 V予={σVσsσ ぞ宅 and σ モキ are compatib1e} .t 1 "52 '-1' -2' -1'" dユ 2'- d 2 ------J: - - - - - - ， 
With those nota七ions，we ahve the fo11owing proposition which is 
usefu1 in the subsequen七 considera七ion.
Proposi七ion20.工. Assume七hat A is q-Ga1ois and工ef七工oca11y
finite over B・主主 A1 主 j( be annexab1e to an f-regular in七er-





]， A; B) =γ(A工[A2]，A)ハ(号 (A1，A; B) V 守(A2，A; B)). 
(b) 主主 σVτ 区与す (Aユ， A; B). V ヲ(A2，A; B). 立 (A1σ)V 
(A~Iτis inγCA~ [A~] ， A) for every AJ E Sv， .L' contained in A~ l 一一一一ー ユ 2J' .~I -'-~J .~i ユ.f
七henσVT is in 守(A，[A~] ， A; B). 一一一 一一一 工 2
(c) 旦写 (A1[A2 J， A; B). =号CA工， A; B) V OJ (A2， A; B) 些主主
A11 OJ (A工[A2]，A; B) = OJ(A1' A; B)， A11OJ.(A1[A2]， A; A2) =匁(A1，A; 8) 
竺~ A21匁(A1[A2]，A; A1) 写(A2，A; 8). 
ldl Assume tha~ Oj(A工[A2]，A; B) =ヲ(A1，A; B) V ~(A2' A; B). 
If 81手(A1，A; B) =守(8，A; B) 些旦 A21dJ (A工[A2]，A; B) = 
匁(A2，A; BL ~nd converseユy.
立辺Z・ (a) 工f p is in ~CA1[A2]' A; B) then A21p ~ 
dJ (A2， A; B 1 (Cor.工8. 4 Cb li and (A2パ H)pζH(Th. 6. 5 (c))， and 
七hen VA(A1P) = VALA1[A2ハH]ρ)=VA(A工[A2]pl is simp1e. Hence， 
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OJ-(A工[A2]，A; B) C 写CA1，A; B)マ勺 CA2，A; B). Converse1y， ifσV T 
is an isomorphism then AσE .9乙 and lAハH1TζH yie1d七ha七工 2
A1 [A2] (.σV τL = A工[A2ハHJ(σVτ) = (A工σ)[ (A2ハH)τ] ~ ~ (Th・ 18.1). 
(bi This is an easy consequence of (a) and Th. 6.3. 
(c 1 工fσisin ~(A1' A; Bl then 81σ= 81T for some τ 
in ~(A2' A; Bl (Cor.工8. 4 Cb} and Th.工8.8(a))， and then σV τε 
ヲ (A， [A~] ， A; Bl is an ex七ensionof σCombining七hiswith (a)， we 工 2
obtain a七 oncethe firs七 equa1ity. The other ones wi11 be a工most
evident. 
(d) This can be proved by the si凶工armethod as in (c). Converse1y， 
by Cc 1 and Th.工8.8(a)， we obtain 81 守CA
1
，A; B) = 
81 (A11 OJ(A1 [A2]， A; B)J = 81 lA21 l1J(A工[A2]，A; B)) = 81 ~ (A2， A; B) 
=守 (8，A; B). 
Lemma 20.2. Assume七hat A is q-Ga10is and 1ef七ユoca11yfini七e
over B， and [A:H]T ~ ~ _. Let A" A~ be f-regu1ar intermediate 一一一 L -. 0 .~1' .~2 
rings 0f A/B， 呈旦主 S = A工ハ A2・
(a) The fo110wing conditions are equiva1en七: (ユ)Every compa七ib1e
巴江 C01'σ21 (σ〆守(Ai，A; B).) !!as a common extension i~ U;， 
(2) OJ (8) = 守(A21・等(Aュ)， (2')_ 等(8)= ヲ (A工〕・~(A2)， ( 3 ) A2 1写(A1)
=匁(A2，A; 8)_，盟主 (3'1 A工1t7J (A21 = OJCA1， A; 8). 
(b i工f V ^ cs1 = V ^ CAr¥ i七hen A_ is annexab1e to Ar¥， and so A 一.:.- .A \-~ 1- • A V-2 一一 --1 --------.----- --2 ' ーー 一ー一一
is h-Ga10is and 10ca工yfinite over 8 and any of the condi七ions (工) ー
(3' ) in (a) is equiva1en七 wi七h七hefo110wing : (.4 ) dJ (A， [A~] ， A; B) 工 2
OJ (A1， A; B) V OJ lA2， A; B). 
立oof. (a) (工}→ (2): Ifσis in OJ (8) 七henthere exis七s
some T記号 CA工 suchthat A2lT = A21σ ・ Obvious1y，σ= (σT-1)τ 
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and στ 工ーモ守 (A
2
).・ (21=争(3): By Th. 19.3 (a)， 匁(A2，A; 8) = 
A21 OJ (8) = A21 dJ (A21・OJlA1) = A21 dJ-(A12. (3)=→(工): Let (σ工， σ2)
be a compatib1e pair Cσiモ守 (Ai，ALB)).By m .u.3(a)¥七here
exists some τ工長 OJ such七ha七 σ1 = A11 T1・ 8ince y =σ2T1 E 
ヲ(A2，A; B). = A21 "J (A工)， y = A21T wi七hsome τ と守 (A1)， and七hen
σ=τT
1 
is an ex七ensionrequested. 
(b) No七ing七hat Jlラ(A.:}). = A.: CTh. 19.3 (c))， it fo11ows a七
1 ユ
once J(匁(81)= 8， which means七hat CJ (8) is 勺2-regu1ar. Hence， 
8 is f-regu1ar by Th.工8.12Ca)_. Now， the工atterassertions are easy 
by Th.ユ9.3and Prop. 20.工 (a). 
Proposi七ion20.3. Assume tha七 A is q-Ga1ois andユef七工oca11y
fi凶七eover B and [A:H] 毛穴 Le七 A，，AA be f-regu1ar 一一一 L ~ 0 ，u1' '<'2 
in七ermediaterings of A/B such七ha七 V^(8)= V^(AA)' where 8 = AハAA ~...， I • A ¥，u2 I ， 一一一一 ".1f 1 ".2. 
lat 1f every compatib1e pair Cσュ， σ2) (σi E 守(Ai，AsB)) 単三三
common extension i~ <iJ 些en A1 ~s 1inear1y disjoin七 from A2・
lbl Assume that A1 ~s 1inear1y disjoin七 fro~A2 ・ 2工 A' E !R /8 
is a subring 0f A工 left finite over S th主主 A' I守(8) = A' I OJ(A2) . 
Ccl Assume七ha七九 is工ef七 finiteover 8. 工norder that every 
compa七ib1epair (σ工， σ2) Cσiモ写CAi，A; B)) ~ave a common ex七ension




J:s w-Ga1ois over 8 then every compatib1e pair 
(σl'σ21 Cσ〆守 (Ai，A2B〕)hasa common extension in oJ・
Proof. By Lemma 20.2 (b)， A is h-Ga1ois and 1oca1ユyfinite over 
the f-regu工arin七ermedia七ering 8. 
(a} Le七 A' be an arbitrary intermediate ring of A，/8 1ef七 finitel 
over 8. Then， by Lemma 20.2 (al， Hom(oA'， oA) = A' IHom(nA， nA) = 8~. '8.~' .1 1..~~'\8.~' 8 
A' I 守 (8)~=A'1 OJ(A工). OJ(A21 = A' I OJ(A2) ~く A' IHom(A~A ， A~ A) ， 2 ~'2 
which proves eviden七工ytha七 Aュ is 1inearly disjoin七 from A2 (c f. ~ 19 ) . 
(b) 8ince A/AA is h-Ga1ois and 10ca工yfinite (Th. 19.3 (b))， 2 




L(A' Iσ)~. Now，工et T be an arbi trary e1ement of 守(S). 
Then， by Cor. 6.6 (c}， A' Iτ= A' IOv for some σ乏がA
2
) and v 壬
VACsγ= VA(A2l.'. Hence， A' IT is contained in A' I守(A2)，name1y， 
A' IすCs1 = A' I OJ CA2 ) . 
(c) This is an easy consequence of (a)， (b) and Lemma 20.2 (a). 
2 
Cd 1. Since S 乙 AζV~Cs t and AA/S is Ga工ois，we ob七ain2 - . A \ -~ 1- ~ ~2 
A21守(A工[A2]/A11=字(A2/S)-=写CA2，A; S) CThs.工8.1(a)，ユ6.5(d) 
and 19.3 (aiL. Noting that V^(A，[AA]) = V^ (A，)， Th. 16.5 (d) and A V~l L~~2 J 1 • A ¥.4.1 
Th. 19.3 Ca)_ yie1d ヲCA工[A2] / A1)-= A工[A2]11(Aュ)， whence七ogetherwith 
七heabove i t fo11ows A2 I OJ(A工1=チ(A2'A; S). Now， our asser七ion
is c1ear by Lemma 20.2 (a). 
Coroユ1ary20.4. !lssume七hat A is q-Ga1ois and 1ef七ユoca11yfinite 
over B. Let A" AA be intermediate rings of H/B. If one of七he-一一 一一~ H1' 4.2 











]， H; B) CTh. 6~ 5 (.c)) and 1 CA1， H; B) V 写(A2，H; B) = 
字(A，[AA]' H; Bt (Prop. 20.3 (d)し ourasser七ionis evident. 工 2
Lemma 20. 5 . Assume七hat A/B is q-Ga10is and 1ef七工oca11yfini七e.
Let A' be in j乙， and 肝 anin七ermedia七ering 0f H/B. If 
A'ハ肝 A'ハ E 些主主 0; CA' [H*]， A; B) =勿 (A'，A; B) V守(肝， A; B) 
守CA' [H**] ， A; B} V 守(肝， A; B) for every in七ermediaterinfl H** of 
日発/A'r、H後.
Proof. Since A'[H**]ハ H= H** CA' [H料]ハ H)ペH恭=A' [H**]ハ H後
(Th. 18.1 (b)l， it suffices七oprove七hatevery σV τin 年(A'，A; B) V 
OJ-(瓦後， A; B) is an isomorphism (Prop. 20.1 (a)). By Th.工8.工，
H 1 01(A' [H ] / A '1.= 1 CH/ A 'ハ Hl=ヴ(五/A'ハH後)， and so 1 (肝， A; A'八肝)
= H* 1 o;}(HlA'ハH*l. =肝l~ CA' [H] / A ' )ζ 肝 Ir(A'[H*]，A; A') (Ths. 6.5 
and 16.5). Hence 守(HペA;A'ハ H後)= H刊写 (A'[H後]， A; A')， 
name1y，守 CA'[H吋， A; A' 1 { CA'11} V p'; p' ぞれ肝， A; A'ハ肝)} 
(Prop. 20.工 (a))_. We shaユ工 prove firs七 our 1emma for 七hecase that 
[A' :B] <∞ and [H後:B] <∞ Let N発 bea 守(H/B)-invaria凶 shade
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of H*， and 伊 in j乙 /A'[N後]. Then， T 肝 |τforsome T _ f 1. f' - ~_. ---， < 
f}J-(N* /B )_ and σ= A' 1σ発 forsome σ谷正写(伊， A; B) (Ths. 6.5 and 
16.5). By the remark stated at the beginning of七hisproof and 
Th. 16.5， we obtain 肝1OJ (A' [H刈， A; A')σ後=0](肝， A; A'ハ肝)σ後
ζ 守(肝， A; A'ハ EWho-Since 9字(肝， A; A'ハ肝)σ後=
4写LH鋳， A; A'ハH川T く∞ CTh.工6.5).，we have then 
O 
H義 I~ω ， [H後]， A; Aつけ=守(肝， A; A'ハ肝)T09t ・ Hence， τ 
Tσ発=伊1C(A' I工)V T')σ器 for some τ， E予(伊， A; A'ハ肝)， whence 
i七 fo11ows σ V T= ((A'11). V T'iσ後 ξ r CA' [日発]， A). We sha11 proceed 
next in the genera1 case. Let A" を~， .t be a subring of A ' ，工.f
H料 an interr日 diatering of H*/B wi七h [H制 :BJ く ∞ ， and 日後 an
intermedia七ering of H*/H料 [A"ハHJ with 肝， :BJく∞・ By
Th. 6.ラωi，A" Iσ モ手 (A"，A; B i and Hド IT モ守 (H後¥A;B). 
Since A" 1σ and Hド |τ are compatib工eand A"ハ肝=A"ハ H，
七hefirst step imp1ies (A" Iσ1 V (H後， Iτ)そ守CA"[H後，J， A; B). Henc e ， 
we obtain (ム"1σ)V CH州 ITl= A"[H州 JI(A"Iσ)V (H後， I T )ξr (A"[H**J， A). 
Our assertion is therefore a consequence of Prop. 20.工 (b). 
Coro11ary 20.6. Assume七hat A/B is q-Ga1ois and 1eft 10caユ1y
主旦主主・ 詮t A' be主主 2乙 ，盟主 H* an in七ermedia七ering 0f H/B. 
工fone of the subrings H後 and A' r、H is Ga工oisover A' I¥H発
then OJ (A' [H吋， A; Bl =匁CA'，A; B) V ~ (H発， A; B). 
Proof. Le七 σVτbe in OJ (A " A; B) V OJ (肝， A; B). Since 
A'ハHIσ ぞ守(A'ハH，A; B) (Cor. 18.4 (b))，七hereho1ds (A'ハHIσ)V Tモ
守(A'ペH，A; B) V写(H各， A; B) 守((A'ハH)[H餐]， A; B) (Cor. 20.4). 
Moreover， noting that A'ハ(A'ハH)[H吋=A'ハH，we obtain 
事CA'[肝J，A; B) =守(A'， A; B) V 字(CA'ハH)[H刈， A; B) (Lemma 20. 5 ) . 
Hence，σV U.A'ペ HIσ)V τis in OJ (A' [H吋， A; B) and coincides 
with σV τ， and then our assertion is c1ear by Prop. 20.工 (a). 
Now， we can prove the fo11owing: 
Theorem 20.7. Assume七ha七 A/B is q-Ga1ois and 1ef七工oca11yfini七e.
主主 A1E':JL ~e annexab1e七oan f-regu1ar in七ermediaterinfL A2・」工
2 
one of the subrings An and A ハ V~CAn) is Ga10is over S AハA2 一 .1I 1 • A ¥-.2 I ~~ ~~~~~~ ~. -~ .1' ， .2 
些主主 oj CA1 [A2]， A; B) = dJ (A1， A; B) V OJ (A2， A; B)， A工I~ (A1[A2]， A; B) 
• 
=写 (A1，A; B)， A11 tlJ (A1 [A2] ， A; A2) =守(A1，A; 8) and 
A21 0; (A1 [A2]， A; A工)=写(A2，A; 8). 
E立2工 Weset H2 = A2ハH. If A2/8 is Ga1ois， then so is 
H，.，/8ハH(Th. 6.5 (ρ1). On the 0七herhand.. if A ハ V~(8)/8，~... '"l'" A 
Ga10is七hen ~ (A工ハヨ(8)j8)= A工ハヨ(8)1. ~ (古(8)/8) (Th. 16・5)， 
and so A工ハ HlUJ (A工ハヨ(81/8)= A工ハ Hl "J(H/8ハむ (Th・此工)， 
2 
whence we obtain へハ H)-'1(A1ハ V~(8)/引く (A1 ハ V~(8) }八 H= 
Alハ H，which imp1ies七ha七 A ハ H/SペH is Galois. Hence， no七ing工
七ha七九ハ H2=.SハH，Cor. 20.6 yie1ds七ha七"J(A1 [A2] ， A; B) = 
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OJ (A工[H2]，A; Bl = bJ (A1' A; B) V OJCH2， A; B). Now， le七 σVT be in 
匁CA1，A; B 1 V dJ CA2， A; B 1 . Then ，σV CH2IT) i s in ヲ(A1[A2]， A; B) 
and coincides with σV T・ Hence，we obtain OJ (A1， A; B) V 
写(A
2
，A; B 1 = 0;CA工[A2]，A; B) Ccf. Prop. 20.工 (a)). According1y，七he
O七hersare valid by Prop. 20.ユCc1 •
Lemma 20.8. Assume that A is q-Ga1ois and 1eftユocal1yfinite 
over B. Le七 Y ぞ;t，1:>. If s = [B'ハ H:B] and 七=[V:V^(B')] 一ー ルエ.f. 一
七hen "J(B'， A;B)=ν;ザ (directunion) and 一




立巴主・ A七firs七， we shal1 prove ヲCB'，A; B'ハ H)= B' Iv. 
Le七肝 bein ZO /BT and m=肝ハ H. Then， B'ハ肝=B'ハ H.工.f'.>.J ， 
Hence， by Th. 6.5 Cc} and七heproof of Lemma 20.5， we have 
B' [肝]1 ~CBペ A; B') =ヲ (B'[H後J，A; B') = {(B' 11) V τT E 
勺(肝， A; B'汽肝)}. According1y，今(B'[H持]， A; B') = {B'[H後]Iτf， 
. ， B' [H後]lT:後}， where t:6ヲ(BペA;B') and s発=
# OJ-(HペA; B'ハH川 = [日鋳:B'ペH後] LTh. 16.5). Reca工inghere 七ha七
[肝:肝=[V:VA(.B*}] = [V:VA(B*Ti1J CProp・工8.3)and [TiV~:~]R = 
[V:V A CB*Ti)J (J>rop. 5.工 (d)}， we readi1y ob七ain 守(BペA;B'ハH)= 
s* ，，~ 
OJCB*， A; B'ハ狂的L= Vi TiV CTh. 6.9 (a) and Prop. 5・7)• It fo11ows 
七he乙efore う(B'， A; B'ハH1 = B' 1 dJ CB *， A; B'ハH)=ν了B'Iず=
B' IV (Th. 6.5 Cal). Now， we sha11 prove our assertion. Ifσ， p 
are eユemen七sin 句LB'，A; B) such七hat B'ハ HlσB'ハ HIρ ，七hen
工ラ8
p =σεwith some εε 守CB'σ，A; CB'ハH}σ). Since (B'ハH)σ=
B'aハH by Th. 6.5 (c)，七heproposition sta七edat七hebeginning 
proves thatε= B'σIv. We have seen thus 守(B'，A; B) =ν;σJ ， ""
(direct union}， where 守CB'f¥ H， A; B) = {B'ハHIσ工， B'ハHIσs}
(Th. 16.5 L If {v i1' ... ， v i七}ζv ・ ~is a right V A (B'σ1)-basis 
of V (cf. Prop. 18.31， then we readi1y ob七ain σ:V~ = )七 σV.!~~百 L j=ユ i. ij''R' 
and HomCBB'， BA} 守臼¥A;B)~ = I i，j σλj~. Combining this 
with s ・七 = s ・[B':B'f、H] = [B' :B] (Prop. 工8.3)，we obtain a七 once 
HomC:JB'， nA) = $~_， G1 t σ. 守!.!~百 ， B 工ー工 j=工 エエjtl
Proposition 20.9. Assume that A i s q-Ga1ois and 1ef七工oca11y
fini七eover B. 詮t A' E j乙 be Ga10is over B. 主主主， ?J(B'， A; B) 
=B『19(AP，ALB)JY19(At/Biv for every.- B' E ~乙 l ・ f ~ontained in 
A' ，盟主匁 CA'/B}V is dense i~ ~CA' ， A;B) .ctn 七he finite七opo1ogy). 
In par七icu1ar，if A' contains V 些旦 A'/B is h-Ga1oi~ ， 0; (A'/B) 
is dense i~ OJ (A'， A; B) 盟主句(A'，A; B) =匁(A'，A'; B). 
立公主・ Obvious1y， A'ハH is outer Ga10is over B and A'~HI 写 (A'/B)
is dense in OJ (A'ハH/B) by Ths. 6.5 (c) and 16.5. According1y， noting 
that A'ハH is OJ (H/B)-invariant (Th.工6.5(d))， we obtain 
B'ハHIOJ(B'， A; Bl =ヲ(B'ハH，A; B) = B'ハHIOJ (H/B) = 
B'ハHICA'ハHI匁(日/B)J= B'f"¥HIヲCA'ハH/B)= B'ハHI(A'ハHI守(A'/B)) = 
B'ハHI守(1¥' /B) CThs. 6.ラCaland 16.5). Hence，守(B'，A;B)=
B' I匁(A'/B)_V=B'I.1(A'，A;B) byLemma20.8andTh. 6.5 (b)， andso 
o;.CA' /B)V is dense in DJ CA' ， A; B) by Th. 6.5. Nex七， assume that 
A' J V. Since A is B.V-A-irreducib1e (Th. 17.16)， A' is B ・V-A'-
irreducib1e by Prop. 5.ユCa). Hence， A'/B is h-Ga1ois by Cor.工7.12.
Now， 七he1a七七erasser七工onwiエユ beobvious by the former. 
We sha11 conc1ude七hissection wi七h七hefo11owing theorem， which 
is si叫工arto (and essen七iaユ工ycon七ain)Th.工8.1(a). 
Theorem 20.10. Assume七ha七 A is q-Ga1ois and 1ef七 loca11yfinite 
over B. Let A工E'$. Ee annexab1e七oan f-regu1ar in七ermediatering 
A，.. of A/B， and S = A， f'"¥ A 
2 一 "一一一 工 2. 
(a) Assume七ha七 oneof七hesubrings 
? ??ー ??? ?? ?
Ga10is over 8. Then， the contraction maps 中 a一→ A11a ~工
号(A1[A2]，A; A2) 主主ー中 T一→ A21 ; of ヲ(A工[A2]，A; A工) 主主
工-1 onto 似A1'A; 8) 竺生 1-1 竺包匁 (A2，A; 8)， Eespec七ive1y，
竺d Jl匁(七[A2]， A; A1)J = A1・ If Ai I "J (A工， A; 8) =勾(Ai'A; 8) 
for every Aiモ9L/8 contained in A~ such 七ha七 [A~ :8] く∞工 工 L
then J(守(A，[A，.J A; Ar. t = A 一一一一 工 2J' .， ..21- - ..2.
(b) If A1 ~s Ga10is over 8 and con七ain~ VA (8) then 日-
1ラ9
A工ハv:臼)/8 is outer Ga10is， A工[A2]/A2 i:s h-Ga1ois， and 中 induces 
an equivaユence: 匁(A1[A2] / A2) ~ oJ CA工/8).
Cc) If A， and Ar. are Ga10is over B and A守:>V 七hen一一 工一一 ~~2 ~~ - ~~~~~~ ~. -~一一 工 一一一-
A1[A2]/B i:s h-Ga1ois and 句CA1[A2]/B)=ヲ(A工/B) 'il lJ (A2ハH/B). 
(d) 旦 A1 竺立 A2 ~re Ga10is over 8 盟主 A1:>VA(S) 虫色
A工[A2J/8 ~s h-Ga工ois an~ CTJ (A1 [A2] /8) = OJ (A1/8) 'v ~ (A2/S) 主
equiva1ent to the direc七product OJ (~/8) x 匁(A2/S). 
Proof. (a) By Th. 20.7，中 and ~ are evidentユyonto and 工-1.
Nex七， we sha11 prove the 1ast part. By Th.工8.8(c)， A/S is q-Ga1ois 
andユoca1ユyfinite. Hence， A1 contains a subring U ε~ /8 1eft 
finite over 8 such that U[F] E 1L for every finite subset F of 
A， (Th. 6.3). If a is in A，[Ar.]¥Ar. then we can find regu1ar 工 2'"\~~2 
in七ermedia七erings AJ of A~/8 工eft finite over 8 such that a ~ 
工工
A~[A~]. Obvious1y， A~ is annexab1e to A~ (Th.工6.5)，and then by ユ 2.1' '""~'~'""~~~J' 工 2
Th.ユ8.8(b)， we have JCラ(Ai[AdJ，ALA3)=A8・ According1y，ap'ヂa
for some p'モOJlAi[A2]，A; A2)' 8ince Ailp'正号(Ai'A; S) by 
Th. 6. 5 la)， by as sump七ion Ailp' = Ailp for some ρ正ヲ(A1，A; 8). 
Then p = p 'v (A01工 isin '1 (A， [A0 ] ， A; A0 ) (Th. 20.7) and ap = 2' -，- d ユ 2.J'~~， ~~2 
a ((Ai I p) 'v lA21工))= ap'ヂa，wl山 hmeans J(ι1 CA1 [A2] ， A; A2) = A2・
Fina11y，七heva1idity of Th・工8.8(a) enab1es us to app1y a simi1ar 
argumen七七oprove七heremainder. 
Cb) By Th. 18.8 Cc)， A/8 is q-Gaユoisand 1oca1工yfinite.' Hence， 
A工ハヨ(8)/S is匂山 (Th・6.5(c))， and七hen 中 is 工-1 and 0∞n凶t






1) ;σ £匁 (A1，A; 8)} ( Th・20・7) and ~ (A工， A; 8) = 
OJ (A1 ' A1; 8) (Prop. 20.9). Hence， we see that an e工e町 nt p in l ~~1 
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勾(A工[A2]，A; A2) is an automorphism if and on1y if so is A11p'. If 
Aiε :IL /8 is a sゆ ringof A.1 1eft fini七eover 8 じhen CJ (A1， A; 8) 
= A11守CA.L" A; 8) = A11 CJ CA1/8) CProp. 20.9). Hence， for every a ε 
A工[A2]¥A2 we can find some p Eヲ(A工[A2]， A; A2) such that A11P'岳
写(A工/8t and apヂa(cf・七heproof of (a)l. Then， p is an automor-
phism by the above remark， which means that A，[A^J/A^ is Ga10is 1 ~~.2'" '..2
Hence， A1[A2J/A2 and A工/8 are h-Ga10is by Prop. 20・9and Th.工8.8(c). 
Fina工y，七heequiva1ence wi11 be easi1y seen. 
lC 1 If H^ = AハH then A^  = 8[H^] and A， [A^] = A，[日]. 2 ~.2 " .. ~.2..... L u2 J ~.1 L".2 J ".1 L .2 
According1y， no七ing七hat H^/B is Ga10is by Th. 6.5 (c)， we may assume 2 
from the beginning七ha七 A2 is con七ainedin H. By Th. 20.7， 
OJ (A1 [A2 J， A; B 1 =匁CA1，A; Blマ守CA2，A; B). From ~ (A2， A; B) = 
A210J CH/Bt =零 (A2/BllThs. 6.5 Ccl and 16.5i and 守(A1，A; B) = 。(A
1
，A1; Bl白rop.20・91，i七 fo110wsthen 事(A1[A2 J， A ; B) = 
1 CA1， A1; B)_ 'iJ 0; (A2/B L Hence， P'E OJ (A1 [A2J， A; B) is an automorphism 
if and on1y if A，IP' is an au七omorphism. Therefore，今=11 
年(A工/Bl'iJ乍 (A2/Bl is the group of a11 B-ring au七omorphismsof A工[A2]. 
8ince 81 OJ (A
1
/B)ζ 守C8，H; B) = 81守(A2/B) (Ths. 6.5 (c) and 16.5)， 
we have A11 ~ =字 C~/B). According1y， no七ing七ha七九[A2J/A1 is 
Ga工oisby Th. 18.1， we readi1y see七ha七 J(ち)= B， name1y， A， [A^]/B d' I ~，............'--"-，} 工 2
(Ga10is and so) h-Ga工ois(Prop. 20.9) and ラ=dJ (A1 [A2 ] / B). 
(d) Since A/S is q-Ga10is and 10ca11y fini七e(Th. 18.8 (c))， 
(d) is an easy consequence of lC). 
Bia工ynicki-Biru工a[工];Nagahara [ユ0];Nagahara-Tominaga [8]; Yen [工]. 
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21. 守-10ca11yGa工oisex七ension
A七 firs七， we sha工 consider the case that A/B is Ga10is and 
[v:C] く∞
Theorem 21.1. 1β七 A be Ga10is and 1ef七 a1gebraicover B. If 
[v:CJく∞虫色 A/B 与 OJ -~oca1工y Gaユois.
Proof. Since A is Ga10is and finite over H， A is H.V-A-
irreducib1e (Th. 6.工). Hence， A/B is h-Ga10is by Cor. 16.6 (a). 
工f [B:Z] =∞ then A/B is 1eft 1oca11y finite by Th. 11.5. Whi1e， 
in case [B:Z] <∞，七he工oca1finiteness of A/B is given in 
Cor. 11.11. Now， 1et B' be a member of jt， ~/r such that A = 工.f
B' [H]. Since J(B' IOl i = B， there exists a fini te subse七ナ of 守
such that J CB' Iタi= B. 工f N is an arbitrary 等(H/B)-invariant
shade of B' [に)~ ， 1" B'σ]ハH then B' [にノ B'a] is con七ainedin the 
σEセ
simp1e ring M = B'[N] (Th.工8.1i. Moreover，ラ=守(B')[f']
induces an飢七omorphismgroup of M・ Since JCMIうi= B (Cor. 6.10) 
and VM(sl is simp1e， M/B is Ga工ois，which means七ha七 A/B is 
10ca11y Ga1ois. Hence， A/B is ヲー 10ca11yGa10is by Cor.工1.13.
As an app1ica七ionof Th. 21.工， we can prove七hefo11owing: 
Theorem 2工.2. Ca). If A/B is 1oca11y Ga工ois七hen H is simp1e 
and for every finite subset F of A there exists an A' E ~ /H[F] 
such七ha七 [A':H] く∞ and A' /B is Ga10is. The converse is七rue，L - .::::=. 
provided A/B is 1eft a1gebraic. 
(b) 工f A/B is工oca11yGa10is七henso is A/A' for every 
f-regu1ar in七ermedia七ering A' of A/B. 
E盟主・ (a) By Th.工1.工6，H/B is outer Ga10is and A/H is 10ca11y 
fi凶七e. 工f B' is an arbitrary A/B-shade of B[E， r] then A' = 
B' [H] V B' [N_]， where N ranges over a11七he OJ (H/B) -invariant 
α α
shades. Now， 1e七 B" be an A/B-shade of B' [N ]， and or' = 
α
{σ モ匁 (B"/B); B'σ= B'}. Then， noting七ha七守(B'/B) = B' I守'
(Th. 1.2).， Th. 18.工togetherwi七hThs. 6.5 and 16.5 proves七hat
B' [Nα]/B is Ga1ois. Hence， A'/B is ユoca工yGa10is， and so A'/B is 
Ga10is (Th. 19.3 (b))， for [V^t(B)・V^，(A')]= [V^，(H):V^，(A')]ζ A ， '~/"A'\~ IJ L.A"....'..A 
[A':H]Lく∞ byProp. 5.4. By七hesame reason，七heconverse part is 
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an easy consequence of Th. 21.1. 
(b) Choose a subring B' E :K， .c> of A' such七ha七 VA(B')= ~ 1.f 
V^(A'}. Then， A/B' is 1oca11y Ga1ois， and then for every fini七e
subset F of A 七hereexis七san A"ξ 忽 /V2(B')[F]such七hat
A" 
A"/B' is Ga10is and [v^ ，， (B'l:v^"(A"}] 毛 [A"-:-V~(B' ) L <∞ (see A"'-.LJ L'VA¥".l"1- I-J -=L.l"1- .vA¥.LJ 'JL
七heproof of CalL. Th. 21.1 imp1ies七hereforethat A" /B' is 
ヲ(A"/B' J.ァ1oca11yGa1ois. Since A"/A' is h-Gaユoisand 10ca工1yfi凶七e
(Th. 工9.3)，A"/A' is 工oca工工yGa10is again by Th. 21.工 Wehave 
proved七herefore七ha七 A/A' is 1oca11y Gaユois.
Coro1工ary21.3. .!工 A/B is工oca11yGa工ois an~ [A:H]Lζ 氏O
七hen .A/A' is 守CA')ー工oca11yGa10is for every f-regu1ar in七ermedia七e
ring A' of A/B. 
立2ζ・ Since A/A' is h-Ga工oisand ユoca工工yGa10is by Ths. 19.3 
and 2工.2(Tl， our assertion is c1ear by Cor.工7.13.
Next， we sha11 consider七hecase七hat A/B is Ga10is and 
[V:CO] く∞
Lemma 2工.4. Assume七hat A is Ga10is and 2-a1gebraic over B 
盟主 [V:C。] く∞・ 話主 Q be七hese七 ofa11 q モA such七ha七 B[qJE 
2L O .工f. Bq.C ~hen 七here ho1ds七hefo11owing: 
工.f 一 千
(β.1 Q contains an e1emen七 q' such七ha七 H is no七 con七ained
in the center 0f 古臼[q'] 1・
(bl There exists an e1e即時 a such七ha七 H [a ] ~ V and H i s 
not contained in the cen七er0f H[aJ. 
Proof. (a) By七hepro∞of of Cor. 8.ラ， we can easi工ysee A = B[Q]. 
In case n = 工， for an ar七bi七工rary b モB¥C 七hereexis七san e工emen
q'ξA such七ha七 b，q'ヂq'b，and七hen H is no七 con七ainedin七he
ce耐 rof三CB[q']1. 地斗e，in case n > 1， we may assume tha七 B
contains an e1emen七 b=} x..e.. wi七h x~ 工 and x. 0 for L. -~ij -ij 工n :Ln 
every i ~ 2 (Prop. 8.31. Then， by Lemma 8.4 (b)， q' = u(E， 1) is 
in Q. Since 吋ヂ仇 H is not con凶削 in七hecemof v:(h']) 
(b) By (a)，七hereexis七ssome q'巨 Q such七ha七 H is not 




Case工 c'<1-C 0 : For any x E C '¥co，there exis七ssome y長 V
such 七ha七 V = C，Jx， y] CTh. 工工.工6)• 1f B" = B' [y] = B [ q' ， y] 七hen
o 
A" = v~ CB" t:> B" [A'] .~ H[x， y] :> V. Further， we obtain ∞> [B":B]L 
> [VA"(B):VA，句")]R= [V:V A，(A")J CProp・5.4). Hence， A" is inner 
Ga工oisand fini七eover H CTh. 7.7). Since H q.' C' in:叫ies H ct. 
V A" (A")， there exis七ssome a such that A" = H[a] (Th・工1.工6).
Case 11. C'ζC
o
: Obvious1y， V' VACB') is a centra1 division 
a1gebra over C'， and so V~ C 'V' = C~ ~r1 'V' is a simp1e intermedia七e~u~....~ 0 ~o ~O_-C' 
ring of V/C~ (Props. 4.2 and 4.31 and vc:.;.lv~) = V~ (Th. 7.7). Accord-v.....'o~ 0 
ing1y， in case V 乙 V 七hereho1ds c_ c vu(v_l = vu(v')く A'，and O 芋 V~~~~ ~ ~~~~~.... ~ 0 ;= • V ¥.• 0 1- • V ¥. 
hence for an arbi七rary x E VVCVo)¥cothere exis七san e1emen七 Y such 
七hat V = Co[x， y] CTh. 11.工6). Then， by the same argument as in Case工
we can find an e1emen七 a requested・ Whereas，in cas e V。=V，A"= 
A'・V' A'③C' V' is a centra1 simp1e a1gebra over C' containing V， 
for [v':c'] = [v:c_] く∞・ Since ∞> [B':B]L ・ [V':C']~
O 
[V:V' ]・ [V':C'] = [v:v^，(A"l.J by Prop. 5.4， A" is finite inner Ga10is 
A 
over H CTh. 7.7). Now， in七hesame way as in the 1ast part of Case 1， 
our proof wiユ1be comp1eted. 
Theorem 21.5. 工f A i s Ga10is and 2-a1gebraic over B， and 
[V:C_J <∞， then A/B. i s C7J-工oca11yGa10is. 
ハー
Proof. 工ncase B ζC， our theorem is contained in Th. 21.1. 
Henceforth， we may assume a1ways B q.， C. Le七 Q be 七heset of a工
qξA such that B[q] E Jt ~~. Then， we can choose a finite subse七工.f
Q' = { q1' ... ， ~} of Q such七ha七 B[F]C B[ Q'] (cf. the proof 
of Lemma 21.4). By Lemma 21.4 (b)， there exists an e1emen七 a1 such 
that A， H[a， J contains V and H is no七 containedin the center 1 --~-1 
2 
of Aュ 1f B2 = B [a1， q1] and A2 = V~ CB2) C.) ~) then ∞〉
[B2:B]L ~ [VA~ (B):VA_ (A2)] (Prop. 5.4). Hence， A2 is fini七einner 







J CTh. 11.16). Repeating the above 
argument for B[a2， q2] instead of B2' we obtain a3 such七ha七
V2(B[a，q]}=H[a ].COIl七inuing七hes加 leprocedure step by step， we A~-L-2' ~2~. ~L-3 
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obtain even七u山 a2'…， at+1 E A such山古(B[九， qk]) = 
H[ak+ユ] Ck = 1， ... ，七1. Noting that Q'ζH[a七+工]， there exis七S
a fini七esゆ set F' of H such tha七 B[Q']ζB[F'， a.. "' ] . 七+1
H/B is ou七erGa10is and 1ef七 aユgebraic，there ho工ds B[F'J = B[h] 
for some h E H lTh. 16.5 Cc l} • Hence， i七 fo11ows [B[F]:B]L壬
[B[h， a.1. I，]:B]T <∞， which means七ha七 A/B isユeft10ca工1yfini七e.七+1"--"L 
Now， 1e七 S= {s" ... ， s _ } b e a C -b as i s 0 f V .工f B' is in 工， .....p~ "'9 
z;.ρV F then B' I OJ =-V~ CB' Iず)forsome Tiそ守 (Prop・5・1)
We附 here B" = B' [B 'σB'σand A":; V~ (B") ( .:> V). 工'...'m
Noting七hatVACB"〕=VA(B"[C。])=VA(B"[V])and B"[V]is cg-
invariant， it is eviden七七ha七 A" is OJ -invariant. Hence， A" is 
Ga10is and工ef七工oca11yfini七eover B and [V ^ " (B) .: V ^  " (A)] ~ A""'-"-"A 
[B":B]L く∞ CProp. 5.4)， so七ha七 A"/B is 10ca11y Ga10is by Th. 21.1， 
which means七ha七 A/B is工oca11yGa1ois. We have proved七herefore
A/B is ~ -loca11y Ga10is (Cor. 11.ユ3). 
Combining Th. 21.5 with Cor. 19.2， we readi1y obtain 七hefo工ユowing:
Coro11ary 2工.6. Let A be 1eft 10ca工yfinite over a regu1ar 
sゆ ring B， and [v:c_J く∞ If A/B is q-Ga1ois七henit is工oca1工y
0- ー
Ga1ois. 
Moreover， we can prove七henex七七ha七 con七ainsProp. 1.16. 
Coro工1ary21. 1 . Le七 A be inner Ga10is and 1ef七 2-a1gebraicover 
B ，and [ V : C _ ]く∞ Le七 B' be a simp1e in七err日 diatering 0f A/B 一一一ー 0-
left finite over B. If B'/B is inner Ga10is then the center Z' of 
B' is contained in Z， and converse1y. 
Proof. By Th. 21.5， A/B is 守ー 工oca工yGa1ois. Hence， A/B' is 
inner Ga10is by Th・川6(b)・ 工f B'/B is inner Ga10is then V~ ， (B) 
:; B yie1ds a七 once Z' C B ハV:; Z. Now， assume converse1y Z'ζZ. 
2 
Then， V is eviden七1yan algebra over Z'. Since V~(B') n. VA(B') :; Z'， 
vAlB') is a centra1 simp1e a1gebra of finite rank over Z' (Cor. 1・1工). 
Hence， we obtain V = v^ (B')0.." V.， (B) (Th. 4.8). From the 1as七A---I Vz' 'B' 
re1a七ion，we see七hat V' = v"[)，CBl is si町工e. Fina11y， i七 fo1工ows
:'. ¥ _ 1__. ¥ _ __2/_， ¥ 
J (B '1V') = V ^  (V'1 ハ V~CB ，) = V ^  (v)= B. A... ， "A'- "A
. 
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Now ，工e七~ and A2 be inter.mediate ~~~gs of A/B， and Ji) in 
D仏.;'A; B)い=1， 2t. The pair eoC1}， O(2)) is said to be compa七ib1e
c工t_ ^ ~ ^ I . (21 if A1ハA2¥o 'I.-~ 1- = A1ハA21 o 
Theorem 21.8. Assume七ha七 A is Ga10is and 1ef七 2-aユgebraicover 
B， and [V: C _ ] < 00' Let A" Ar， be ト regu1arintermediate rings of 一一一 O く ∞ 一一一 工， .H2 
(工) ，( 2) 
A/B，盟主 S= A1ハA
2・ In order七ha七 everycompa七ib1epai!:.. (o ¥..J../ ， O (i) 
(-0そ D(Ai，hBl)havea common ex七ensionin D(A; B)，斗is
necessary and sufficien七七hatany of七hefo工10wingequiva1en七 condi七ions
be satisfied: 仏t D LA" A; S) = 0 or D (Ar" A; S) = 0， ane. ( 2) V J S ) 工， ~ ~ ， ~ I .， ¥'-.A;L2' .， . I '-' 一一ー
= V ^ CA，) or V ^  (ArJ . A '.--1' .A "'-2 
立oof. Since A/B is ~-loca11y Ga10is (Th. 21.ラ)， the equiva1ence 
between (工)and (2) is easy by Th. 6.工3(b). Now， assume七ha七 every
(工) " (2) compatib1e pairβ ，o¥'C't has a common extension in D(A; B). Then， 
for any o E D(A; S) there exis七ssome o特長 D(A;A工 such七ha七 A2¥o袋
= A
2
¥o . Since o - o後と D(A;Ar，) and o = o後+Co-o発)， we ob七ai， "'2 
D (A ; S t =D CA; A1). + D (A; A21. 工nparticu1ar， if c is an arbi七rary
e1emen七 of V ^  CS1 then o =ド+o" (o' E D (A; A，) and o" E D (A; Ar，)). A ¥J-' 1- C ¥ v ~ .，¥.， ''1 
Now， 1e七 B.:E 9L， .&' be a subring of A.; wi七h V ^  CB-!) = V ^  (A-!) 1. f .."..... ... ...~~O "'... "~i .A 
(i = 1， 2}， and 1et N be加 A/B-shadeof B1¥J B2・ Then， N¥o' = 
Nloc' and Nl.o" = Nloc" for some c'ξV A (B1) and c" ~ V A (B2) (Th. 
6.13)， and七heni七 fo11ows c c + c' + c" wi七hs ome c 0 E V A (N) C' 
O 
VJA， )ハ VA(Ar，). By the proof of Th. 2工.5，we can find a simp工esubririg A ¥ --1' ， ¥ .  ¥ --2
A* of A such七hat A*:> A工V A
2 
V V and [V:V
A後
(A発)]く∞・ If
[VA(A工):VA後(A後)]ゑ [VA (A2) :VAぷA
後)]七hen VA(S) = VA(A1) + VA(A2) 
imp1ies [V ^ CS}:V ^ (A， )]・ [V^  lA， ) : V ^  JI.(A判]く 2・[V^  (A， ).・ V^ M.(A鋳)]， and hence A¥-'"1. • ， A¥J1-1 1 J L Y A\...~11 • ，A発 A 工.'A* 
七hereho1ds VA(A) = VA(A，}， proving (2). Converse1y， assume that 
{ :(ユ1 rC21 VA(S). = v^ CA，) and (o，_.J.L， O'-l:.L) is compatib1e. Take an e1ement v'ξV A ¥-1-1 
such that o(工)= A1¥ o
v
' (Th. 6・工3)・ Since Slo(2) = S¥o(工 S¥ ov" 
( 2 ) . _...L _ -' _. _ ~ T"> { ^ '" ¥ r (.2 ) 
O¥LI _ Af')l o~p ， is contained in D(AI")' A; S). Hence， O¥.L-I - A0Io.r' = 2 ..~， ""'1' -----~-， -2 I 
A2¥ov" with some v"モVA(S)= VA(A1). (.Th. 6.13)， and o = ov' + ov" 
is an extension requested. 
Combining Th. 21.8 with Prop. 20.3 Ld)， we readi1y obtain the next: 
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Coro11ary 2工.9. Assume七hat A is Ga10is and 1ef七 2-a1gebraic
over B ， [ v: C _ ]く∞ and [A:H] 毛~ A' Le七 A" AA be f-regu1ar -一一一 o J -，一一一 ....JL - ..J，¥ O' 一一 工， "2 
in七ermediaterings of A/B such七hat A， /AハAA and AA/AハAl' ~.1' . ~.2 一一一 2' --1 "--2 
(工，.(2)¥ (，.(i) are w-Ga1ois. 工fevery co即 atib1epair ( o ¥-.J. 1， O ¥ L.. t) (. OξD(Ai，ASB)) 
has a common extension in DlA; B) 七henevery compa七ib1epair 
Lσ工， σ2t(σi E 句(Ai，A; B)J !!as a cornmon ex七ensionin 
Fina11y， by七heway， we shaユ工七reatwith a1gebraic extensions of 
bounded degree. In Cor. 9.7， we have seen that if A/C is a工gebraic
and of bounded degree then A is finite over C. Our principa1 aim is 
七oprove the S8且efor Gaユoisex七ensions.
Lernma2工.工O. 1β七 B be an intermediate fie1d 0f A/C. If A/B 
is 1ef七 a1gebraicand of bounded degree then [A:C] <∞. 
立笠f. A七 first，we sha11 prove B/C is a1gebraic. If no七，七here
exis七ssome xモB 七ha七 is七ranscenden七a1over C， and七hen
{1， xo' x~ ， ... } is BT-free (Prop・5・1). Now， 1et X be an R J>.R' J ~L 
arbitrary non-zero B-B-sゆ Iωdu1eof A wi七h [X:B]，. <∞， lJv(入) a L ' .x
minima1 po1ynomia1 of xlxo over BT， and 1et n(X) be the degree I~.R -L 
of lJ
X
(入1. Then， there exists some u εA such七hat UU..r(XTJヂO.lJX¥xR 
If X工=X + BuB then [x， :B] く∞ and n(X，) > n(X). Con七inuing工 L - ---- -"'-.1 
the same procedure， we can find a B-B-submodu1e Y of A such七ha七
[Y:B]L < ∞ and nCYl > m = max { [B[a] :B]T}' As is we工ユ known， there 
aEA 
n(Y)-l 
exis七san e1ement yと Y such tha七 {y，yxR， ... ， yx~ 
1ef七 B-free(cf. Jacobson [3; p. 69， Th. 1]). But，七hisimp1ies a 
contradic七ion nlY)' 毛 [ByB:B]L ~ [B[y]:B]L毛 m. Second1y， suppose 
七ha七 [B:C]=∞， and take an intermedia七efieユd B袋 of B/C such 
七hat m く [B餐:C]= k く∞ Since A is inner Gaユoisand fi叫七eover 
七hesimp工ering A袋=V. (]3叫 and V ^ (A持).= B恭 ζA発 (Th.7.7)，七hereA'''- ~ "A 






{ab" ... ，ab-，_} is a 1ef七 A後-basisof A (Cor. 9.5). Reca1工inghere l" " --k 
七ha七 BC A*，七he1as七 yie1ds七hecontradic七ion k ~ [B [ a] : B] L ~ m ， 




Proposi七ion2ユ.11. 己主 A b~__1~Xt a1gebraic over a simp1e ring B. 
men， the fo11owing condi七ionsare equiva1ent: (工) [B:Z] く∞ and A/B 
is of bounded degree， (2} [A:C] く∞盟主 B・C/B is of bounded degree， 
and臼) [A: C] く∞ and Z.C/Z is of bounded degree. 
Proof. Evident1y， B・C= B @t7 Z ・C and (2)=→(3) . (工)ー テ (2): .-v .， ~ Z 
By Cor. 8.5， we can find some B' = ) n D'e~ ， E ~ ~ ~ such that 
/.， 1 --ij - .，.. 1. f 
V^({eJ~}}/D' is 1ef七 a1gebraicand of bounded degree. Since [D':VB，(B')] A ~ l-ij 
く∞ (Cor.7.111， V^C{e; ~}) is 1eft a1gebraic and of bounded degree AH-ij 
over the fie1d Vn，(s').C. Hence， by Lemma 21.10， [V^({e;~}):C] く∞B' ¥--U I .."'-.L'-， LJJ '--L ...LV l YA ¥ l"'-ij 
name1y， [A:C] く∞・ (3tー→(工}: Let A = ) ~ Ca~ ， where a， = 1. There L. 1 v...i' 
exis七sa positive in七eger k such七ha七 everysubring of七heform B[c] 
(cモcipossesses a B-basis consis七ingof a七mos七 k e1er日 n七sof C. 
According1y， if c1' ... ， c七 arein C then B[C1， ... ， c七 possesses
七a B-basis consisting of a七 mos七 k~ e1emen七sof C. 1n case Bく C，
2 
theユastyields[B[x]:B14S -ks +S for every xεA. On the other 
hand， if B <1. C then A = (13・C)Ja] wi七hsome a (Th.工2.ユ). There 
exists therefore a fini七esubset F of C such七hat {a"... ， a_}ζ 
l' 
B[F， a]. 1f x = y s cJa~ is an arbitrary e1ement of A and F' = 
/.， 1 -i-i 
{c1' ..， c~} (く C1， i七 isobvious七hat B[x]く B[F，F'，a].
Hence， [B[x] :B]L ~ [B[F， F'， a] :B]L = [B[a]・B[F，F'] :B)L ~ 
s+#F [B[a] :B]・k~ . TTJ.O • Fina11y， [B : z] く∞ byCor. 7.11. 
Coroユ1ary2工.12. L主 A be 1ef七 a1gebraic and of bounded degree 
over a simp1e subring B with [B:Z] <∞ 1f Z.C is a separab1e 
fieユdex七ension0f Z then [A:B] く∞
立旦Z・ By Th. 21 .11， [A : B] L ~ [A : C]・[Z・C:Z] く∞・ Since七he
simpユering V^(Z.C) coincides wi七h B ~ t7V (Ths. 7.7 and 4.8)， V is Z 
a simp1e ring. Now， our asser七ionis a consequence of Prop. 7.工2(b). 
Theorem 21.13. 工f A/B is Ga工ois，1eft a1gebraic and of bounded 
degree， then [A:B] く∞.
Proof. To be easi1y seen， one may assume tha七 B is a division 
ring. Since V/Z is Ga工ois，a1gebraic and of bounded degree， we obtain 
[V:Z] = [V:C_]・[C_:Z]く∞ (Cor.7.9). 工nc as e [ B : z]<∞， our 
O 
asser七ionis evident1y contained in Cor. 2工.12. 1t remains therefore 
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to prove the case [B:Z] =∞Then， by Cor. 8.5，七hereexists a B' 
L i 円モ~ ~.f. Since BxB' = (Bx}L i B円 ζ li B[x]~ ， we see七ha七
[ BxB' : B ] L ~ r叩 forevery x E A， where m = max [[B[y]: B] L}. Suppose 
yEA 
now 七ha七[守 ~:~]R =∞Then， for an arbitrary integer 七>mp， we 
can find a subset {σ工 σt} of 匁七ha七 isfree OVer ~ (Prop. 
5・7i.Choose here an arbitrary non-zero B-B '-S11bmodule Mo of A 
七
with [Mo:B]L く∞・ If [2 ~ (Molσi)~:~]R く七 (cf. Prop. ラ・7)，then 
t 
七hereho1ds a ∞ト七riviaユre1a七ion:L ~ (Molσi)a
iR 
= O. Since α= 
L ; ・ n-zero，there exis七ssome a'モA such七ha七 a'α ヂO.1 U i -iR 
七
men .Ml=M。+Burislef七 finiteover B and [L ~ (Molσi)~:~]R 
< [2 ~ (M1 1σi}~:~]R ・ Repeating the same procedure， we can find 
evmfua均 a B-B'ー 帥mod山 M = 2 i Bdj of A such 七ha七 L ~ (MIσi)~ 
= EDi CJ.1 1σi)-~ ・ As [V: z] く∞， N=2iJ(djσi)V is a finitely 
generated righ七 A-submodu工eof A. Hence， there exis七 acoun七ab1y
infini七enumber of non-zero e工ements b_ _ b~_ ... in B such七ha七l' ...2' 
L ~ Nbi-= (f) ~ Nbi lProp. 11・工1・ Now， 1et a = 2 i djbj ε M)， and 
α， = I ~ CMIσi〕viR an aぬ i七rarye工emen七 of ED ~ (MIσi)VR・ Sinceevery 
d.:a' is in N， ')(句，1v-， =ω= ') (d.la')b ヂO. Hence， we have j ~ . ~ L. ¥--V i 1-. i L. ¥ -j -I ~ j 
proved that {8.(11' ... ， aσ七} is right V-free. We obtain七herefore
t'IVl毛 [a句VRIV]. On the other hand， if M' = BaB' then [a守VRIV]
毛 [(M'I匁}VRIVR]= [(M' I~ )VR:VR]R・IVI 毛 [M': B ] L' I V I ~ mp・IVI
(Prop. 5.7 (b)). Hence， combining七hoseabove， we obtain a con七radiction
t ~ mp. We have proved七hus [OJ ~ :~]R <∞， so七hatthe two-sided 
simple ring 匁~ is simp1e Ccf. ~ 7} . Now， v(J( (匁~) = BL yie1ds our 
assertion [A:B] く∞ CTh. 3.11 Ca)J. 
Bia工ynicki-Biru1a[工];Jacobson [6]; Nagahara' 15]， [6]; Nagahara-




22a. By Ths. 21.1 and 19.3， we see that if A is Ga10is and工eft
a1gebraic over B and [V:C] く∞七hen七hereexists a 1-1 dua工corres-
pondence be七weenc10sed (刈-regu1arsubgroups of ~ and regu1ar 
intermediate rings of A/B， in the usua1 sense of Ga10is七heory.
However， even in七hiscase，七hereexists a gap be七ween(後)-regu1ari七y
and r可侵-regu正arity. Prior 七ogiving an exa皿p工e，we sha工 specia1ize 
Th. 工8.工3as fo工ows:
Proposi七ion22.1. 詮jL A be Ga10is and 1eft a1gebraic over B， 
盟主 [V:cJく∞ If OJ' ~s an N*-regu工arsubgroup 0f 匁 旦主主
工(C1(，;t ') = 工lOJ' t， 七henthe fo工owingconditions are equiva工en七:
(ユ OJ' ~三(列-regu1ar land so regu工arby Th .工8.12)，(2) 立 A
{R.k} ~s a 1ef七 H-basis 0f A 盟主 q努 =OJ(B[E， A]) 虫主主
(C1 OJ': (ヲ後代 C工守， }・工(ヴ， f')く∞ ，笠生 (3) (C1ヲ， : (ラハ C1oJ ，). 
I(句，r-)< ∞ for every open subgroup ぢ of 守.
-_ __2 
E旦Z・ ByTh. 7・7，[ V : c]= [A : H] and V~ (工(0;')) =工(守， ) . 
According1y， by七he"，-a工idityof Th.工8.13，it is 1eft七oprove (2)=今(3). 
Without 10ss of genera1i七y，we may assume here七ha七守 isc10sed and 
ラ=ヲCB') for some intermediate ring B' of A/B [E， A] 1eft fini te 
over B. Since CJ後ハヲ isa c10sed subgroup of七heouter group 
守秘= ~ lA/B[E， A])， T = JlOJ袋ハ句， ) is regu1ar and OJ後ハOJ-'= 
守(T)CTh. 19. 31. 1 f T後=T[B'] then [T*:T]く∞ (Th.19.3). Hence， 
by Th. 16.5 (c)， we have (守録ハヲ， : OJ(T川)= #lT発I(守袋ハ 01'))= 
[T*:T] < ∞， whence it fo110ws that ((句*ハ句， )・工(匁')~:47(T発)・工(OJ')") 
く∞ Notinghere that 普くOJ-*， we obtain (守， : (ラハ匁， )・I(等， )I'V) 
F、 ν
= (写， : (句発ハ'1'}・I("}')1・C(OJ後ペ句， )・工(ox-'r:OJ(T判・工(1')-)く∞
Coro11ary 22.2. 詮jL A be Ga10is and 1eft a1gebraic o~er B. 工f
OJ-~ s a1mos七 outerthen every c工osedN*-regu1ar subgroupヲ of 1 
i s regu1ar. 
立oof. 工nany rate， [v:c]く∞ and 0( is工oca11yfinite (Prop. 
16.2) . 工f B後=B[E， A] and 匂袋=句 (B各) Cunder the nota七ionsin 
Prop. 22.工)then ∞> #(H刈ワ')= (守， : OJ*ハ "f') ~ 
(句， : (旬発ハ匂， )・工(匁，) ). Hence， Of' is regu工arby Prop. 22.工.
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Examp工e22.3. Le七 C be七hea1gebraic c10sure of the rationa1 
number fie1d P. As is we11 known， the Ga工oisgroup OJ-(β/P) con七ains
an automorphismσof infinite order. Now， consider七he 2 x 2 
l"' 2 
comp1ete ma七rixring A = >: L. Ce.:.! = (p}r) @n C over C with七heム工 ij \--~ '-2 '->' P 
system of ma七rixuni七s E = {e.:.!}. To be easi1y seen， A is Ga10is 
ij 
and 
ユoca11yfinite over B P， and [V:V^(A)] = [A:C] = 4， and 守(C/p)
A 
may be natura工1yregarded as a subgroup of 守=守(A/B).工fwe se七
a 工+e21 七hen J =工+ke21 for every integer k. Let ゲ be
七hesubgroupσ宮] of ヴ genera七edby σa. No七ingthatσぎ=ぎσ
and σ is of iぱ i凶七eorder， one wi11 readi1y see that OJ-t is an 
ou七 e~ group of infini七eorder. Moreover， if T is an arbitrary 
e工er
A/八(pL.， wi七h [B-， :P] く∞七hereexis七 in七egers k" kr) such七ha七i . J "'....... ~ ..n... v ... v.....o~... . .L1， .L2 
Bilτ = Bi I (1σalki (i = 1， 2)， whence we have (p)2Iak1-k2 = 1， nameユy，
l + (k -k )e = akューk2ξ P. Hence， i七 fo11ows k， k~ ， which means 工 2I -21 " ~ - .._..-- 工 2
τ= cσalk1 E OJ t・ Thus，we have seen that ~' is a c10sed (outer) 
N*-regu1ar subgroup of 勾・ Fina均， as H 古(B)= C， OJ (B[E]) = 




contained in 句後ハ匁' 七hen CP12la
l¥. = (P)2IT =工 wi工1yie1d at once 
k = 0， which proves that 守努ハヲ=1. According1y， it fo11ows七hat
(OJ' : C句袋ハ句つ・工(Pd').ケ)= u勺工)=∞ Hence， 句 cannot be regu1ar 
by Prop. 22.1. 
22b. In Th.ユ9.3，七heexis七enceof Ga工oiscorrespondence had七O
be restricted to f-regu1ar in七ermedia七erings. In case A/B is inner 
Ga10is and h-Ga1ois， an in七errr肘I
is no七hingbu七 saying七ha七 T is a simp工esub工ring工ef、tfini七eover B， 
叩 ds印oTh. ユ功9.3(いc)makes essentia11y no progress 七拍ha飢nPηro句p.6. ユ江工 In 
what fo1ユows，we sha工1dea1 with a specia1 inner Ga10is extension of 
which七heGaユoisgroup is no七 1ocal1ycompact but 1.f.d.， and for which 
七hereexists Ga10is correspondence between邑1the c10sed regu1ar 
subgroups and込よ七heintermediate rings. 
Throughout the subsequent study， we assume a1ways七hat A と
• 
‘ 
O}-l:oca11y Ga10is over a fie1d B 盟主宰 1sabe1ian. Under this 
si七ua七ion，the 1a七terpart of Cor. 9.5 (b) is sti11 va1id. 
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Proposi七ion22.4. If A i三 oj-1oca11y Galois over a field B 
盟主宰 isabelian，七heneither A is a fie1d 0r B coincides wi七h
V， and so every intermedia七ering 0f A/B is simp1e. 
立公工・ By Cor.工7.13， A/B is Ga1ois. In case OJ is ou七er，七he
comm.uta七ivi七yof A has been shown in Cor. 4.9. Therefore， in wha七
fo11ows， we may res七ric七 ourattention to the case VヂC. Le七 v be 
an arbitrary e1ement in V¥C. Then，七hereexists some a ξA such 
七hat vaヂav. Now， for every w正V，we can find a 守-shade A' of 
B[a， v， w]. Since <lJ(A' /Bl (く A'1 OJ 1 i s abe工ianand VA，(B) does 
no七 coincidewith the center of A'， v^，lBl = B by Cor. 9.5 (b)， which YA' 
proves evident1y V = B. The simplicity of every intermediate ring is 
七hena consequence of Cor. 6.2. 
工nwha七 fol1ows，we assume further that A is non-comm.u七a七ive，
namely， A is inner Galois over七hemaxima1 subfield B (Prop. 22.4). 
We sha工 in七roducehere the fo工owingconditions: 
(il If C' is an intermediate field of B/C with [B:C']く∞，
and T an in七ermediatering of A/B wi七h Vm(T)ζC' ，七hen七hereT~-' 
exists an intermedia七ering B' of T/B such tha七 V
B
'(B' )ζC' 
and [B' :B] <∞. 
(.ii) If C' is an intermediate field of B/C then there exists 
a fami1y {C'} of in七ermediatefields C' of B/C such七ha七 [B:C'] 
α αα
く∞ and (¥ C' = C'. 
αα 
(iii 1工f C' is an intermediate field of B/C wi七h [B:C'] く∞
七hen [c":c'ハC"] く∞ forevery intermedia七efie1d c" of B/C. 
If T and T' are arbitrary (simple) intermediate rings of A/B 
七hen VACT) = VT'臼1= V B CT 1， and J (T I吉=B， and hence T/B is 
a1ways inner Gaユois. In particular， if [T:B] く∞七hen [T:VT(T)] = 
[B :VT(T)]ι== [T:B]ι く∞
Lemma 22.5. 詮t AヂC b三 OJ-工oca11yGalois over a fie1d B， and 
詮!. "J Ee a泊bel工i勾an.
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[B:C'] <ω ，盟主 T 田 intermediaterin~ 0l' A/E 註主主 VT(T) C C' 。
A8sume the condltion (1). I1' T' is阻世七日目rYlntermediate rinR of 
A!T 笠旦 VT，(C').!s a central simple al~ebra 01'口ロiterank ove，r C' 
主旦t. By the condition (1)， there exists副 lntermedle.色erlng B' 
01' T/B 加 chth叫九，lB'}ζC' e.nd [B':B] < • 四回.by the 
曲。'verem帥 ・四 have [B':VS，(B'}] <皿，副 80 ~ ， (C')::: C' 日田町
、回目的eroz f=vB1ω，) coin巴id田 with C'. If B・司 VT，(C')
( :>S") then 0' C VS，(B*)， C YB*臼"): VB"白")=0'，0醐 ely，VS，(B") 
'" V B* lB*) : C I • We obtain therefore 舗:> [B":C'] :[B":VS，(B*)] 
[B*:V世田"lJ'" [B*:c'l 
Theorem 22.6 註主 AヂC b三 oj-!ocallv Gaユ。印刷era fiel2:. B， 
盟土1.t 帯註」単込旦 玉ft主主主旦邑込旦主(i)， (ii)盟且 (iii)旦旦
gatlsfled then there exlets e. 1-1 duol巴orresDondencebetween closed 
r'"叫町"'泌氏rOUPB0f. 1 6ld inter理ediaterin，.;s 0f A/B，!旦主主主且旦邑
aen白e01' Ga.loh色heorv.
宝盟主.Le必 T be田町bitraryi同 ermediatering ot A/B，田d x 
arbltrary element 01' T' = r.lTl. 1f T， :S[x] and C， = Vm (T，) IAl1T11 
出回~ > [T1:B] [B:C1]， Notins拍同九;;VT，(T1) .:>VT，(T') ; 
VTli'} ; VT(T). we see油国 VT，(C1)皿 d VT(C1} are central simp1e 
algebr回 offinite rank over C1仏園田 22.5). Hence， [B:C1] ∞1ncides 
w1th [V臼)'BJ，阻d50 X 15 CO叫 ainedin V"，(C、)= Vm(C、}く官。T'"-l' .-， -- 官、-1' "T'-l'_ 
We have prov凶愉us V;tTl;; T. Next， we sha11 prove出品 vile')=c，
for every 1ntermediate field C' of B/C. By the cond1t1on (1i)，出ere
existsa family {C』} ofint町田diatefie1ds c; 。T B/c such出品
[B:C' J <個 andハ C''" C'. Since every V^(.C') 16 a centr叫 simple。αA.
algebra (，ρf fln1te rank) ov町 C'(Lemma 22.5)， C~ ; V~(G') ハ九 (0') = 
古り‘It白11oW'sther曲目 C'cfv)ι ハ;fIH;)三へ“cJ=Cl，
n皿ely ， v~lC'l=C ' ， F1nally，四 shal1pro四曲目 A川 1sleft locally 
finlte， Let F be an arbitrary fin1te subset of A， If we set T骨=
B[F] and C・.VT・(T*)，then [B:伊;;[T*:B] < . Accordlngly，臼
cflzVT{T)=vAtT) 柏田 [C" :C・ハ c"]<・ by拍 econdit10n (111) 
Since the center of T， = V.(C・ハ C") coincides w1th T.'(C・ハ c")1 "A'"v "._~..".~~".v ~ ~U.. "A 
c・f"¥C" by the日 cond回 BEEtiongiven above，weobtainITl VTl(C")lz 
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[ c"。円ゲ<"'. Recail.ing here that T1.) V A (門=令官): T by 
也、efirst 8.ssertion given 曲。ve，抗 18evident the.t T:: VA(C") '" Vm (c"l 
-1 
We obta!n therefore 丸一T]::[C":C*r'lC"]. Since T
1 
conta!ns 
。bviously T* as well由民 itfo:日明白油田 [T[F]:T]L~ [T
1
:T] <・
whicb proves the left local fin!乞eneS6of A/T. Since A 1s B-A-
irreduclble by Th. 6.1. A 1s T-A-irreducible much more. Accordingly， 
A/T 1s h-Ga1ois by Cor・17.12，阻d$0 OJ(T):: Cl VA(Tf" by Th.ュ8.12
Ex四lple22.7 工nwhat l'。ユ10W5，we shall presen七""ex岨叫epromised 
at the opening of this 8ubsection. By G 陶七hel工J，there exlst a 
count由 ly!nflnite number of lnon-c咽 mutative) cen色raldivisioD a1gebras 
Ai of flnlte rank over the ra七10n8.ユ numberfield C 目uchthat [Ai:C] 
a.nd [Aj:C] 町 erelatively prime for every 1ヂJ. Slnce every Ai 
18 a cyclic divi目。nalgebra over C (Brauer-Hasse-Noether [1])， Ai 
conta1n8 a max1maエsubfie1d B， that 18 a cyc1ic extens10n of C 
(i) 占
岱len，A ，- A， ~" '.. @" A~ is a central div1s1on al.gebra over C .1 ~C . '"'C."1
(Cor. h.h). If 1 毛 J th田 bythe canon1ca1 18冊。rphi阻 A(1) ma.y 
(J) be regarded as a d1v1s1on subaエgebra0/ A~~' ， and so we ma.y cOss1der 
l i)
もhecen色raJ.d1v1sion algebra A ~ lim A'-I over C. Obv10us1y， 
(i) ←サ (i)
:， ~l@C ... ~C B1 is am阻 imalBubfie1d of A'-'，皿@出回 B'(i 1 1im B' -I i9 a maxima1 5ubf込e1dof A. Since B" B~ ， ••• are 
-ー今 l' -2 
indep四 dentover C as subf1elds of B (namely， the四 tersectionof 
every B1 vith乞hecomposi也eof a11 B.1 's excep.色 B1 1s C andセhe
composi te of叫 1 B，'s 1s B)， ve shaIi write B =廿"B Evidenty， j .-_..- "ユ i
J(吉). B， lA'Bl胃.>>0' and七hereexisも回 infinitenumber of non-f-
目 gularintermed1ate rings of A/B. If F 1e即位、itr町， fi叫同
(i) 
叫 .bseも of A. F 1s conta1ned山田町 A，- ， so that 副Flく
Alil. @，. Z(i). vhere Zli) = lT:"" B. Hence. [B[F] :B] 毛
" 1+1 
(i) _ _li) 
[A''''' IilC Z~."':B] <園， which proves出 e1eft 1oca1 finite問自 of A/B. 
According1y， ~ 1s not 10calユ.y，凹pact(Prop. 16.3) but l.f.d. (Prop 
16.h). In be1ov， we sha1工曲。vth叫 tbeabove extension A!B satisfies 
the condit1ons (i)， (ii)阻.d(ii1) lntroduced曲。ve. Eve可"1i ~ 
(v) _ ~~n(V) 唱(Br!C) c阻 beregarded natural1y a8 a subgroup 0/ "1' v， =唱(B'V'!C) 
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for ¥1 ~ (¥11 __.:1 ，"(¥1)一(¥1) i， and then 守 and OJ ~ 写ー (B'VI /B~) coincides wi七h工工
v 
七hecyclic group C1J 1 x ・・ × 勿V and 号工× ・・ × qi× ・・ ×久 ， 
(¥1 ) Irespec七ively. Now， 1e七 C後 bean arbitrary intermedia七efield of B ¥.I /C， 
and ラ=守 (B(¥ll/C*l. Then，七heGalois group ち.OJ~ \I) of B(¥I) /C発ハ Biりユ
coincides with うハヴii× qfJ)，and七henit叫 ows七hat ラ=
-1. '" hT ¥ m (¥1 1 ハ:=工(ラハ守i2 x 守i - Hence，we obtain C傍=(c後ハ B1)@C ... C o 
(C特ハ BνL. 工f C' is an arbi七raryintermedia七efield of B/C then 
C' = TT~ Cc' ハ B~l. In fact， for every c'モ C'，C鋳=c[c'J is contained 
ムい) ム， and so七heabove remark shows that C脅=(c特ハ B.，)~ 工 C
・~，.， (c器パ BV〕， whencewe readily obtain CT=π∞ (c'ハB.)・ 工nユ
what follows， this fac七wil1be used free工ywithou七mention. Obviously， 
B is f凶七ewer CJ= 寸1(C'ハBi〕@Cz(αand C' =寸:(CTハBi)
=ハ~ C~ ， which provesω). Now， assume that )[~:C'J <∞Then， 
3 ω  
C' =寸~ (C'ハBi1 o C z'-<J I for some sufficiently large j， and so for 
any intermediate field c" of B/C there ho1ds c"ハC'= 
廿 i(hcvハBi1~ C寸;+工 (C川 BiI Re叫 ling七hat C" = 
寸iLCH ("¥ Bi 1 o C 1T;+工 (β川 Bi)，wer倒均 ob七山 [C":C"ハC']
〈 ∞ ， proving (iii). Final工y，we sha工 prove (i). Let T be an 
(¥1) " <"7(¥1) arbitrary intermedia七ering of A/B. 工fwe set T = (A ¥ V I <8>門 Z¥V/)ハT¥1 ¥J 
then T = V∞ T ， and so Vm(T) ハ∞ Vm(T) =ペ∞ V"， (T). Since 工¥1' ~~-... ~ ~ . T ¥. ~ I • ¥ 1 .  ~~ ¥1I . 1 1 . T 
V 
V T LT ¥11:> V T . ~ C T¥1 +工)， we Obtain Bi 〉 Bli 〉 B2i 〉 ・・ ( ) c)， 
¥1 -¥1+工 v
where Bvi=VT(TJ ハ Bi-However，as ハ:=工~=(ハ :vT(Tv))ハBi
¥1 ¥1 
= VT(T)ハB~ and [ B ~ : C ]く∞，七hereexists an irluger vi such七ha七ュ
BV ， .=VTLT) ハ B~ for every ¥1' > \I~. Accordingly， if ~ > 
工 工
max { ¥1" ... ¥1 .:}七hen V m (T. i = lT∞ B .ζ(Vm(T)ハ B.，)o 
V j J • Tト υ 11 i=工いi ¥ 'T 工 C 
・ o，.， (vm(TlハB.!)~ ，.， z (j )ど C'・ Thistogether wi th [T. :B] <∞ C -"T¥.-"" '-j' 'U' C 
shows the validity of (i). 
Ko七he[工];Moriya-Nagahara-Tominaga [工J;Nagahara-Tominaga [8J; 
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